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A Gift Suggestion Which Grotws 

in Favor Each Christmas-Cide 

THe Musitcrans 

| IBRARY 

wie Masterpieces of Song ane Vicia 

Music in Beautifully Made Usemes 

of Uniform Siz 

; i i hority on the subject, and contains a compiled and edited by an aut! i 

ce ‘eager ae biographical essay, a bibliography, and the best obtainable 

Manic "of the Cons pOAEE represented. Each volume is a treasury of musical art of po 
enduring and uncontested worth. 

PIANO VOLUMES 
COMPOSER TITLE EDITOR 

1 i iti Prout i : Shorter Piano Compositions. . Dr. Ebenezer 
ee a aay YR. See Piano Compositions. Dr. ubenezel Prout 

eae rat van. Vol. ie Fiano pone Sislaatsista Sob Hen ee 
i . Vol. II: Piano Com: BG F z Losing eee, Selected Piano Compositions. .... saeco fy 

épin, Frédéric. Forty Piano Compositions......... Bote vanes 

Gre, edvard Piano Lyrics and Shorter Compositions. ert pe cane, anes 

eee Twenty Original Piano Compositions...........+. as Spasuth 

Meret "Wolfgang Amadeus. dventy Piano Compositions : Oe Reinecke 
a Pi mpositions.........- Ge 

Sehabiers, Paar eee Piano Compositions........++++0++ Xaver Scharwenka » 

PIANO ANTHOLOGIES 

Early Italian Piano Music. The Harpsichord and Clavichord..... Michele Esposito 
Modern Russian Piano Music. Vol. I: 

Akimenko to Korestchenko 
Modern Russian Piano Music. 

Liadoff to Wrangell. . 
Twenty-four Negro Melod: 

SONG VOLUMES 

. High voice; Low voice..... +: +++James Huneker Brahms, douasare Te neck wie Low voice. . William Hester Apitirp 
Franz, Robert: Fifty Songs. High voice; Low voice. . . ++.+++Henry T. Finc 
ean George Frederic. Vol. Songs and Airs. 

Constantin von Sternberg 

Constantin von Sternberg 
... Transcribed for the Piano by 8. Coleridge-Taylor 

HR Fe tio Ob apeonin .-Dr. Ebenezer Prout High voice. . d Airs. Handel, George Us Sogusvang: 2M Dr. Ebenezer Prout Low voice......- 
i . Thirty Songs. High voice; Low voice.. 
et eae ae tiley Songs. High voice; ad voice. . 
Schumann, Robert. Fifty Songs. High voice; Low voice. . 

. .Carl Armbruster 
«Henry T. Finck 
-W. J. Henderson is . High voice; Low voice........... James Huneker Strauss, Richard. Forty SOME taikovoky, P. I. Forty Songs. High voice: Low 

VOICE n0i5).0 5 devas James Huneker 
Wolf, Hugo. Fifty Songs. High voice; Low voice 

Ernest Newman 

» musically fie 
complete con. 
don request, 

SONG ANTHOLOGIES 
Early Italian Songs and Airs. Vol. I: Caccin: High voice; Low voice 
Early Italian Songs and A: 

High voice; Low voice 
Fifty Mastersongs. High voice; Low voice... . Fifty Shakespeare Songs. High voice; Low voice Modern French Songs. Vol. 1: B High voice; Low voice 
Modern French Songs. Vol 

High voice; Low voice 
Modern Russian Songs. V, 

High voice; Low voice 
Modern Russian Songs. Vo 

High voice; Low voice 
One Hundred English Folk, 

i to Bononcini, 

Pietro Floridia 

ecelaiare aiails\t Pietro Floridia 
ei Pieeteietateys Henry T. Finck sa ets S Charles Vincent, Mus. Doc. emberg to Franck, 

II: Georges to Widor. i 
alee ones weet Philip Hale 

hiss Syager sis ev euer eae Philip Hale 

Ernest Newman 

‘songs. Medium voice Ernest Newman 
All Nations. Mediu 

+.++Cecil J, Sharp *Sranville Bantock 
Henry T, Finck » Jensen One Hundred Songs by Ten Masters. High Voice; Low voic BA : Vol. II: Brahms, Tchaikovsky, Grieg, Wolf, Strauee ot * “Henry T. Finck One Hundred Songs of E 

Seventy Negro Spirituals. -Granville Bantock Sixty Folksongs of France William Arms Fisher eines Julien Tiersot 

THEODORE PRESSER co., Distributors, W712 Chestnut St., Phila Pa 



Novel 

Christmas 
Remembrances... 

MUSICAL 
JEWELRY 

(Illustrations Exact Size) 

How to Order 
Use the numbers in ordering to indicate 
which style pin is desired. Where letters 
are given for qualities, write one after num- 
ber to indicate the quality wanted. (*) in- 
dicates that clasp pin has a_safety catch. 
Special Initials engraved on Nos. 15 of 18, 

ederal taxes are extra. 25 cents extra. 

MOTTO PINS 
The Novelty Motto Pins 

at favor- 
. Many 

teachers use them for indi- 
vidual prizes or awards and 
hot a few organize their 

Always B Natural pI each season into an 
ae “Always 1b Natural Club” Clasp Pin No. 21 

with each member wearing 
. the pin as the club insignia, 

‘The Qualities and Prices are: 

Quality Price Ea. 

*A—10K Gold + $1.00 
*B—Silver +35 

Sometimes B Sharp C—Silver, Gold Plated 135 
Clasp Pin No. 22 —Gilding Metal ... 15 

In Sets of Three 
No. 101 

*A-10K Gold + $2.50 
Iyer 1.00 

Never B Flat GoRilver, Gold Prated 1.00 
Clasp Pin No. 23 —Gilding Metal... 40 

LYRE PIN 
TREBLE CLEF PIN 

*A—10K Gold. = 
eau Silver... .50 

old Filled 75 
old Dipped <1. 130 

ver Dipped ... 30 

Ilustrations are Clasp Pin 
one ci Exact Size No. 33 

Instruments in Miniature. pL A RELL i oe 
VIOLIN 
Clasp Pin 

iged in gold, hody of 

hard enamel, imitation 
old violin color, 

Nonzte Gold Filtea 300 
ea TAN. 248 Gold Dipped 
Gold Filled ..... .50¢ 

cea a 
CORNET 

rasp Pin No. 26 

Gold Filled « 
Gold Filled 

Geld Dinped Gola Dipnea 
TROMBONE aANIB 

p Yo, 31 
Clasp Pin No Clasp Pin No. 29 

Gold Filled 500 | Gold Filled ....-. 5 
Gold Dipped ....-30¢ Gold Dipped 
—— 

GUITAR 
Clasp Pin No. 30 

MANDOLIN 
Clasp Pin No. 28 

Gold Filled Filled .....-50¢ 
Gold Gold Dipped ....+ Gold Dipped -300 

NOVEMBER, 1941 

THEODORE PRESSER CO. 
1712 CHESTNUT STREET. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

WINGED HARP PINS 

Olen aan Clasp Pin Clasp Pin 
No, 15 No. 1 

The ae Harp” and tho ‘Lyre and Wreath’” 
designs are quite popular with musie elub, society, 
and class members and with choir folk. Both designs 
are frequently used as pri s 
membrances. On Nos. 15 $ will be en- 
graved at a small extra charge. ‘These designs are 
obtainable in the following qualities: 
SAT1OK Gold 

E—Silver Dipped 

LYRE and WREATH PINS 

Clasp Ein Clasp Pin Clasp Pin 
No. 17 No, 18 No. 

LYRE or CROSS IN 
ENAMELED FIELD 

*A—10K Gold ...... 

*B—Sterling Silver 
Clasp Pin O—Gold Plated . 30° Clasp Pin 
No. 87 E—Silver Plated ... .30 No. 85 

‘The background of circle in the Lyre design is red 
with low 1_in black; in the Cross design, blue 
with Jower panel in white. All other parts of the 
pins are in gold or silver, 

Also obtainable with the word "'Choir”’ 
substituted for Music’? 

LYRE IN SHIELD 

A brand-new design in musical 
jewelry novelties, The lyre and 
border are in gold or silver, the 
background in black, blue, red or 
green, (State color preference and 

Clasp Pin quality number in ordering.) 
No, 90 

*30A—10K Gold 
*90B—Sterling Silver . +50 
*90C—Gold Filled 50 
90D—Gold Plated . 30 
90E—Silver Plated 30 

GRAND PIANO 
Clasp Pin 

A miniature grand 
piano in black and gold. 

No, 84A—Gold Dipped . 
*No. 84B—Gold Filled .. 

MOTTO BAR PIN No. 12 

The staff, notes and lettering of this bar 
pin are in hard French black enamel, form- 
ing a strong contrast to the metal, The 
illustration is actual size, 
No. 12A—Silver .... 
No. 12B—Silver, Gold Plated 
No. 12C—Gilding Metal, Gold Fi 
No. 12D—Gilding Metal, Silver Finish’ !. [30 

MOTTO BAR PIN No. 13 

WA 

Rose 
In styles Nos. 13A, B, D and E, the staff, 
clef, notes and letters are raised, a minia- 
ture of the bas-relief style, In Nos, 13C and 
13F the background is filled in with hard 
enamel in the colors mentioned below. 

No. 13A—Silver 
No. 13B—Silver, Gold Plated 
No. 13C—Silver, Enameled in Red, Black 

Blue or Green ......04 | 
No. 13D—Gilding Metal, Gold Finish 
No. 13E—Gilding Metal. Silver Finish .. .30 
No. 13F—Gilding Metal, Enameled 

Finish in Red, Black, Blue or 
Green ...es0« 

OUTSTANDING PIANO TEACHING MATERIAL 
Recommended by BERNARD WAGNESS 

For use with any Piano Method or Course of Study 

FIRST YEAR ETUDES 
By Bernard Wagness 

A collection of sixteen 
very simple musical 
study pieces for de- 

k veloping reading and 
JAST YEAR ETUDES, keyboard control. 
FON DEVELOPING Each etude presents 
TECHNIC STYLE one specific prince 

of piano technic with 
explanatory teaching 
hints. Large notes. 
Very attractive il- 
lustrations to stimu- 
late interest. 

Price, 60 cents 

be eC ETIETETET, 

THE BACH FAMILY—Vol. I and Il 
Arranged by Bernard Wagness 

These two volumes 
which contain — the 
most simple composi- 
tions™composed — by 
five members of the 
Bach family are the 
outstanding Bach col- 
lections. Many of the 
numbers included are 
published for the first 
time in this country, 
A detailed biography 
of the Bach family 

centering around Johann Sebastian Bach 
strengthened by a series of sequential draw- 
ings depicting incidents in his life cause the: 
books to be not only of musical and educ 
tional value, but also of importance to the 
student of musical history. Large notes and 
carefully fingered and phrased. For 2nd 
and 3rd year study. 

Price, 60 cents, each 

sata eausm 
Reo NESS 

MASTERY OF TECHNICAL 
PROBLEMS 

Compiled by Edith McIntosh 

This volume contains 
nine teaching pieces 
representing the cream. 

f elementary piano 
Each num- 

ins one sp 
cific pia: prob- 
lem, A wide variety 
of style and mood 
gives this book great 
interest. 

Price, 60 cents 

FAVORITE PIANO ALBUM 
Arranged by Stanford King 

‘This volume is the 
outstanding collection 
of simplified popular 
melodies intended for 
use by the young 
pupil of limited study, 
Attractive illustrations 
add much to the in- 
terest. This volume is 
very valuable for 

BU STANnORD Kin pupils with — small 
hands. No grade mark 
on the book. 

Price, 60 cents 

FAVORITE 
PIANO ALBUM 

ORIGINAL CLASSICS—Vol. I and II 
Edited by Bernard Wagness 

These two collections 
present the most 
simple numbers of 
various classical 
writers, beautifully 
engraved with large 
notes and expert 
phrasing and finger- 
ing. Many of these 
numbers are pub- 
lished in this country 
for the first time and 
therefore are of great 
value to teachers in search of out-of-the- 
ordinary materials. For 2nd and 3rd year 
study. 

Price, 60 cents, each 

MUSIC for the ADVANCING PIANIST 

Arranged by Bernard Wagness 

This large volume is 
intended to be used 
by the pianist of fair 
ability or the young 
student who has 
studied four or five 

Thehigh school, 
business 

person who does not 
ca to follow any 
definite course of 
study will find this 
book very beneficial. 
Also the music lover 

WMC 

ADVANCING 
PIANIST 
ANUANGED ey 

will find much of 
recreation and enjoyment in this book. The 
most popular of classics and arranged art 
songs are included in this volume. 

Price, $1.00 

TEN DESCRIPTIVE SKETCHES 
Compiled by Edith McIntosh 

All pupils — should 
have a certain amount 
of reading materials 
slightly beneath their 
ability in order to de- 
velop fluent reading 
and artistic playing. 
Because the grade 
markings are elimi- 
nated in this book, 
teachers are able to 
assign this material to 
a wide range of 
pupils. The outstanding composers of teach- 
ing material for children are represented in 
this collection. 

Price, 60 cents 

MELODIAE DIVINAE 
Arranged by Bernard Wagness 

This unique volume 
contai transcribed 
melodies representing 
early church music 
arranged for the 
pianist of fair ability. 
Carefully pedaled, 
phrased and fingered. 
A treasure trove of 
unusually rare ma- 
terials. 

RALODIAG 

sett 

Price, 60 cents 

Send for New Complete Piano Catalog and Thematics 

HAROLD FLAMMER, INC. 
New York, N. Y. 10 East 43rp St. 
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- your FINGERTIP! 
Add the beautiful instrumental 

effects of the Solovox to 

YOUR OWN PIANO! 

Now, with the amazing Hammond 
Solovox attached to your piano, you 
can bring new depth. . . new rich- 
ness ...new COLOR to every melody 
you play! 
And it’s EASY to play the Solovox 

...even for those untrained in music 

...even for small children. There are 
no chords to learn...no complicated 
fingering. Simply touch the Solovox 
keys one at a time with ONE FINGER 
and your melody pours out in an 
one of a thrilling array of delightful 
instrumental effects— as of violin, 
trumpet, French horn, oboe, trom- 
bone, cello, and many more. 
And when you play the Solovox 

against the background of your own 

left-hand piano acconipaniment, its 
lovely “solo voices” give you music 
that is beautiful and appealing be- 
yond description. : 

Easily attached, the Solovox does 
not affect your piano’s normal use 
or tone... operates from an electric 
outlet. 
SEE the Solovox...PLAy it... TODAY 

—at your nearest piano dealer’s 
For information, write: Hammond 
Instrument Co., 2929 N. Weste 
Avenue, Chicago. 

rn 

Music teachers! Write for interesting FREE 
pad “Why Jimmy Quit,” telling how 
the Solovox has Proved an important aid 

in piano teaching. 

: M 0 N D Call your piano 

- : : / : dealer for g FREE 

6 fe) yy 1 
demonstration OlOVOX (| --=:. 

ee, +++ TONIGHT! 

ni H { j 

By the makers of the Hammond Organ, 
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(ER Hammond Roisick : ord and Hammo 

‘ nd Electric Cio tks 

Robert Braine 
Pietro Deiro ‘ 
Dr, Nicholas Douty Elizabeth Gest 

George C. Krick 

C. on len bs for 
VOLUME LIX, Ne, 11 

WORLD OF MUSIC 

YOUTH AND MUSIC 
Town Hall Hallmark 

EDITORIAL 
A Psalm of Thankagiving 

MUSIC AND CULTURE 
The Revival of the Ancler 
Music Versus Prof 
Music Teachers He 
Vocal Problem 
New lustrument 
Some 

Opp ; f 

Things I Have Learned frost 
Russian Nationalist Composer I’ rt 

MUSIC IN THE HOME 
New Delights for Your Record Liber 
Musical Fi Widely A Ere 
Musical Radiation 
The Et 

on the Ether 
Music Lover’a Ht 

MUSIC AND STUDY 
The Teacher’s Round Table 
The Traditions Fine Si 
The Chapel Roy: 
The College 
Old Violin 
Question l 
She Studied y 
Backstage 
Technic of the 
ro Accordion Ts 

ude 

of Fine 8! 

MUSIC 
Classic and Contemporary Selections 

Ge 

_ Little Drum M 
Fk ocal and Instrumental ¢ 

God Give Us M ., 

Delightful Pieces j: ves 
yf gee : nd Young Players 

i Sweet Lire 

Dainty lady. ae 
Technic of the Month 

Etude (Four part Legat 

THE JUNIOR ETUDE 

MISCELLANEOUS 
oice One t i ons A 

Organ ar 

Violin Que 
An Intimat Prit - Pa My Teacher Is a La : From the Larges: } Do Not Spend Teo Tan me Gs Some Hints on Weir. 2 
Quick W ; ort ight Pu » i” 

iv \ 
: 

" ; Wrist T. ist , Holding Pupils with } v h ‘ 

Entered a 
the Act of 

“ rok 

$2.50 a year i 

Rica, Cuba, Dy 

* ataguay, R 
foundland, ¢> 

TS84, at 

oy ae 

THE ETUDE 
must Magarine 
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THE NATIONAL MUSIC COUNCIL has 

tabulated the performances of works 

written by American-born composers, 

played by sixteen leading symphony or- 

chestras in the United States during 

iast season, and found that there were 

ninety-two. Those works written by nat- 

walized Americans, or aliens living in 

America, aggregated one hundred and 

fourteen, The total number of perform- 

ances of works of composers of all na- 

tions was 1413. Thus, works coming from 

this country formed about eight per cent 

of the whole. 

MISS PAULINE ALDERMAN of Port- 

land, Oregon, is the winner of the five 

hundred dollar prize in the competition 

sponsored by the American Society of 

Composers, Authors and Publishers 

(ASCAP), for the best amateur musical 

play of the year. The winning play is 

called, “Come on Over.” The librettist, 

Miss Evelyn West, also wins five hundred 

dollars, 

THE YOUNG MEN’S SYMPHONY OR- 

CHESTRA of New York, an organization 
for the training of advanced instrumen- 

talists in orchestral repertoire and rou- 
tine, has just entered its fortieth year 

of activities, 

THE CENTENNIAL 

SEASON of the Philhar- 

monic-Symphony Or- 

chestra, which opened 

on October 9 with Leo- 
pold Stokowski as guest 

conductor, is high- 

lighted by the presenta- 
tion of new works and 

others rarely performed. 
In addition to Stokowski 

i “ Tegular conductor, John Barbi- 
ag - list of guest conductors includes 
tie the foremost personalities in 
Wee — field. New works listed are 

William and, Chavez, David Diamond, 
ates Grant Still, and David Stanley 

Cantos 
Cuavez, 

te gn AMERICAN SINGERS are given 
trainin tunity to gain experience and 
an “its Operatic performance by the 

tte oup of the National Orchestral 
Jon of New York City, which 

0 ‘ Peed its new season early in October. 

sn oer PHILHARMONIQUE of 
cated a cinthe, Quebec, recently dedi- 
le > Scrape plaque in honor of 

it ae composer, conductor, Or- 
Tas aa ee chet. For many years he 
Msieal haope member of Canada’s 
Daye “We Many Ervupe readers have 

S delightful compositions. 

A & Cnr HONY ORCHESTRA in Santiago 
is the newest development in 

Novra, nrn 

HERE, THERE AND EVERYWHERE IN 

THE MUSICAL WORLD 

the musical life of our South American 
neighbor. A group of eighty musicians 

under the leadership of Armando Carva- 
jal and Domingo Santa Cruz has at- 

tained such proficiency as to win un- 

stinted praise from visiting conductors. 

Much national music is presented on 

their programs. 

ARTURO TOSCANINI has accepted an 
invitation to conduct the Philadelphia 

Orchestra at two of the regular week-end 

concerts on November 14 and 15, with the 

possibility that later in the season he 

will conduct again. Maestro Toscanini 

for the past several seasons has been 

conductor of the N. B. C. Symphony 

Orchestra. 

A DEBUT RECITAL in New York City, 

with several other appearances next sea- 

son, is the prize to be given a young 

Brazilian pianist by Columbia Concerts, 

Inc., as a reciprocal gesture for the award 

of appearances of a young American 

pianist in Brazil, established this year 

by Guiomar Novaes. The details of this 

contest are also in the hands of Mme. 

Novaes and her husband, Octavio Pinto. 

DR. ELMER A. TIDMARSH, director of 

music at Union College, Schenectady, 

N. Y., gave, early in October, his five 

hundredth organ recital in the Sunday 

afternoon series. Begun in 1926, these 

recitals have become an important part 

of the musical life at the College. 

THE PHILADELPHIA CHORAL FESTI- 

VAL SOCIETY, Henry S. Drinker, presi- 

dent, and James Allen Dash, musical 

director, announces the annual Bach 

Festival for May, 1942; and the annual 

Brahms Festival will be given by the 

society in March, 1942. 

THE SIXTY-ONE YEAR OLD Cincinnati 

College of Music has greatly broadened 

its activities this year by the establish- 

ment of an Alumni Association which 

will include many of its famous gradu- 

ates. The founding of a monthly news- 

paper to record the current achieve- 

ments of former pupils is also an- 

nounced. A new radio department has 

been installed. Its first director, Theo- 

dore Thomas, followed by Frank van 

der Stucken and A. J. Gantvoort (long a 

contributor to THE ETUDE), brought oe 

distinction to the school, and its presen 

renaissance promises much. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF DENVER has 

broadened the scope of its music activi- 
ties by the merger with its music depart- 

ment of the Lamont School of Music, of 

Denver. The new department will be 

known as the Lamont School of Music 

of the University of Denver. 

DR. FREDERICK STOCK, the venerable 

conductor of the Chicago Symphony 

Orchestra, entered his thirty-seventh 

season with that organization when he 

conducted the opening concert on Oc- 

tober 16. 

SIR THOMAS BEECH- 

AM, British conductor, 

has been engaged to 
conduct a number of per- 

formances of the Met- 

ropolitan Opera Com- 

pany during January, 

February, and March of 
the new season. An- 

nouncement is made also 

of the addition to the 

Metropolitan roster of Maria Markan, 

Icelandic soprano, who since 1932, has 

been making successful appearances in 

Stockholm, Oslo, Copenhagen, Hamburg, 

and Berlin. 

Mania 
MarKAN 

CONDUCTORS AND SOLOISTS appear- 

ing with the Philadelphia Orchestra this 

season include, besides Eugene Ormandy, 

the regular conductor, Sir Ernest Mac- 

Millan, Sir Thomas Beecham, Saul Cas- 

ton, Sergei Rachmaninoff, Betty Humby, 

Dorothy Maynor, Artur Rubinstein, 

Fritz Kreisler, Efrem Zimbalist, and 

Emanuel Feuermann. 

THOMAS J. KERR, JR., of Baltimore, 

was the winner of the one hundred dol- 

lar prize offered in the La Forge- 

Bertumen piano composition contest, 

sponsored by the Composers and Authors 

Association of America. His prize-win- 

ning solo is called Retreat of the Lame 

Tin Soldier. 

THE PHILADELPHIA OPERA COMPANY 

will open its fourth season on November 

18th with a performance of “Faust.” In 

keeping with the policy of the company, 

all of the operas in this season’s reper- 

toire will be sung in English. A high light 

of the season will be the world premiére 

of Deems Taylor’s “Ramuntcho.” Sylvan 

Levin is musical and artistic director, 

and C. David Hocker is manager. Dr. 

Hans Wolmuth is stage director. 

t 

_ GIOVANNI MARTINEL- 

LI, world-famous tenor, 

has accepted the ap- 

pointment as artistic 

director of the Chicago 

Opera Company. The 

veteran member of the 

Metropolitan Opera 

Company will still be 

heard with this organi- 

zation; and he will also 

sing important réles with the Chicago 

company. The Littlefield Ballet, directed 

by its founder, Catherine Littlefield, has 

been retained as the official ballet group 

for the Chicago opera season. 

GIOVANNI 
MARTINELLI 

VERNON DUKE, who wrote the score 

for “Cabin in the Sky”, has completed 

a violin concerto which is his sixth work 

to be accepted for performance by the 

Boston Symphony Orchestra. For his 

serious music, the composer uses his 

real name, Vladimir Dukelsky. 

aes Competitions 

PRIZES OF $200, $100, and $50, as well 

as performance of first and second prize- 
winning works by the Philharmonic-Sym- 

phony Society of New York City under 

the direction of Rudolph Ganz, are offered 
young composers between the ages of ten 
and eighteen years by the Committee of 
the Young People’s Concerts of the New 
York Philharmonic-Symphony Society. 
Compositions must reach Dr. Rudolph 
Ganz, Chicago Musical College, 64 East 
Van Buren Street, Chicago, Illinois, no 
later than December 1st. For details write 
Dr. Ganz at the above address. 

A FIRST PRIZE OF 2,000 ARGEN- 
TINE PESOS and a second prize of 1,000 
pesos are the awards in a contest spon- 
sored by the organizing committee of the 
first Pan-American Games, for a song en- 
titled Hymn of Sports. It is open to musi- 
cians and poets resident in any country in 
the Americas; and full particulars may be 
secured from the committee at Avenida 
de Mayo 695, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 
South America. 

THE AMERICAN ACADEMY IN 
ROME announces that it will hold in 1942 
a special competition for a cash prize of 
$1,000 in musical composition; this to 
take the place of the fellowship for study 
and travel which this year cannot be 
awarded due to present world conditions. 
Applications must be filed with the Exec- 
utive Secretary of the Academy not later 
than February first; full particulars and 
application blank may be procured from 
the Executive Secretary, American Acad- 
emy in Rome, 101 Park Avenue, New 
York, N. Y. 

(Continued on Page 780) 
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Youth and Music 

WN BUILDING TOWN HALL in New York City 

the League for Political Education reached a 

cherished goal; for a long time it had wanted 

its own offices and club rooms and auditorium. 

But the erection of a building in the heart of 

Manhattan Island requires an outlay of no small 

proportions. And when the doors of Town Hall 

were ready to open, although there was great 

satisfaction in the League’s ranks, there was 

little money in its bank account. 
Then, as if in answer to its needs, a tenant 

appeared at the business office; a musician would 
like to use the auditorium. League officials smiled 
at this unexpected prospect of revenue, hesitated 
only a moment, and promised the use of the Hall 

for the next day. By that time carpenters could 
widen those stage doors sufficiently to permit a 

grand piano to be rolled through. No one, while 
the building was being erected, had thought of 
their ever needing to accommodate such a large 
Stage property. ; 

This fortuitous union between music and the 

League was effected in 1921; it was followed by 
a steady succession of musical events in the audi- 
torium. For intimate recitals it soon became the 
choice of the famous, and, partly because celebri- 

ties appeared here, and, partly because they 

could not fill a larger auditorium, it became the 
choice of a far larger group—the would-be 
famous; début after début was made here. In a 
few years, Town Hall was celebrated near and 
far as a music center. 

_ As time went by the landlord began to be as 
interested in the tenant as the tenant was in the 
landlord. Music was no longer merely a source of 
revenue; it was something of which the League 
Was proud, something with which it would not 
willingly dispense. As an indication of its interest 

Bach in a series of six recitals She is the fi a e first 
attempted such a feat. The “Town Hall Biaeceat ‘Se year to the young artist, man or woman, 

oo Series, 
Gnuary 11, 1939. Left to right in the Pictu: : of Town Hall; Mrs. Hermes Fontaine, Mis. Fc is Theodore Steinway, Mrs. Arthur M. Reis, Committee, and Kenneth Klein, Director of the 
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under thirty, who, in 
Hall Music Committe 
Town Hall, and show: 

Town Ha Hallmark 
dy Wlanche oie on 

in music, the League decided to sponsor a yearly 

series of fine concerts. They were—and still are 

called the Town Hall Endowment Series. And on 

them appear each season a half dozen or more of 

the world’s most renowned musicians. 

An Idea Develops 

This first gesture of interest was followed by a 
second one, the latter made several years later. 
Meanwhile, for a long time, Town Hall, Incorpo- 
rated, as the League had come to be known, had 
been watching young musicians appear in the 
auditorium, had taken cognizance of their situa- 
tion and asked what could be done to help. 
Some of the young performers were mediocre, 

some very good, and a few—a very few—were al- 
ready artists who gave promise of being still 
greater ones. Watching the welter of talent that 
passed in review each year, Town Hall, Incorpo- 
rated, fell to wondering about such performers 
and about that long, difficult route that must be 
traveled before an artist, even an exceptional 
one, has a box office name. Among young people 
under thirty, for instance, how many of them, 
even the ones who topped the rank and file, 
could, without great difficulty, bridge that gap 
between a New York début and the point where 

a performer is rated by 
small city managers as 
a box office success? 
All of them could state 
in their Publicity that 
they had made Town 
Hall débuts. How. then, 
was an out - of - town 
manager to know that 
the ability displayed by 
some unknown John 
Jones was extraordi- 
nary? 

To help both man- 
agers and the John 
Joneses, Town Hall in- 
stituted a plan whereby 
it would present each 
year a Young Artist 
Award to the one under 
thirty, Who, in the 
Opinion of a committee 
of judges—acting upon 
Suggestions submitted 
by the professional] 
music critics of New 
York — should give in the auditorium the 
most outstanding per- 
formance of the s far as is known, wh sea- ‘ mown, who ever son. It w : eries ek 18 given each a tasus “ee of Pinion of the Siving th ©, gives the most date and nature of is 

S s the most Promise, accomplishme oa nt and j 
addition guar ain antee that 

nny, Jr., President he would be included » Rosalyn Tureck as a paid performe own Hall Music the followin an ent. Town Hall, & year's Town Hall Endowment 

Series, which would link his name Wit 
of world renown. In other w rds 
mark him as a superior perform 
onstrated his worth in a Spot where ; 
is keener than anywhere else in 
would put on him a seal of 
able to concert managers ever wi 

The first Award was made in 1 
the recipient was not difficult fo 
ment was one not matched no 
matched in many a concert seaso: 
Rosalyn Tureck, and she played 
preludes and fugues of Bach's “we 
Clavichord” in a series of six recitals 
them in a manner that made c 
hats into the air. So far as the j 
was able to ascertain, this was a 
fore accomplished by a woman 
who had the courage and the abil 
this colossal undertaking was just t 
years old! 

The Fruits of Labor 

Miss Tureck had been a prize w 

early age. At thirteen she was awar 

in the Greater Chicago Piano Pi: 

ment, then she won a fellow 

School of Music, and in 1935 

the $1,000 Award of the Nati 

Music Clubs and the Schul 
The Town Hall prize, 

delighted her, of 

collector of 

course 

blue 

ried the shock of great surprise 

Did the Award do for her 

believed it would? She assure 
about it that it did. In a 1 
wrote, “It came at a time 
a boost of that kind and it 
news of success all over the ¢ 

Hall has such prestige. I have ni 

Award carried much weight 

engagements for that season—wW 
busy one.” 

The second Award was made t 

Glenn, violinist. who was also ¢ 

Sistent prize winner. Prior to cl 
Hall Award for her playing sl 
at both the Institute of Mt 
Juilliard School, and for m 
seneral average over a pe 
won the Inst e’s Fa 
Then, while still a stude 
N. Naumburg Award, which op 
Town Hall concert. And for her 
that début recital she won the 

Award Plaque and the chance to 

Series of concerts that offered su 

approval 

ribbons it could not 2 

formers as Virovai, Enesco, Myra Hess **" 
Rethberg and others 

Her age 
Nineteen. Thus far she has the ho 
the youngest artist to receive the A¥# 
The third winner was a singer of lative gifts that her fame from the ™ 

a 
i appeared on the Town (Continued © 

when all of this was act 

9 
poy’ 

arth 

wg Fiabe of Shanksgiving 

0 MANY OF THE Psalms of Thanksgiving are dedi- 

S cated to “the Chief Musician” that it seems especially 

fitting at this annual American festival of gratitude 
to God for our blessings that THE ETUDE give special thought 

to thanks for our unnumbered benefits in this hour of world 

confusion. P A 
Thanksgiving is our most venerable American holiday. 

It is three hundred and twenty years old. The Pilgrims, in 

sheautumn of 1621, came together, not so much for a harvest 

feast, but for a 

day of prayer 

and thanksgiv- 

ing for deliv- 

erance from 

the perils of 

the first New 

England win- 

ter, for their 

escape from 

wild beasts and 

from Indian 

arrows. This 

was no hilari- 

ous festival. 

They had been 

obliged to bury 

their dead at 

night, so that 

the Indians 

might not know 

that the tiny 
group was re- 

duced. Half of 
the colony died 

during the first 
winter, including Governor Carver. Yet those who re- 

Inained steadfastly gave thanks for their blessings. They 

had in them the same spirit of courage and defiance of 

danger which have made the people of Britain to-day the 

Marvel of the world. : 

Those who at this hour make Thanksgiving a kind of 

Falstaffian orgy of turkey and cranberry sauce and the 

“trimmins” are very remote from the true spirit of the 

festival. As we meet at this harvest feast, to revel in the 

Plenty which comes to most American homes, let us not for- 

get to give thanks for our still greater blessings. ne 

We give thanks for the privilege of living in America, “al 
the privilege of being Americans; for the privilege of a 

ing sacrifices to help others who pe eae OSE. ’ 

appalling distress through no fault of their own. . 

We give thanks that aay of our friends in all Cot? i 

overseas are still spared from the worst devastation of war: 

the agony of hunger and plague. 

We give thanks that, together 
Americans, we have not lost our faith in t 
unph of right. History many times comfirms th 

Above Photo by John A, Armstrong 

162i wine et note oe 
Thanksgiving dinners three hundred cand 

twenty years apart. The 1621 picture is a 

re-dramatized performance given in recent 

years by the citizens of Plymouth, Massa- 

chusetts. 

with millions of other 

he ultimate tri- 

e fact that 

Nove 
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in the long run, right inevitably triumphs over might. 

We give thanks that, even in the warring countries of the 

enemies of freedom and democracy, there are millions of 

oppressed, who look secretly, with hope and faith, for the 

overthrow of the cruel tyrants who have ruined their lives, 

demolished their businesses, and robbed their families of 

loved ones. 

We give thanks that our children can continue their hap- 

piness and their education without fear of murder from the 

skies. Laer . 

We give thanks that the torch of culture 1s still burning 

brightly in the land of the free, that its sacred fire may 

be used to illume the world. 

We give thanks for the spirit of tolerance which en- 

ables us to understand and appreciate the shortcomings 

of others—to view well meant differences of opinion 

without condemning others for holding them. i 

We give thanks for the spirit of sanity, the horse 

sense” which is keeping the great body of American peo- 

ple from losing their social balance, from running to 

destructive moral, political, and economic extremes based 

upon radicalism and a doctrine of a ae spas 

thanks that 

millions of 

Americans 

have a higher 

understanding 

of the impor- 

tance of music 

in life, espe- 

cially at a time 

of crisis. “Mu- 

sic,’ said an 

important in- 

dustrialist re- 

cently, “is the 

best ‘blotout’ I 
know. When I 

go home at 

night, I sit at: 

the piano and play for an hour, and the countless trouble- 

some problems of the day vanish completely. It is a rest, a 

solace, a stimulant, and does something beneficial to my 

mind, which is hard to describe. It seems to help me to 

reconstitute and reorganize unconsciously my thinking ap- 

paratus, so that after these periods of music I can see things 

more clearly and come to profitable decisions which would 

not be possible with a disturbed mind. One cannot do much 

with a troubled, overworked brain. Music brings a kind of 

plessed repose, balance, and refreshment that, together with 

my family, the association with worth while friends, the joy 

of wide reading, and the inspiration of religion, lead me to 

give thanks daily for my blessings.” The speaker was the 

head of one of the largest steel manufacturing plants In 

America. (Continued on Page 792) 
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RMGARD LEHRER, FOUNDER AND DIREC- I 
musical subjects that has hi i 
on S hitherto been unavail- regardless of period 

Miss Lehrer is a gi 
| 

gifted recorder player, a 
gn hagas teacher of established Pe ttion 

a e is assisted in her k 
Heinetz, and other well-k lle 

4 : -Known artists, w - 
duct classes in the viola da gamba Ae oe 
chord. 

a 
The prime purpose of th ; ! € center is to revi 
ie in these early instruments. And ee as. ‘ 

Most necessary step in this revival, as Miss 

Music and Culture 

The Revival of 

The Ancient Hecorder 
An Interview with 

Simgard ee 

3, Kosa Pringle 

“Anon they move in perfect phalanx to the 

Dorian mood of flutes and soft recorders” 
Paradise Lost—John Milton 

During the past ten years there has been 
a@ very definite movement in Europe and 
in America to revive the ancient recorder 
so frequently mentioned in history and lit- 
erature. The instrument has a peculiar 
appeal to children.—Epiror’s Norte. 

Lehrer explained, is to make the 
public acquainted with the music 
for them, most of which still 
remains in museum files. 

Our use of the words ‘old 
Hiusic,’ ” Miss Lehrer explained 
does not in any sense mean that 

such music, or the instruments 
on which it is played, are musty 
and uninteresting. The word ‘old’ 
is used, for lack of a better or 
to describe something worth of 
preservation and irannieion 

a of The Center for Old Music, is bringing 
o the public a great deal of information on 

“Like all tru € creations, t ; str , the mus uments possesses the quality of china old in- 
: 2liness, it was univer 

in its day. It is therefore oot, 224 appreciated ; : erefore j ee fitting for < Just as beauti 
witonmont moderns,’ in their putbant nen 

as it was when first create ated.” This is readi adily under : st : Miss Lehrer’s ay Pinr andable in the light of 
t 

ie ee wees: of the recorder’s history- ee Aor 
nal existence as one f gro re of our Civilized world thr ps 
a 

: 
oug eee centuries, and its eats , _ 

: : . 

aa a ait before more a 
instruments 

our 
: 

S 
parece categories 

verybody pl re 
ee 

played recorders » 2 oe went on. “And thi 2 actly as it Should te een, and as we Ww 
aes Possibilities, 
_ ne again. For there ; er instru 

- 
s me 

adaptable, either < Semble Playing, 
Temarkable 

of i 
really beautiful 
contribution 

as 

for 

and 

d en- 

in our 

: have 
ho recognize 

would like it 

more 
for solo or en- 
And the most 
ts assets is its 
and practicable 

ualification. a< 
Be W, is rare. 

Played a few pista tee recorder, They wer Plaintive, like the bird. More “throaty Oo , f our transverse fi 

as she 

On her own 

€ liquid ang 
notes of 4 

than those 
ute, these 

R F dope ecorders with a primitive stringed instrument n 

tones were the basis for the des 

corder in fourteenth century ho 
~Ssuuly ne 

as: A singing bird. a 

‘It certainly possesses to a 
mingled qualities of our moc: 

* £08 

Miss Lehrer ha 

as she spoke. “See,’ 

is. There are no slides no ; as >, 110 } 

struments.” 

small enough to 

large shopping bag or oy 

Accordin 

torical doc 

not only mus 

of all time, had marke 

= Irmgord Lehrer in Elizabethan cos 
ume. Photo reproduced by permission 

of Dr. William C. Carle 

words, always worthy 

But that whi 

thing in the 

musique when 

is so sweet th 

in a@ word, di 

made me reall; 

been when 

neither then nor all 

and at home,I1 

but remained all 

could not 

hath that 

as this did 

practice wind mt 
the like 

A few 

carried 

maker tc 

certos” 

ments 

corder obbli 

Telemann 
vi y irtuoso 
merous work 

broneh+ oOrough 
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\lusic Versus 
An Interview with 

Kaymon 

Professionalism 

J Grom a9 Uistinguished Journalist 
and Commentator 

By ROSE HEYLBUT 

Raymond Gram Swing is credited with 

attracting the most extensive following of 

any news commentator in the world. He 

was born in New York state, and was edu- 

cated at Oberlin College and the Oberlin 

Conservatory of Music. Mr. Swing began 

his journalistic career before he was twenty. 

He ranks as one of the most exp
erienced for- 

eign correspondents. He served as Berlin 

correspondent of the Chicago “Daily News” 

and, later, of the New York “Herald”; as 

London correspondent of the Philadelphia 

“public Ledger’ and of the New York 

“Byening Post”; and as New York corres- 

pondent of the London “News Chronicle.” 

He was a member of the editorial board of 

“the Nation.” 

Mr. Swing has devoted himself to news 

broadcasting since 1935. He was News Com- 

mentator on Foreign Affairs of the Amer- 

ican School of the Air (Columbia Broad- 

casting Company) in 1935-36. He has 

been News Commentator on American Af- 

foirs for the British Broadcasting Company 

since 1935; News Commentator on Foreign 

Affairs for The Mutual Broadcasting Com- 

pony since 1936; and News Commentator on 

' American Affairs for the Canadian Broad- 

casting Company since 1938. Mr. Swing is 

also the author of several books, including 

“forerunners of American Fascism” and 
“How War Came.” His hobby is music.— 
Eprtor’s Nore. 

MONG THE CONTEMPORARY WORKS of 

distinguished merit presented by the Com- 

_ posers’ Forum, in the New York Public 

library some months ago, there was a composi- 

ton for violin and piano entitled “Pantasia 

asi una sonata.” The work was unusual in 

Wo respects, First, it was more than ordinarily 

aimessive; and, second, it had nothing to do 

ki “professional music.” The “Fantasia” was 

he of Raymond Gram Swing, the eminent 

¢ : commentator, whose penetrating analyses 

F i foreign situation help shape the thought 

so of listeners. Most of these listeners 

 oaladeg that Mr. Swing should appear as 

cane mposer of formal and excellent music. The 
tt of the surprise roots partly in the attl- 

€ of Mr. Swing and partly in the attitude of 

the listeners, 

he, yg 

he has 

Swing does not talk about his music mak- 

€ makes music solely because he loves it; 

0 sin thought of making money from it, nor 

ities "3 Public acclaim for his musical activ- 

an ee himself as a “rank amateur, 

efers the privacy of that status. He eon self-satisfaction through self-expression. A man 

Raymond Gram Swing 

as long as he can r 

essity was the sol 

journalism rather than to mu 

music. 
| 

ture of music lies in 

file amateur rather : 

As concerns Mr. Swing’s ra 

that a “non professiona 

ing music. 
j 

spread, attitude of mind Ww 

sires to refute. 

Playing for Pleasure 

“what we need a 

day,” says Mr. Swing, 

the idea that it is 

devote ourselves to 

any way earning 

leisure is quite a 

civilization hasn’t 

leisure, which is not 

0 ; 
You, though, that music has been part of his life 

emember; that economic nec- 

e reason for his turning to 

sic; that he has 

never relinquished his active participation im 

He tells you emphatically that the fu- 

the hands of the rank-and- 

than of the professional. 

dio listeners, they 

hold that professiona 

plic mind by showing surprise 

j 1” should write outstand- 

And it is just this curious, if wide- 

hich Mr Swing de- 

s much as anything else to- 

“ig to open our minds to 

possible—even necess 

an artistic pursuit without in 

money by it. The problem of 

s great as that of labor, and our hears vital performances, on the phonograph, he 

yet taught us the full use of 

‘fun’ or “jme-killing, but as often as he wishes. 

Music_and Culture 

so exclusively devoted to the business of gain 

that he lets the expression of his inner self be- 

come atrophied, grows dull, maladjusted, nar- 

row. The same is true of nations. When a na- 

tion gives too little time to self-expression, its 

civilization is retarded. Now, music is one of 

the finest means of self-expression, because its 

appeal is so entirely subjective and personal. 

That is why it should be cultivated, why the 

majority of people do cultivate it, happily enough, 

regardless of ‘musts.’ I look forward to the time 

when the average citizen will turn to music as 

he does to sports—not to make a name or a 

living, but to release himself. As we get more 

and more civilized, we will participate more and 

more freely in artistic creation, and 

for no other reason than that we want 

to. When that happens, the nation 

which is formed of millions of expres- 

sive individuals will show new crea- 

tive vitality. 

“There are encouraging signs that 

this higher state of expressiveness is 

nearer at hand than is generally sup- 

posed. More music is made in the 

home to-day than was the case thirty 

years ago. More musical instruments 

are being sold. Much more group 

music is to be found; and group music, 

to my mind, is the most important 

of all, since it stimulates cooperative 

enjoyment and minimizes solo pro- 

fessionalism. 

“The popular attitude among profes- 

sional musicians is to question the vi- 

tality of personal participation in this 

day of radio, phonograph records, and 

generally superlative canned music. 

They hold that the more people are 

encouraged to sit back and hear fine 

performances cost free, the less they 

are inclined to take the trouble of 

working out less perfect performances 

themselves. I quite disagree with this 

view. My own observations show that 

the sort of music people make them- 

selves has grown enormously. Little 

eross-roads towns — I can think of 

many of them—have marshaled their 

music-minded citizens into amateur 

orchestras and chamber groups that 

give amazingly good performances. Choruses and 

glee clubs are to be found everywhere. School 

boys form chamber music groups in their schools, 

as elective secondary activities. 

Active Participation 

“What the professional means when he offers 

his objection is that the fine canned music we 

get deters people from going to concerts as much 

as they did in the days when the concert plat- 

form was the only authoritative source of good 

music available. And, in this, he is quite cor- 

rect. The concert business is not falling off, cer- 

tainly—I hope it never does—but it no longer 

dominates the scene in isolated splendor, as 

it once did. And this is an excellent thing! In- 

stead of going to professional concerts, for which 

he had to spend money and dress up, the aver- 

age music-lover is finding a new and two-fold 

stimulus, closer at hand. First, he hears great 

music at no effort to himself. On the radio, he 

hears whatever he wishes, whenever he wishes, 

“But the important thing is that the music 
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stimulus doesn’t end with passive listening. 
Which introduces Point Two! The new flores- 
cence of amateur music throughout the land 

means that the more music people take in, the 
more encouragement they find for translating 

their interest into active participation. To my 
mind, the sole cause for this new florescence is 
the sheer repetitive weight of the canned music 
people have been hearing for the last ten years. 

While a good concert stands out as a stimulating 
treat, the repetitive cumulation of good music at 
home, day after day, year in year out, does more 
than entertain; it invites personal and active 
participation. We have seen quite the same 
thing happen in the field of sports. As a result 

_ of continued spectator interest, people have been 
stimulated to take part themselves, sheerly for 

the fun of it. It is precisely this element of 
taking part one’s self, for the fun of it, that is 

nt the core of self-expression. The accessibility of 
_ great music is chiefly important for what it does 

after it has been heard. That is why I must 
_ disagree with the professional attitude which 

dwells upon the ‘harm’ that canned music can 
a It see is harm at all. It does the enor- 

- mous good of familiarizing people with i 
_they had little or no one thirty 
i years ago, and of arousing them to take a hand 
af at music-making themselves because of this. 

“It is this absence of professionalism that I 
anticipate in the music of the future. I admire 
the professional class greatly. As a class, though 
it is tceo small, numerically, to dominate the 
musical scene as it has done. There have been Simply performers and listeners, with no stress 
whatever on the in-between group which is not 

jl content with listening alone, yet which is not at 
all professional in its purpose. And this group 

_ precisely, has the most to bring to music. Music 
belongs to the people—in their own hands, their 
fe throats—not as a rare treat, not as e mark 
ee ein, Superiority, but as a vital force to 

_ “We are all familiar with one reason, a 
‘why music has been kept apart We evorsane life. Most children ‘take lessons’ when they are small. Then comes the time when other interests crowd in and formal lessons are halted. Still later, we find the average adult looki 
upon that break bet i ei etween music study and every- 

_ day living, and reerettin it. at- in-between l Beriod Hook 2 aR it is ene not Music Teachers Hono Mem 0 ry of Theodore Pres 
the fault of the child that his music work j halted. Our general educational methods are 5 . Let me offer an example in the case of of Bae in: ne — a freshman at Harvard i » al Teceiving full academic 2 eee work in harmony, music theory, fused eg Germanto r subjects. He also Plays the violon- West Johnson Sireet) 

HE PHILADELP 
ASSOCIATION, 

School and college stud 
ent, who aight teenth, before scl ed ta ‘ to Practice, is under the same ciety tise a aunguished musicis 2 and jncluding many 

ns and Citizens j Ss 

Subjects except those th 
b : at might enrich Seabury, for ited ly Personal life? j [oo inner ion. I mae a4 

ife Saat (Continued on Page 782) etait Dr. James Pre, eee of the ay 
esser Foundation, who ooke, President 

the founder in 1891, pre- by 

: 

a short 

and women 

friends 

ORES aRE 

tion, made the speech of ac 

followed by a memorable progr 
talk from 

twenty-seven years President of 
the Conservatory of Paris, at 
Glen Haydon, Head of the Music D 
the University of North Carolina, pi 

Mr. Harry Mayer, who made a sp 
this sion upon an audience composed 1a! 

fessional musicians, and finally, a ve 

nary a cappella chorus composed of 

from the Olney 

Philadelphia), ably conducted by Mr 
Nitsche. Mr. Edwin B. Garrigues, P 

Home, also addressed the audie 

Program the guests remained for 2° 

other and they were received by the sixty" 
elphia. Mr. Le guests residing in the Home. 

* _The Presser Home for Retired Mus 
Pre- welcomes visits at any time from 

-L.T. terested r 

Philadelphia. It is delightfully } 
acres of garden, in the suburb of Ge 

(Continued on Page 74) 
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Vocal Problems 

and Breath lechnic 
4 A Conference with 

Margi f Bikar 
Distinguished Hungarian Soprano, 
Leading Soprano, San Francisco 

and Chicago Opera Companies 

sured Expressly for Tue Evune by MYLES FELLOWES 
Margit. Bokor, who has earned the acclaim of American concert 

and opera audiences, is a native of Budapest. She showed marked 

musical and dramatic ability as a child, and was trained as a concert 

: pianist. Not until. she was seventeen did her voice prove exceptional. 

; : Although she was almost ready for her pianistic début, she returned 

to her studies, receiving her entire vocal training at the Budapest 

Academy of Music. She passed her examinations there four years 

as later, and was immediately engaged for the Leipzig Opera. Thence, 

she went to the Dresden Opera, where she worked under Fritz Busch, 

and later, to Vienna. She has appeared as guest artist at Covent 

| Garden, Paris, Brussels, Amsterdam, and at the Salzburg Festivals. 

" Since.the outbreak of the European war, Mme. Bokor has sung in 

- South America and in the United States, winning recognition for her 

* vocal mastery and her charming stage presence.—Editor’s Note. 

ne 

" IS DIFFICULT to select one problem as the he needs for singing! That is why 

“ost important in vocal technic; the technic, the young singer should acquire a 

of mechanics, of singing is like the founda- firm grasp of the art of ene 

tion of a house. That is to say, it must be there, control before he allows himsel 

bat it should not be conspicuous in any way. The to think of the interpretive phases 

| atatest technical mastery consists in giving the of vocal art. 

a of an absence of technical problems? Talent Cannot be Taught 

at, of course, is “the art which conceals art. : ; 2 a ee 

Still, those problems are there, and the perform- These interpretive aspects are, 

at who best conceals them is the one who has my mind, a matter of pati oe 

| sent most time and work upon their solution. ent and temperament. oO pe 

IfI were asked to select one problem as the really, can teach” a person ho 

btoad basis of singing, upon which all other 
technics must rest, I should say breath technic. 

The art of breath control involves a great deal 

More than the correct drawing of breath. Every 

tonal development (in contrast to interpretive 

development) depends in one way or another 
thon breathing. In addition to this, the singer’s 

betsonal welfare upon the stage is intimately 

ound up with breath. That is why stage fright 

mie 80 devastating! Even under ordinary con- 

ttions of everyday living, we know how shocks, 

‘prises, and moments of expectancy affect the 

thythm of our breathing. When novelists wish 

rs depict tension in some character, they use the 

ick phrase: “Her breath came as though she 

Po been running.” The entire respiratory func- 
bead bound up with emotional fluctua- 

in e cause the system burns up more oxygen 

tie am of stress and needs to replace it by 

D stresc 1 dwell on these examples in order 

Not ch eS Praga need for omg pestiys Si 

ject; oes he requir reath for the - 

“tion of tones, tha hie taper state, in facing tends to earn 
rar lence and projecting himself into the be ies cata pert 

enatte situations of scene or song, tends to The ar et 

7 Y upon the very same supply of breath that technic befo 
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says, a person eithe 

lacks it! 

matter. 

actions and reactions 

can master 

who has ma 

surer.vocal life. 

In learning h 

should focus at 

ing of depth and wideness. 

with the strong muscies 

give it support. In passing 

tory tract, then, 1 

in an outward direc 

one’s self with this se 

against the body a 

and inhaling deep y 

rectly drawn bpreathin 

body so that 

pushed outwar 

of the body. 

to magnetize an audience. As Sir James Barri¢ 

r has the gift of charm, or he 

But vocal technic is quite a different 

depends upon purely physical 

ae x and every serious student Budapest. Academy. I was told to think of a 

them. And, in the long run, the singer 

stered vocal technic has the longer, 

ow to breathe correctly, the singer 

tention on the diaphragm, think- 

Breath originates 

les of the abdomen which 

through the respira- 

t should expand the diaphragm 

tion. One can easily acquaint 

nsation by placing the hands 

little above the waist line, 

ly, with closed mouth. Cor- 

g will at once expand the 

the hands feel themselves being 

d, following a marked “widening” 

True, the abdominal region also 

but the chief expansion should 

the region of the diaphragm. 

ect this diaphragmatic 

thinks seriously of singing. 
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What Is Breath Control? 

The next step in the passage of breath is its 

contact with the vocal cords, the vibration of 

which produces tone. Here we approach the im- 

portant problem of breath control. This means 

the budgeting of breath so that just the right 

amount is used for the vocalization of tone. If 

Margit Bokor 

too little breath is used, the resulting tone is 

weak; if too much is used, the tone becomes 

breathy and colorless. The most helpful con- 

ception of breath control was taught me at the 

single-column fountain, at the top of which there 

is a light, unattached ball; when the water is 

sent up through the column, it pushes against the 

ball, causing it to dance up and down in a light, 

free motion. The greater the water pressure, the 

higher the distance the ball reaches. In singing, 

the water column is represented by the column 

of air, and the ball is the tone. The tone “sits” 

easily upon the column of air, receives its strength 

of support from it, moves freely and lightly (or 

the reverse) according to the breath power be- 

hind it. If the breath pressure is strong and 

steady, the tone remains precise, firm. If the 

breath pressure is wavering or unsteady, the tone 

trembles, exactly as the ball does atop an un- 

steady column of water. Even to-day, after ten 

years of experience in public singing, I think of 

this picture of the ball and the fountain in per- 

fecting my breath technic. I offer it to other 

students in the hope that it may prove equally 

successful for them. (Continued on Page 178) 
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for Piano 

NE OF THE BEST KNOWN VIOLINISTS, in 
a large symphony orchestra in the East, was 

‘retired because of age. As far as he was 
concerned, he felt that he had the mentality and 
physical vitality of a man of thirty-five. His 
friends thought likewise. In the orchestra he had 
received one hundred dollars a week; and then 
almost overnight, he found himself reduced to 
a small pension and a small class of pupils. De- 
pressed with the feeling that he had been cut 
down in his prime, he strolled into a music store 

_ and heard a young man play upon an instrument 
then coming into great vogue. It was not a severe 
classical instrument upon which the musician 
had been trained at Leipzig; but he saw how fine 
music rather than trash, could be adapted to this 
newly popular instrument. With his wide musical 
training he mastered the new instrument in a 

Teachers 

ds, Pe G,. nee 

The Solovox keyboard and tone selectors, This may be attached to any piano keyboard 

in him, and he was good and canny. He said, “I'm 

learning one solo instrument takes in 
only one line. I feel that it is a wonder- 
ful experience to learn to play the piano 
and also to play a band instrument or 
an orchestral instrument. Did you ever 
See this instrument here? It is called 
a Solovox (solo voice) . Look at this litt] 
keyboard just below the other keyboard.” 

e 

The boy clumsily put his fingers upon 
it and said, “Looks like a doll’s piano.” 

“That’s just what it is not. It is really a whole collection of solo instruments. 

boy becar 

d so did My 0 did I. My er 
) New Instrument Upportumities mses. | Some Things 1 Have Learned From Teaching 

A Conference with 

Cana | ag) 2 ite Paner 

World-Henowned Pianist 

Secured Especially for THe Erune by JOHN SHERWOOD 

ACCEPTED MY FIRST PIANO STUDENT 

[at apprehensions. Having had no piano 

instruction myself (I was a violinist and 

nrofital ‘mittee tgueht myself whatever 1 know of the piano), I 

» prombadle and enjontica | gid hardly pass on a set system of instruction 

"ave not lost anpttie a) ty anyone. Where another teacher could speak 

‘ecic) guthoritatively of this or that “method,” I could 

aly say: “This is what I have done, and it has 

until I am again in tune with o | moved helpful to me.” With the experience of 

rosie etihits tan ft Sune with the large wii tgching, however, that first apprehension has 

a eiare rae arn aisided, I have learned that “methods” are 

active participation in interpreting this work. 
Such a class system, in my opinion, is more 

musical and more satisfying than indicating 

what a student must do “because I say so.’ An 
alert teacher can readily see that no unmusical 

slips occur, and the students are encouraged to 

take the vital step of thinking for themselves— 

especially when they feel the responsibility of 

justifying their individual opinions by demon- 

strations before the others. The goal of music 

study, after all, is the making of music; and the 

technical aids to fine music-making—such as The proprietor gained : bir ; ; ey give the 
with you, Son. I play the trombone, too, but I and his mother. She b ay “ oer uy nba ae mlpenten bea ¢ 
think that I play the trombone very much better it was a piano with the Solovox scion Saya S because I also know how to play the piano. Why? The 1 oF 1 w bd: heard's oe nas, agi 3 5 ‘ y he more aw and heard | i ; c Because the piano takes in all music, whereas looking little keyboard ee ie ae gif, 1 find that students do the best 

york when they are subtly guided into 

dying themselves. Again, I do not 
formulate any theories about this; I 

fer it solely as my own experience. I 

ike best to say to a pupil: “Our goal 
ismusic; let me see how you go about 

drawing the most musical results from 

this page of notes; then I'll show you 

how I would go about it. Together, we 

may come closer to the goal than either 

me of us might separately.” 

| 
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siasm for his work—which is just another way of 

referring to his progress—can be materially 

affected by the nature of this relationship quite 

as much as by the actual facts explained to him. 

Sometimes, regrettably, the relationship is that 

of tyrant and slave. Another questionable atti- 

tude results when the teacher assures his pupil 

that all will go well if only he is sufficiently 

“inspired.” The pupil may like this better, but it 

does him no good. I have found that the most 

satisfactory progress results when teacher and 

pupil stand in the relation of doctor and patient. 

That is to say, the teacher is made aware of all 

the facts in the pupil’s musical case history, 

good and bad alike, without hesitation; then he 

analyzes these facts and makes his diagnosis, as 

the result of which he offers advice. From this 

point on, the pupil acts independently, applying 

the advice for himself. Truly musical expression 

can hardly be achieved on any other basis. No 

one can tell another human being exactly how 

to get his musical effects. Directly a pupil is told 

what to do, the effects cease to be his own. It isa 

better plan, I find, to encourage the student to 

do his best, whatever that best may be; to lie 

in wait, as it were, for the truly right and satisfy- 

ing musical expression—the occasional glimpse 

of pure beauty resulting from the perfectly 

sonorous tone, the perfectly balanced phrase— 

and then to analyze this effect, taking it apart in 

terms of what the student himself did to achieve 

it. On such a basis, he will know how to do it 

again, and the knowledge, as well as the effect, 

will be his own. 

Detailed Analysis Reveals Unperceived Beauty 

There are a number of aids to fine playing, of 

course, and the pleasant thing about them is that 

they can usually be analyzed and thus reduced 

to simple, rational terms. Let the pupil early be 

made aware, for instance, that the pressing down 

ee great orchestral conductor, Fritz aoe ee you hear over the radio oa ord Hour and in other top line adcasts, said of this Solovox, which you call a doll’s piano, ‘I Ss sibilities for creating n ei Ing sound effects, 
the piano, will kind 

few months and also taught his musical wife. In a little over a year, they had formed classes so large that they were required to engage assist- ants, increasing their joint income to over two hundred and fifty dollars a week during the sea- son. This was a far larger income than they had ever had, and they were happy in a new field. If this man had “stood on his dignity” and failed to Open the gates to a larger music i : Bema have met disnste. al public, he revitalize the pre 
for the Piano.’ ” 

of single keys means very little, no matter how 

fleetly they may be made to sound. Music results 

only from the relationship (of tone, color, dy- 

namics, and balance) between the notes of a 

musical phrase. Playing loudly or lyrically or 

boldly has meaning only in comparison with what 

has come before and what follows. Further, let 

the pupil learn to treat chords in terms of the 

notes to be emphasized and those to be subdued. 

You can derive different effects from the 

Advantage of Class Discussion 

Mfproaching teaching in this light, I 
fiid that the piano class has a certain 

aVantage over individual work with 
separate students. A group of pupils, of 
approximately the same degree of ad- 
Yaneement, meet with their teacher; 

‘udeavoring to draw from it the inten- 

’ It was just a little over a year a 
into -an exclusive piano Bons ae abe : of the most famous of all keyboard instrument : I knew the proprietor very well indeed. He was : fairly accomplished player. As we were talki : a es details of the coming season—aq acon id not look any to propiti 
mother entered the store with te ee about as unhappy as any thirt 

nee 3 : 
school freshman could a ee eh 

Impressing the Young Hopeful 
“Now see here, Ma,” he said 

ae buying me a piano because I 
ice on it. I’m going in for football i and if I : make the team, I'll go in the band. Now fe you wanted me to play the trombo : 

n Phone, it would be different” M® 82X0- My friend, the proprietor, had a Scotch streak 
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“there isn’t any 
just won’t prac- 

larity is such that y 
amazed. Listen to all 
instruments.” 

“I guess I must be ; all wet.” saj 
boy. “Will it y ali wet,” said the 
ments?” Teally imitate instru- 

“Well,” said th 
€ propr b> Mt, 

term might be SG ee a better 
ate,’ but the Simi- 
1early everyone is 
of these different 

ent on Playing tunes 
t the Solo quality 
instruments ~violi 

» English horn, 

of 

n, 
soprano Ssaxo- 

lions of the composer and the best way 
it tealizing them. At once, such in- 
formed discussion opens vistas and 
ns Points of view. First, one plays 
Ke and another criticizes him, 

mau terms of “good and bad,” but in 
tele of his own musical approach to 
“ae A third may criticize the 
i » Each one who offers an opinion — 

ist justify it by practical demonstrations on 
, board. Finally, the members of the group 

judge which interpretation is musically 
"Most satisfying, asking each other questions, 

Harold Bauer 

accuracy, strict rhythm, clean playing—become 

: knows he is 
i ted when the performer | 

Hberaig eer by an aware and critical audience, 

each member of which is burning to justify him- 

self in like manner. Even little beginners may be Paul Taubman playing the Solovox 

the while, as to how some specially pleasing 

read fenest stimulation from our joint and 
a i>) Q 

| logether they discuss some composition, 

1. niano, them ; ; in participa- 
trumpet, muted ni tenor saxophone, bassoon a age ne Parts | ttt Was achieved. The teacher serves as arbi- given thelr fret taste e Peed bat alia 
and organ. Some =e 4 French horn. violoncelia organ, al ric or The thir?” a | "ator, or moderator of all discussions and tive classes of their inexp 

bled those of the in at tones strikingly dain ¥ ur ke re mad r ipon pla sont "amples, keeping th talk nd the playing tic peers. 

little strete nstruments. Others requiraa ite keys ar : s long. ™ ot } Mictly with: it fe pct t Pupil to Help Himself 
tone tch Of the imaginatio S Tequired a h the os keys, We” i Within musical bounds. I have spen The True Teacher Helps Pup: 

qualities were beauti ibe, but all of thd set ca wat in oe YY 8 in Such discussion of Bach’s “First Inven- «ste mate relationship is bound to exist 
ens of combir utiful; and I noticea a uve and one g. Yet” ett | om and b ived A certain intimate ; il’s enthu- nations (brought shouk = doz- board of ants are js 9 tone th oth my students and I have der between teacher and pupil, and the pupi 

ith g E — 

NOVEMBER, 1941 BES 
sie 

C-major chord, according to whether you stress 

the root, the third, the fifth, the octave, or all 

four equally. Observe this; then, later on, when 

you come to the sonorous chords of Brahms, you 

have a wealth of color possibilities to choose 

from, according to your interpretive accents. 

For this reason, the pupil should be early 

encouraged to master all the materials at hand; 

to understand the possibilities of the printed 

notes, and also the resources of his instrument, 
upon which interpretive thought comes to life. 

Never be afraid to think things through! It is a 

profound mistake to suppose that emotional 

beauties vanish on close analysis. (This is the 

theory of the “don’t-brush-the-bloom-from-the- 
peach” school of thought, which fails utterly to 
realize that the bloom of the peach looks even 

lovelier when examined under the microscope.) 
On the contrary, the more penetratingly we 

search into the causes of emotional beauties, 
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the better shall we understand their manage- 
pament. oi se ase 

_ Take the question of piano tone, for instance. 
_ A truly beautiful tone is too personal and mys- 

_ terious to be analyzed? Not a bit of it! Anyone 
_ can produce and vary beautiful effects at will— 

provided he understands how piano tone is 
effected by the percussive noises of the instru- 

- ment itself. The structure of the piano gives rise 

to three percussive notes. The first—and this one 
is always present—is caused’ by the knocking of 
the hammer against its string. Even if we do not 

hear this knocking as a separate sound, it is 
there, and it modifies the quality of the tone (as 

is readily proven when the string is plucked or 
electrically vibrated. In second place, there is the 
striking of the finger on the key; and, third, the 
striking of the key against the bed of the piano 

when it is forced down the full way. If we under- 
Stand these accessory (though possibly indistin- 
guishable) noises, the approach to tone becomes 
clarified. We see that the only possible way to 

vary tone—apart from intentional dynamic 
gradations of loudness and softness—is to use 
these three factors in different combinations. To 
eliminate the striking of the finger on the key, 
one has only to press the key, and immediately 
a very different, more lyrical tone results. To 
avoid the knock of the key into its bed, one 

_ Strokes it swiftly, and again a very different tone 
_ results. It is neither inspiration nor genius which 
colors a pianist’s tone, but a very straight, clear 
analysis of the materials at hand. 

In similar fashion, rhythmic accuracy can be 
analyzed as to.its essential factors, which are 

_ found to be physical rather than musical. If-a 
pupil finds persistent difficulty with rhythm— 

_ which is a different matter from carelessness in 
keeping tempo—let him turn away from the 

_ piaho and devote some time to marching, danc- 
ing, or doing precise calisthenics. I have hardly 
ever found a truly rhythmical person who is 
awkward in his gestures. An excellent musical 
drill for rhythmic accuracy is the playing of 
chamber music. Here, there is no conductor’s 
beat to lead the players. There is no “boss” at 
all, save the unseen Spirit of good performance 
ae es spirit, all the players must be on 

ir mettle to bie do the most accurate work 

Overcoming Opposing Rhythms 
A useful occasion to insist upon i _ analysis occurs when the pupil ee to arn difficulty with opposing rhythms. Many young Students consider this a serious musical problem Actually, it is no musical problem at all. It is a matter of straight arithmetic, and anyone who has had the advantage of even a grade-school education finds here an excellent chance of put- ting his studies in fractions to work for him When you have a two-part rhythm in the left hand against a three-part rhythm in the ri ht do not fall into the trial and error method f getting them right. Take out your pencil inste a and find the least common denominator of ty ; and three. You will find it is six. Now all 5 need to do is to count six to each measure es a gardless, for the moment, of the indicated time Signature), letting your left hand come in ie counts of two apart, and your right hand ae counts of three apart. Not only does this help . Ze ae rhythm, but you understand “aad i : :  . - : in it does, and immediately it ceases 

To achieve dependable memor i 
should be encouraged (sisanenae 3 
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the pupil 
Page 789) 

An Intimate Tribute to 

Paderewski 

At the request of many readers of THE 

ETUDE, we present an address made at a 

memorial celebration on July first, at which 

Mr. Theodore E. Steinway, President of 

Steinway and Sons, long a close friend of 

Ignace Jan Paderewski, paid the following 

eloquent tribute to the great master. This 

address was broadcast over Station WQOXR 

in New York.—EpiTor’s NOTE. 

“A bitter and ruthless world pauses for a mo- 

ment to note the passing of one of its great ones. 

One can hardly realize that Paderewski is no 

more. 
“IT am privileged to speak upon Paderewski, 

perhaps because of the long and intimate friend- 

ship that existed between him and my family. 

From 1890 on, when first he came to this country 

at my father’s invitation, there has existed a 

close and precious association between him 
and us. 

“It is unnecessary to speak of his greatness 
as an artist and musician, and his eminence as 
a pianist. All that is so well known and so thor- 
oughly understood by a now sorrowing world. 
His statesmanship, his devotion to the cause of 
world peace, and, above all, his untiring and 
constant labor for the liberty and security of his 
beloved homeland, Poland, have given him a rare 

» and a repre. 
ard, 

ery variety Awan amorous excite- © personal triumph 

on the concert Platform to 4, 
depths of personal ang D ae 
them all with dignity anc 
could not turn him from | 
pose of his life, nor cou 
his faith in and his love ¢ 

“If ever there lived a 
in abundance, it 
in life personally, soc 
for the benefit and improven... dy 
men. : 

“I could tell you a ere 
him, personal 
spent in his 

stirring days 
one incident will 
resent a large group of artist 
New York who desired to send hin... -§ 
birthday greeting on casa 
tieth birthday Just te 

moment in Toronto giving 
and was invited to dine with I 
Car after the concert. So afté 
out railroad yards where } 
parked. We dined at or | 

and after dinner I rose and ; 
and much emotion tried to con 
deep love and devotion t) 
birthday scroll 

much he meant 

his genius and 

musical lives. Ti 

the to 

I had been 

nificent 

famous 

and sti 

deeply grateful was he to us fore 
and appreciation for him, and wall 
back and tell that to New York? Ii 
the man. When I left him early fi 
I had a vision I shall never forge 
car of the master silently pulling# 
tion in the softly falling snow) i 

knows what future triumphs. 

“His passing is the end of ane 
but in passing he has left with u§ 
neither distance, not time, nor 

frailty, forgetfulness, can altogethet 

has left with us the precious thou 

in this much troubled world theg 

mankind still exists, and tt 

and greatness in the hum 

Therefore in the midst of ou 

because we have not lost hi 

him, and the world has not los 

“My Teacher Is a Laty- 

by Esther be 

“My teacher is a lady 
kind.” This remark was 

were playing in the yard 

for best results are always ¢ 
by those who are kind. The d 

ioned, eccentric teacher is pas 

best teachers are kind 
Sympathetic, and always 
who treat their pupils as fr 
raries, and who give them 

Sion of good breeding, ¢ 
thereby winning and retai 

Pupil, have a great pedagogic 
Sonal influence upon the student 

yond the boundaries of music. 

most human : 

He was particularly fitted by birth for many of 

ihe subjects he chose to clothe in music, since 

tis father was a Prince of Imeretia, in Eastern 

Russia, while his mother was a Russian lady. 

Thus the “Orientalism” in “Prince Igor’ and On 

ihe Steppes of Central Asia, in portions of his 

ymphonies, in certain songs and piano pieces, 

reflected spontaneously his Eastern heritage. 

was Borodin’s misfortune to feel equally drawn 

tovard science and music. 

ussian Nationalist Composers 

: PART 

Borodin 
Alexander Borodin (1834-1887) is perhaps the 

figure of the Nationalistic group. 

It 

He was by profes- 

sin a chemist, and lectured almost to the day 

Scene from Rimsky-Korsakoff’s opera, “The Legend 
of the Invisible City,” first given in 1907. 

this death at the School of Medicine for Wom- 
“0 Which he was instrumental in founding. Rim- 
sky-Korsakoff has given a convincing analysis 

tt this endless conflict in Borodin’s life between 
“lence and music; his lectures, committee meet- 

te and routine correspondence; his sleepless 

ne trying to relieve his wife’s asthma; the 

Pr ceed visits of relatives; the numerous 

a cats whom he harbored in his apartment. 

me days he went without dinner; on others 

that € two. Rimsky-Korsakoff justly complains 

rut} Much of the harassing administrative 

line could have been carried on by someone 

ee hot possess Borodin’s gift as a com- 

Dlisheg ndeed, his musical work was accom- 

ittdemie 2 in the rare intervals between his 

Detiog ¢ engagements, and sometimes during 

0 ws Of ill health when he was unable to go 

' laboratory, 

aii his meeting with Balakirew in the 

teite nie the latter insisted that Borodin, 

i 18 inexperience, compose a symphony— 
Tequired five years to complete. It is 

Professor of Musical History, 
Harvard University 

scarcely surprising that lack of craftsmanship 

was evident in the development section of the 
first movement, that the andante was too slight 
in texture for a symphony, or that the finale 

was a close copy of Schumann’s style. (For Boro- 

din was a great admirer of Schumann’s music.) 

But it is still more astonishing for a first sym- 

phony to show such freshness of invention, so 

many original and effective modulations, such 

vivacity in the scherzo (with its markedly Orien- 

tal trio) and such sparkling and brilliant treat- 

ment of the orchestra. Franz Liszt, always eager 

to welcome the new, became an ardent cham- 
pion of Borodin and besought 
him not to be intimidated by 

academic strictures upon his 

original style. 

“Prince Igor” Is Begun 

Borodin was eager to com- 

pose an opera on the subject 

of “The Epic of the Army of 

Igor,” relating a disastrous pun- 

itive expedition led by Prince 

Igor against a Tartar tribe, the 

Nikolai Andreyevitch Rimsky-Korsakoff. 

an etching by William Strasser, based 

Sn 
. 

2a e famous oil painting by Serow. 
upon th 

With characteristic thoroughness, Bo- 

rodin studied every book he could find mapa the 

Polovtsi and their traits. But some of Boro ee 

friends, as well as his wife, persuaded him a 2 

the subject was not in accord with the Ae oi 

Russian opera at the time. With his mind e 

with the chronicles of early Russia, the seh 

of warriors and the songs of bards, Borodin 7 

gan a second symphony, replete with chiva He 

atmosphere. This work, perhaps his best in the 

Polovisi. 
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Alexander Borodin 

orchestral field, shows a better command of 

symphonic technic, more concise development, 

more spontaneity of expression. Later, Borodin 

returned to “Prince Igor,” at which he worked 

with enthusiasm, though intermittently, until 

his sudden death at the age of forty-four. The 

first two acts of this opera, including the popular 

Polovtsian Dances, were completed and orches- 

trated by Borodin himself. Much of the remain- 

der, as well as virtually the entire fourth act, 

was completed or composed from Borodin’s 

sketches by Glazunoff, while Rimsky-Korsakoft 

made the orchestration. The overture was miss- 

ing, but Glazunoff, who had often heard the 

composer play it, wrote it down from memory. 

Borodin’s gifts are shown at their height in all 

of the Oriental music, including several arias, 

the Polovtsian Dances—especially those with 

chorus and the march of the Polovtsi, which 

contrast greatly with the Russian sections. While 

there is evidence of assimilation both from Glinka 

and Balakirew, the evidence in favor of Boro- 

din’s originality is so outstanding that this opera 

must be considered a monument of Nationalism 

second only to “Boris Godunoff.” Another record 

of Borodin’s dual nationality is to be found in the 

slight but charming sketch, In the Steppes of 

Central Asia, originally composed for some tab- 

leaux. 
Borodin’s musical invention was essentially 

‘lyric, so it is not surprising that his songs rank 

second to those of Mussorgsky, the greatest Rus- 

sian composer of songs. While Borodin’s songs 
are far removed from the human depth and the 

keen observation of life which distinguish those 

of Mussorgsky, they reveal refinement and orig- 

inality of harmony and a marked capacity for 

reflecting an atmosphere of individual distinc- 

tion. Such are The Sleeping Princess, The Sea, 

Dissonance, and The Dark Forest. A set of piano 

pieces, though unpretentious, shows identical 

qualities. Borodin’s string quartets, while not 

without charm, suffer from a too constantly 

homophonic idiom. 
Borodin, an incomplete figure by reason of the 

division of his energies between science and 

music, nevertheless remains a conspicuously tal- 

ented member of the Nationalistic group. 

Rimsky-Korsakoff 

Although perhaps less gifted as to specific 

musical talent than any (Continued on Page 775) 
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(74 CHUMANN—Symphony No. 3, in E-flat 
S (Rhenish), Op. 97; New York Phil- 

_ = harmonic-Symphony Orchestra, di- 
rected by Bruno Walter. Columbia Set 
 ~M-464. j ; 

- $Schumann’s “Rhenish Symphony” has 
a fullness of romanticism that has en- 
deared it to many. Its solemn, quasi- 
religious fourth movement is the high- 
light. The work was written as a glorifi- 

- eation of Rhenish scenes and life; and 
_. the scherzo, which Walter plays as ef- 

fectively as any conductor we know, has 
the character of a country dance. The 

jubilant finale also is said to portray a 

_ Rhenish festival. The somewhat over- 
resonant character of the recording here 

can be corrected by reducing the bass 
volume control. 

Johann Strauss—Overtures and Waltzes, 
_ Victor Album M-805. Bruno Walter con- 
ducting the Paris Conservatory, London 

Symphony, and Vienna Philharmonic 
Orchestras; and Georg Szell conducting 
the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. 
The finesse and subtlety of Walter’s 

playing is particularly apparent in the 
two delightful Strauss overtures—Die 
Fledérmaus and Der Zigeunerbaron— 
and in the Emperor Waltz, where the 

- recerding shows a clearer definition than 
in the Schumann symphony already 
‘mentioned. The performance of the Blue 
Danube, with Szell conducting, emerges 

as a routine reading after Walter’s finely 

phrased playing. c 
Berlioz—The Judges of the Secret Court 

Overture, Op. 3, and the King Lear Overture, 
Op. 4. B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra, di- | 

rected by Sir Adrian Boult. Victor Album 
M-803. 
Here we have some of the best Berlioz 

playing on records, excellently repro- 
duced. The first overture—The Judges of 
the Secret Court—is the only surviving 
excerpt from a youthful opera. Although 
an immature composition, already its 
orchestra texture shows the composer’s 
ability in this sphere. The King Lear 
Overture, although inspired by the 
Shakespearean play, is not closely linked 
to it. As the late Donald Tovey said: “We 
Shall only misunderstand this work so 
Jong as we try to connect it with Shakes- 
peare’s Lear at all. What Berlioz has 
achieved is exactly what he attempted: 
a magnificent piece of orchestral rhetoric 
in tragic style.” 

Schubert—Die Winterreise; Lotte Leh- 
- mann (soprano) with Paul Ulanowsky 

at the piano. Columbia Set M-466. 

New Delights 

for Your 

ecord Library 

eter Hugh Reed 

Records recommended in this 
the considered opinion of th 

and form a valuable g 
of new recordin 
chase for the r 
department, Th 
questions regardin 
questions are of in 

department represent 
e best experts in ‘the 
uide for the purchase 

gs. No records unworthy of pur- ecord library are included in this 
ill answer in The Etude g noteworthy records when these terest to record buyers in general. 

The emotional warmth that Mme. 
brings to her lieder singing inevitably ao 
her contributions in this field. Last year, the Soprano recorded eleven songs from the samé cycle (Victor Set M-692), and here she adds seven more—Gute Nacht, Wasser flut, Letzte Hof- 
fnug, Die Wetterfanhne, Auf dem Flusse, Rest, and 
Frihlingstraum. Although these songs were leone ceived for a masculine voice, we are not amon 
those who feel that a Soprano, even one with ine warmly feminine qualities that Lehmann pos- 

The works ar 

Rogers, and Rha 
by Wayne Barlo 

€ Soliloquy (flute) by B psody “The Winter's y Bernard 
Panion piece to the composer's “A! 
tet” and his “Symphony from the * 
It was composed in this country, 3 

quartet, and deserves to be equally ¥ 
Its performance by a group of 

expressively by its solo instron 
works are all well played bee 
the Eastman School of Nea 

Beethoven—Concerto No, 3 ac 
37; José Iturbi, soloist ang 4 
with. the Rochester Phi] me 
chestra. Victor Album \-9)) 

While the recording here j 
liant than in the Schnabel 
formance by no means 
earlier album. The Piano 
too prominent, and the listener 
times that Iturbi found it a 
achieve successfully the rile ei 
conductor. Technically, Tturbi 
more impressive than Schnaj 
latter achieves more depth of 

Alban Berg—Violin Concerto: 
ner and the Cleveland 
rected by Artur Rodzinski Coly 
M-465 

Alban Berg, the most sig 
Schonberg’s pupils and followers 
romantic warmth which hj 
atonal works do not possess 

Concerto” was written as a 

Manon Gropius, the day 

widow of Gustav Mahler. | 

that few would fully pen 

idiom on a first hearing, s 

familiarity with his style and int 

is required. Louis Krasner 

impressive performance, 1 

enhanced by Rodzinski’s sm 
handling of the orche 

ett 

Debussy—String Quartet in GC minor; But: 

pest String Quartet. Columbia Se Mi, 

The Budapest String Q th 

best performance of this W 

ords, even though the rec 

the over-resonant type w 

it difficult to clarify sa 

some machines. Th 

gifted foursome makes ! 

sodic qualities of the work tha 

previous recording group. 

Dvorak—Carneval Overture, Op. 92; Ga 
Philharmonic Orchestra, iJ 
Vaclav Talich. Victor Disc 1370 

Dvorék—Quintet in E-flat mai, i 
wild Prague String Quartet 

Kosderka, second viola. Vict 
M-811. f 

It has been aptly said tat? 

poser is a more conge 

than Dvorak, which fact 1 

the most sensitive exposi 

and colorful Carneval Overt 

ords. As for the quintet, 

nd em 

the compe 

Musical Films Widely Acclaimed 
CHEDULED FOR MID-AUTUMN RELEASE 

G: the first full-length feature to be sent 

out of the Walt Disney studios since “Fan- 

i.” From the viewpoints of plot, human emo- 

tion, pictorial ingenuity, and musical novelty, 

piney features are welcome news, and the new 
“pymbo” is no exception. The action centers 
ground the ugly duckling success story of Dumbo, 

the baby elephant, whose oversize ears first 

eamed him the heartbreaking ridicule of all the 

s animals but which finally enabled him to 

fy—straight to fame, happiness, and a Hollywood 

ontract. The animated episodes combine non- 

sense and sentiment in typically Disney fashion. 

The setting is a circus, and the picture opens with 

a rush of storks, 
pringing bundles from 

Heaven to the circus 

animal mothers. All 
are gratified except 

Mrs. Jumbo, whose 

bundle has been de- 
layed. When it finally 
artives (the stork first 
stopping to consult a 
toad map before 

folowing the circus 

train, Casey Jr.), Mrs. 

Jumbo’s joy knows no 

hounds at the dainty ~ 
aspect of her baby. 

But then the baby 

sneezes, the impact 
Unfurling a pair of 
monstrously big ears. 

From then on, the 

baby becomes the butt 
of circus ridicule. He is called Dumbo instead of 

Jumbo, and his life is hard. One day, his mother 

spanks a boy who plagues her baby, and she is 
imprisoned as a wild elephant. Forlornly on his 
own now, Dumbo comes under the kindly care of 

Timothy, a friendly mouse, who devises several 

Ways of restoring the hapless baby elephant to 
the good graces of the circus folk. All the schemes 
fail, however, and Dumbo weeps so bitterly that 
he gets hiccups. Timothy offers him a drink of 
Water, from a pail into which champagne has ac- 

ecally been spilled. Under the influence of 

ree, Dumbo lifts up his ears and flies, 
i out realizing what he is doing. He and Tim- 

they wake up on top of a tree and wonder how 
ian there. A crow in the tree explains the 

Wh a and offers Dumbo a magic feather, 
er will give him the courage to fly at will. All 
om Sa to be plunged into characteristic 
Timoth Ttustration when the feather is lost, but 

Daas Reape a timely pep talk, and 

ing ele a denly finds within his own now matur- 
bias antine nature the courage to use his 
tephant bo The ensuing triumph of the flying 
and sena tings about the release of his mother, 
ishe S mother, baby, and mouse on to the 

T levels of success. 
idereath the nonsense of the story, there is 

circu 

te 

Baby Dumbo from the new Walt Disney 

full-length musical feature 

Music in the Home 

by Danatd Whartin 

facial expression. The “cast,” of course, consists 
of animated cartoons; the voices are those of 
Cliff Edwards as the Black Crow, Ed Brophy as 

Timothy, Verna Felton as the Matriarch Elephant, 
Herman Bing as the Circus Master, and Sterling 
Holloway as the Stork. 

There is a delightful and elaborate musical 

score, reflecting the circus setting. Nine special 
song numbers are scattered throughout the film, 
three of which, at least, bid fair to vie with older 

: Disney tunes (like 
Heigh-Ho, Who’s 

Afraid of the Big, Bad 

Wolf? and When You 

Wish Upon a Star in 

hit-quality popular- 

ity. These are Look 

Out for Mr. Stork, 

When I See an El- 

ephant Fly, and the 

lullabye, Baby Mine. 

All but two of the 
songs are the work of 

Frank Churchill, who 

composed the songs 

for “Snow White” and 

“The Three Little 

Pigs.” Of the Marl- 

borough family of 

Churchills (which in- 
cludes the present 

Prime Minister of 

England), young Frank was destined for a med- 

ical career. In order to finance his studies, he 

played the piano, at night, in motion picture 

houses. In time, his love of music asserted itself, 

and he determined upon a musician’s career. His 

formal musical education has been meager; he is 

almost entirely self-taught, and has had but two 

semesters of theory and composition. His en- 

trance into the musical world was as a pro- 

fessional pianist. His composing dates from 1930, 

when he joined the Walt Disney organization. 

To-day, he plays piano only for his own amuse- 

ment. Unlike most tunesmiths, Churchill can 

write his songs without first having the lyrics to 

guide him as to setting, tempo, rhythm, and tone. 

He can work out a complete hit-song from an 

idea, a scene, Or a hurried view of a sequence. In 

addition to his notable successes under the Disney 

aegis (including Big Bad Wolf, H eigh-Ho, Whistle 

While You Work), Mr. Churchill has a number of 

formal ballads to his credit, as well as the score 

for the San Francisco World’s Fair of okt He is 

at present at work on the score for Disney’s forth- 

coming “Bambi,” an adaptation of Felix Salten’s 

story, to be released in the spring. 

er songs inclu 

ne If; it’s Circus Day Again, Spread Your 

Wings, Clown Song, and Song of the Roustabouts. 

” is capital entertainment. 

de Pink Elephants on Parade, 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is releasing a new tech- 

nicolor version of “Smilin’ Through,” a tender 

love-story with a rich musical background. An 

all-star cast is headed by Jeanette MacDonald, 

Brian Aherne, Gene Raymond and Ian Hunter, 

and includes Patrick O’Moore, Frances Robinson, 

and seven-year-old Jackie Horner. The film 

marks Miss MacDonald’s first screen appearance 

since her recent tour as concert soprano. It marks 

still another “first,” in that it teams Miss Mac- 

Donald with her husband, Gene Raymond, in the 

romantic leads. For the first time they appear 

together in the same picture, and also playing 

opposite each other. Miss MacDonald is seen in 
a dual characterization. She plays both the tragic 

Moonyean, killed on the eve of her marriage, and 

also the young niece, Kathleen, who falls in love 
with the son of the man who murdered her aunt. 

The story, spanning the years from 1868 to 1919, 

shows Gene Raymond as the disappointed suitor 

and, in its later sequences, as the son, Kathleen’s 

lover. Twenty-three-year-old Frances Robinson 

realizes the ambition of every young actress— 

that of playing a character role. As Ellen, the 

faithful maid, Miss Robinson fades out of the 

picture as a woman in her mid-seventies. 

Under the direction of Herbert Stothart, an 

elaborate musical score has been prepared for the 

film. The theme song, Smilin’ Through, inspired 

by the orginal stage play, is woven throughout the 

sequences. The songs sung by Miss MacDonald 

mark a change from operatic arias to loved and 

familiar ballads, including Drink To Me Only 

With Thine Eyes, Kerry Dance, A Little Love, A 
Little Kiss, There Are Smiles, The Long, Long 

Trail, and Land of Hope and Glory. A number of 

terms of endearment in the Gaelic tongue are 

used in the film, all of which are likely to set a 

new vogue in love-making. M-G-M helpfully sup- 

plies a glossary of romantic terms with an Irish 

accent, from which we advise those interested 

that “Agraw gal Machree” means “bright love of 
my heart,” “Mavourneen deelish” means “my 

faithful darling,’ and “A cushla agus Asthore 

Machree” means “O pulse and treasure of my 

heart.” Regrettably, a key to pronunciation has 

been omitted . 

Jack Dawn, M-G-M make-up chief, has devised 

character make-ups suitable for technicolor. 
Heretofore, sculpture alone has been relied upon 

to give the illusion of old age in color films, with 

the result that skin tones have been in grayish 

luster or red hues. Advancing on the principle 

that the pigmentation of skin combined with 

technicolor light results in natural tones, Dawn 

experimented with color mixtures. In Brian 

Aherne’s make-up, for example, five separate 

shades were used instead of one. These are painted 
on the basic sculptured skin foundation which is 

built upon the star’s face and moulded into sag- 
ging jaws, loose facial muscles, and wrinkled eye- 

lids. The production is under the direction of ee pathos and suspense, notably in the scene “Dumbo 
Musicum. Victor Album M-808. oe aes Timothy engineers a visit to Dumbo’s 
Handel’s Concerti Grossi are ful @ 7 ao mother. Dumbo himself does not talk 

Spirit and patrician thought, and thesé ys a € film; his only sounds are hiccuping and 

os ne, but every least reaction of hopefulness, especially appealing. There is much OD lonelin 
i defense of the smaller chamber es “8s, fear, and joy is vividly recorded by his 
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sesses, should not sing them. Her persuasi A Vv w 
tistry transcends such precepts. anit 

_ American Works for Solo Wind Instrument Ss and Or- chestra; Eastman-Rochester Symphony Orchestra directed by Howard Hanson. Victor Album M-202. 2 , eee S = 

Frank Borzage, whose romantic screen successes hae 
include “Seventh Heaven,” “Farewell to Arms,” 

and “The Mortal Storm.” “Smilin’ Through” is pro- ; 
duced by Victor Saville, (Continued on Page 782) fet 
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Music in the Home 

A LTHOUGH LAST MONTH saw the beginning 
A of the fall and winter music season on the 

ess airways, advance news was not forthcoming 
: in time to carry in these columns a full report on 

_ the plans for the major programs. Fortunately, 
this month we are able to forecast coming events. 
Leopold Stokowski figures prominently in the 
tchestral programs to be heard this winter, for 
e is associated both with the New York Phil- 

_ harmonic-Symphony and the NBC Symphony Or- 
_ chestras. The Philharmonic programs, which are 

az broadcast Sundays from 3 to 4:30 P. M., New York 
_ time, feature this year a group of prominent or- 
_ chestral leaders. Besides John Barbirolli, who is 
the orchestra’s regular conductor, there are to be 

heard Stokowski, Bruno Walter, Artur Rodzinski, 
_ Dimitri Mitropoulos, Fritz Busch, Serge Kousse- 
_vitzky, and Eugene Goossens. 
On October 12th, the season officially opened 
with Stokowski conducting. Three conductors are 
Scheduled to lead the orchestra concerts in the 

_ Sunday broadcasts this month: Barbirolli, No- 
_ vember 2nd; Bruno Walter, November 9th and 

_ 16th; and Artur Rodzinski of the Cleveland Or- 
_ chestra, November 23rd and 30th. 

Among the distinguished soloists to appear in 
the Sunday afternoon concerts are Pianists Josef 
Hoffmann, Robert Casadesus, Reginald Stewart 
Artur Rubinstein, Eugene List, Artur Schnabel, 

_ and Rudolf Serkin; violinists Adolf Busch, Zino 
Francescatti and Mishel Piastro; and violoncel- 

_ list Joseph Schuster. Two major and infrequently _ heard choral works—Mozart’s “Requiem” and 
Mahler’s “Second (Resurrection) Symphony”— 

_ are scheduled for broadcast during the season 
__ which is the Centennial of the orchestra. ; 

The New York Philharmonic-Symphony 
Centennial 

_ The oldest Symphony orchestra in th i States and the third oldest in the world: a founded on April 22, 1842, by a group of public- Spirited citizens who proposed the establishment of a “large and permanent Society” whose ob- jective should be “the study and rendering of symphonies, overtures, and other classical music _ In such a manner as to cultivate a more general knowledge and a more correct public taste.” Dur- ing its career, the Philharmonic has had man eminent conductors. Theodore Thomas who be. came the orchestra’s conductor in 1878 “did more,” according to the late J. ames Huneker “for orchestral music in North America than any pre- vious conductor.” Four others who contributed to the fullest appreciation of orchestral music in this country were Anton Seidl (1892-1898), Gus- tav Mahler (1910-1912) , Willem Mengelberg (1927 ; 1930), and Arturo Toscanini (1927-1936). Of these. _ Mengelberg and Toscanini were the only conduct- ors who were able to promote the appreciation of 
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Musical Haciations 

on the Ether 

by AMbred clindsay Morgan 

orchestral music through radio. When one looks 

back on the history of such an organization, one 

wonders how musical appreciation in this country 
might have grown if such men as Thomas, Seidl 

and Mahler could also have had the advantages 

of radio promotion. 

The NBC Symphony Orchestra this season is 

broadcasting on Tuesday, instead of Saturday, 

nights from 9:30 to 10:36 
P.M., EST (Blue net- 
work). The need for a rest, 
after four consecutive sea- 

sons with the orchestra, 

caused Toscanini to retire 

from the leadership this 
year. NEC still hopes, how- 
ever, that the Italian 
maestro will decide at a 
later date to conduct a 
number of concerts. The 
prospectus for the season 
includes eleven different 
conductors. Stokowski is 
Scheduled to lead the con- 
certs of November 4th, 
llth, 18th, and 25th, and 
will conclude the season 
with four more concerts 
at the end of March and 
the beginning of April. 
The season officially 
opened on October 7th 
with Dimitri Mitropoulos 
of the Minneapolis Sym- 
Phony; his two concerts 
were followed by two 
others under the directi 

€ as leaders b 

nm March 24th 
Y, conductor 

Sir Ernest MacMillan +» Quest con- ductor, NBC Symphony Orchestra. 

Pianists Artur 
» Jeanne Beh- 

Talto, Blanche 
aS Soloist in 
OY Harris ang 

a 

Villa-Lobos are scheduled for Carly hes», conductor of the Toronto Symphon eating 

Sir Ernest MacMillan, will be a noe Or 
for one of the radio concerts. : 

Erno Rapée, conductor of the orches 
Radio City Music Hall programs ae 
his fall and winter season (12-39 to apy ® 

paul He 

cology _ q valuable contribution to the musical 
found of his day in his voluminous “Music in 

‘ “¢ a eae yan na Rapée plang ti», ieren civilization.” The book is of course a 

tions interspersed with 7 er ore ‘ iy but a history peereliee Py earetul "eee sevant scaeuine - #. - vocal Selections ty « eH of the significant music of each epoch. 

The Ford s ds ag twenty chapters of the work range from 

Dh pent, evening Hour Le Byzantium, and Rome to “The { CBS Dehn 
+ ancient Greece, 
LD Consent 

—9 to 10 P._M., EST) began its eigh ts omigohere of Nineteenth Century Music and Its 
‘Persp “The Road to the Present.” It is 

season on September 28th, with Lay ( woes oes S , Wi TENCE Ths, ce” and as soloist and Sir Thomas Beecham as Cdyn ey and distinctively illustrated. It is 
, 9 

Pek eto Bele et will be the di ikewise finely documented with parallel refer- 

conducting. On wecakiae a With Ging if) gages to the economic and artistic life of the 

the Metropolitan so =m ; a re tn gquntries at the time at which the composers 

José Iturbi will con nog will -2iff gee pouring forth their masterpieces. The book 
Tibbett returns 4 the orchestra. Lemos , “must” for the college and the high school 
oa ts - ese as — on Novembe * Fa It also offers a fine purview of the art 

Ponmiia ; . . ‘an ci, a for the casual, modern, intelligent reader with a 

igtie Cannister ene: ncere interest in the art of music. The printing, 

paper, type, layout, and binding are exceptionally 

fine and the volume is encased in a handsome 

box, 

‘Music in Western Civilization” 

Orchestra, Jj, 

OF November 9 
and Eugene Ormandy the conductor 
ember 30th Helen Jepson, soprano 
Hackett, tenor, with Eugene Ormandy 
will be heard. ] 

Damrosch Retuns gn Beng Lang 
Pages: 

On October 17th Wale me $5.00 
Damrosch r Publishers: W. W. Norton and Co., Inc. 
airways 

meryt = 

= so eles, Oruentinc New Music 
mentator of Just what is happening to music in the much 
of the NBC “M | scrambled world of to-day is the subject of 

elation Hour” (Frid?) natural, widespread interest. So much of new 

to 3 P.M., EST B music or so-called music is like the extravagant, 
work) . This year fanatical curiosities of surrealistic painting that 

gram series one really does need some kind of guide to help 

presented ina inorienting oneself in the new world of the tone- 

ferent f at where just “being different” is put forward as 

ample, in: agrace far above and beyond the satisfaction of 

both A and B—w the human need for beauty. Sane commentators, 
designed for competent or incompetent, have all had their 

teners—in one sy, but there is apparently only one subject 
Won which these investigators are consonant 

and that is that elaborate effort and astonish- 

ing technic do not succeed in producing a master, 
it there is not first a man with a distinctively 

musical genius. In other words, the theatrical 
7 and make-up of a king do not make 
a king, 

The latest survey of contemporary European 
ind American composers comes from the pen of 
the pianist-composer, Aaron Copland. Whatever 
Tay be your opinion of Copland as a composer, 
tt manifestly has the writer’s gift of writing 
wth clarity, balance, and effectiveness, which 
‘snares the reader’s interest while he conveys 

between series A ani 

and series B and 

as before, wi 

ments of the 
series B is tl 
tive Side of } 

C is concerned with “Form in Music, 
D is given over to “Composers.” os 

There will be three programs during Novel™ 
The first, on the seventh, divided between sn 
B and D, offers first “Animals in Music” # - his § 
an “All-Handel Program.” On Novembe te mation. 
(series A and C) the program is divided 2m" 7 S initial premise is based upon the thought 
illustrations of the “Violoncellos and Leas’ ie Musical advance depends upon the degree 
Basses” and “Three Part and Rondo For ei e . Which the world pulls away from the 
last broadcast of the month, Novembel a “mantic traditions, largely German, which we 
(series B and D). is concerned with “Tu” | (inherited from the nineteenth century. He 
Music” and a “Haydn Program.” te “universality of feeling” in a Russian 
When Columbia’s “School of the Air’ than Be much more intimate than that in Ger- 

season on October 6th, it inaugurat ad tho music. He credits the Russian ame eee 
year as an “educational project Ravel, wit of France, particularly Debussy an 
Western World. The classroom audi cite, with making the change from the orthodox 

in this season are expected to be ; Ban music. Richard Strauss, to Copland, is 

especially among the Latin-Ame blige ar He feels that the German master’s 
For Pan-Americanism is to be em leaye ymphonics, Quizote, Domestic, and Alpine 
five series that make up the schools indi one with a “bloated feeling as of something 
Schedule. Among our Southern neigh" Séstible and somewhat monstrous.” 
have shown great interest in these P" er he proceeds to size up each modern com- 
Mexico, which has ordered the purchas®’°"., been 1 turn, principally those whose works have 
Sets for its classrooms (Continued on Pa © 

rue En 
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Ov 

developed since the close of the last war. 

Music in the Home 

The Etude . 
Music Lover 

SS 

s Bookshell » 
Any book here 
reviewed may 
be secured from 
THE ETUDE MUSIC 
“MAGAZINE at the 
price given plus 
postage. 

By qs. Moredith Cale 

The descriptions are spirited and adroit, so that 
the reader’s interest is continually held. One 

chapter of twenty pages he frankly devotes to a 

“Composer from Brooklyn,” which is his in- 

genious way of inserting his own biography. Very 

stimulating and helpful are the chapters upon 

“The World of the Phonograph” and ‘Music in 

the Films.” An excellent list of phonograph 

records also appears. 

“Our New Music” 

By Aaron Copland 

Pages: 305 

Price: $2.50. 
Publisher: Whittlesey House 

Cuoreocraruic Music 

The employment of the “choreography” as a 

generic term for dancing is so recent that a Funk 

and Wagnalls dictionary of one hundred forty 

thousand words, published just a dozen years ago, 

makes no mention.of it. There is, however, 2 kind 

of clairvoyant intimation of its orthography in 

the word chorea, which is the medical term for 

St. Vitus’s ‘dance. Certainly many of the jitterbug 

dances your reviewer has seen have seemed more 

School cf the Dance by Degas 

sease than “poetry of mo- 
i nervous d- 
like sone has been one of the 
tion.” The Dance, however, 

chief medium of 

turies. Its origin 1s abori 
s of emotional expression for cen- 

ginal. Its development 

parallels the growth of all civilization. it is 

just as natural to dance as it is to sing. As in the 

case of singing, we wish that many would do 

their dancing in private. On the other hand, 

dancing in its highest sense, may become not 

merely entertaining, but exquisitely beautiful 

and inspiring. 

The finest work your reviewer has yet seen 

upon the music of the dance is the recently pub- 

lished “Choreographic Music” by Verna Arvey, 

well known to readers of THE Erupe through her 

many articles in this publication. Miss Arvey 

takes the reader from Zulu dances in the African 

jungle down to the age of Loie Fuller, Isadora 

Drncan, Ruth St. Denis, Ted Shawn, La Argen- 

tina, M. Fokine, and Pavlowa. You will have a 
higher respect and a very much better under- 

standing of the ballet and you will also be better 

able to play ballet music after you have read 

Miss Arvey’s authoritative and entertaining work 

upon the subject. 

Dancing has had its friends and opponents for 

ages. We are not surprised that one Master 

Stubbs in England in 1583, in his “Anatomy of 
Abuses,” speaks of “the horrible vice of pestifer- 

ous dancing” because, only a few years later, the 

Puritan movement was in full sway. The pendu- 
lum of public opinion had made a wide swing 

from the ritual dances so popular in the churches 

of Southwestern Europe for nearly a thousand 

years to the dance hall cavortings of to-day. The 

ballet, however, is the result of long and care- 

fully studied convention and aesthetic principles. 

There is an ocean-wide distance between the old- 

fashioned cavortings of vaudeville hoofers and 

the wizardry of Adeline Genée, Maude Allen, or 

Angna Enters. 

Miss Arvey traces dance music from folk tunes 

to its higher development. Many of the evolutions 

are curious. For instance, she says “To her folk- 

song, Ach, du Lieber Augustin, Germany is said 
to owe the typically racial German Waltz. The 

song was used in a ballet by Gardel, called ‘La 

Dansomanie,’ produced in Paris in 1793. From it 

the German Waltz developed.” The waltz did be- 
come a mania only a few decades later, as did 

the polka. The intoxication of the dance break- 

ing out either endemically or epidemically is a 

type of phenomenon often discussed by psychol- 
ogists. 

The ballet, like Topsy, “just grew.” Judging 
from ancient pictures, it probably sprang up 

(Continued on Page 792) 
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To Study, or Not To Study 

I cannot help feeling sorry for teachers 
unable to continue their musical studies; 

- but for those thousands—ages eighteen 
to eighty-one—who could and should 
take regular lessons, enroll for winter 
classes or attend short summer courses, 

but fail to do so, I have no patience 
whatsoever. And I do not consider age, 

length of service, heavy teaching sched- 
ules and all the usual “pat” excuses good 
reasons for not studying. There are, of 
course, cases of ill health, poverty, lim- 
ited vitality, remote location, back- 
breaking domestic or business duties, or 

invalid care, in addition to teaching ac- 
tivity—all of which are valid’ reasons. 
But alas, most teachers do not want to 
study; they worked thirty-five years ago 
with the famous Mr. So-and-So: they 
graduated in their youth from the Leip- 
zig Conservatory; they are too old; or 
they know it all. Yet, I ask you, would 

_ you let a dentist “monkey” with your 
iy teeth, who had not studied for twenty- 

five years? Would you put your trust 
in an oculist who still uses the methods 
of fifty years ago? Or consult an engi- 
heer not thoroughly abreast of modern 
developments? . . . Yes, the members 
of all professions study constantly— 
School teachers and college professors, 
doctors, lawyers—all of course except the 
music teachers. Musicians study? Perish 
the thought! 
_ If you do not possess that self-starting 
inner drive which compels technical and 
musical growth (all the best- teachers 
do!), how can you fail to see that mod- 
ern competitive methods require the pro- 
fessional to be up on his toes every 
minute in order to survive? Of course 
it takes sacrifice—any worth while proj- 
ect does—but the result more than justi- 
fies the hardships involved. Is your class 
dwindling? Are your lessons flat, stale 
and unprofitable? Have you been using 
the same teaching material for the last 
five years (and note, I didn’t say twenty- 
five years!) ? Has your own playing gone 
eed oa seed? Does that despairing 
rustra eeling persist i i 1 essen? eling p a in getting you 

Sounds just like a patent medicine 
advertisement, doesn’t it? With this dif- 
ference—I advise you to secure a musical 
Specialist at once, a fine, sensitive 

teacher, who, I am Sure, will prescribe 
regular concentrated doses of lessons and 
daily practice, to bring back elasticity to 
your ailing mind, muscles and spirit. Or 
perhaps what you need is a short inten- Sive “cure” to sweep out those cobwebs 
and to start some healthy new brain 
Srooves. Budget your income now. Put a a3 a regularly each week, and by 

ummer you will be s i Ee of your pee cad urprised at the 

Teaching the Teacher 
May I pass along to I you some helpf: items which I gleaned last summer ia: teachers who attended my classes? Here a 

they are: 
The subject of house-to- ; Studio teaching again ee i cee Cussion in the classes, with teachers about evenly divided as to the merits of each. Put down these additional credits in the column of home lessons: 
1, All teachers should require twenty- four hours’ notice for home lesson can- cellations; consequently children have fewer excuses to skip lessons—those fa- miliar “alibis”—slight colds, not feeling 
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schoen-René, one of the most “re- 
me. singing teachers of our time, was 

royal 

3 Mt 

me 5 Hound Tab E al goblenz. She twas a student at the p port Y aaa of Berlin. Later she studied 

well, sudden “important” engagements, 
bad weather, lack of practice, no trans- 

portation, and others. Teacher simply 
arrives and the lesson is taken! 

2. The instructor’s personal contact 

with the family makes it more difficult 
to discontinue lessons when that fateful 
Subject comes up for discussion. If the 
teacher’s relation with the family has 
been casual, as is often the case with 
studio instruction, the pupil finds it 
much easier to drop his lessons. 

3. One teacher slyly remarked that in 
home lessons it is easier to terminate the 
lesson period. To put it bluntly, it is 
much simpler to get rid of an ornery 
parent or child—you just clear out! (We 
all know how persistently pesky some of 
the fond parents can be at the studio!) 

That Floating Elbow! 
D. E. (Oregon) happily balancin - 4 g her featherweight arm over the keyboard, drew this cheerful icture i 

oo Dp of a floating 

Ny 
7\ 

piano playing: one Swift i : nst then your elbow floats. = ; 
Slow, 

Correspondenta with thie Depart 
ment are requested ta limit Letters 
to One Hundred and Fifty Werda, 

“T love you so!” 

or 

“Just curve around” 

or 

“Let’s go to C.” 

Start with elbow close to body, finger 
pads touching keytops. As you play, move 

arm gently upward and outward, reach- 

ing the top of the curve at C: then com- 

plete elbow circle back to body. 
Here’s another: 

LT 
. 

Ex.2 

| 
This time the elbow’s highest curve is on 
E-flat which is Slightly stressed. Avoid 
accenting C, which is the weakest tone, 
even if it is the first beat. 

It is surprising how “alive” phrases 
will emerge if they are treated in this 
affectionate manner, Try it on any short 
singing phrase—but be sure to decide 
just where the elbow curve is highest 

Mrs. J. M. R. (Okla.) made an excel- lent suggestion about lesson fees, She charges fifteen dollars monthly, which includes one private thirty-minute lesson weekly, one or more supervised fifteen to thirty minute practice periods by an assistant who works upstairs at her home and one hour class -lesson weekly with ek more than four persons in the class aa ae organize their work poe eh ly as this! Yet, if they could ‘ane Wild het large, enthusiastic class, 
€mpted to adopt a similar Scheme. 

Sia ae . unique plan for her 

fashionable hotel, pede: Ss Se other mothers (whose atidieait oe tone potential ke hae orary fri 
=e 

pti a SS ae oe Performing stu- 
the recital takes pl 2 eae gee s ace. Sometimes as 

dred perso 
= 

: Sons attend. orks out admirably, for the adiiers 
ae L : ople are thri i Project pays for itself, and the meng 

sed, is glad to have 
1er programs, gratis, 

_ Another alert teact tion for Students who 

1er told her solu- 

Permits it only i, ue &t recitals. She 
3 if the 

s upil hort, Serious Classic in endian ten 

Noted Pianist 
and Music Educator 

Such essays as 

stimulate 

practic 

performance—never! 

protests of m 

mistake in publishing a pie 

an “Easy Arrangement.” Rm 
how excellent or d j 
everybody is prejudiced agaisya 
dren, adults, teachers. So] maa 
to do it again! All those Ds 

rangements will have their “Easy 

dixes removed. ... 

out that they aren't easy! 

to love a book which, 

years ago, I had neve 

Nathan’s One More Spring. 

cian should know it—shor 

imaginative, touct 

ten. Why not give it 

present? An inexpensive © 

available. 

»ran’s famous sister, Pauline 
lighter number chosen ¢, cen She came to America in 
Not a bad idea! <= ae Petty big put ill nealth shattered her ambition 

18 ean opera singer. She then went 

alee to continue her studies with 

: a garcia and later returned to the 

vit states. After teaching for some years 

ig Minneapolis, she became a member of 

the faculty of the Juilliard School of Music 

in New york City—Evitor’s NOTE. 

ight 

of 
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TA ON TONE PRODUCTION is readily ob- 

ne y hd [) ned but the singer soon discovers that 

=a reddy me technical instruction amounts to little un- 

“> jsitisfortified by purity of style. The acquiring 
iftraditional vocal style remains one of the chief 

ems of vocal mastery. It is rare to encounter 

hose authoritative knowledge of tone 

to solo n 

grobl 
erson W 

ction stems back directly to the founder of second produ 2 

neyed wal science; whose traditions of art reach in an 

them inbroken line to the days of Mozart. Such a per- 
May I say that I do n wi is Mme, Anna Schoen-René, one of the 

rom obbilgato part aid’ foremost voice teachers, currently active 
Gent who has alrea 

inthe Vocal Department of the Juilliard Grad- 

ate School, and private teacher of celebrated 

dngers both here and abroad. Mme. Schoen- 

René was a pupil of, and for many years asso- 

tated with, Pauline Viardot-Garcia, one of the 

:) greatest authorities on the art of singing; and 

she specialized in the teaching of male voices 

with Manuel Garcia, The traditions she absorbed 

fom them go further than upholding the best 

isandards in art (an achievement in itself); ac- 

ally, they set the standards which subsequently 

lave guided the development of Bel Canto. 

The principles of correct singing were first for- 
mulated by Don Manuel Garcia (father of Man- 

‘Pt, Pauline, and Maria Malibran), the most 

tinguished singer of the Romantic Epoch, who 

This co 

used in 

plece, Ir ge 

Play the added part 

to Mozart sona 

when they 

These and oth 

youngsters, and 

nd discipline—but it fi 

“Easy” 

To my chagrin, I learned cond 
y teachers ti 

Besides, IN 

Books, Old and New = 

Through H. Macv. (N. YJ) 
plished 

led 

Mme, Schoen-René 

py ; 

he his first operatic performances under 

e § own guidance. Don Manuel taught his 

ailldren, impressing upon them those prin- Nes or 
Nae Singing which have come down through 

Here is a 

“Perhaps I am,” 4 

agi = same oh 8 ‘ng generations as Bel Canto. - 
ina , cpt tine Steat teachers often told me how their 

“A musician has : aS er ¢. 
‘ame to formulate the knowledge of tone 
‘On which the son, Manuel Garcia, was 
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later to develop as the founda- 
tion of all good singing,” says 

Mme. Schoen-René. “Manuel, 

the son, did not like to hear 
it called a ‘method’—methods, 

he said, were patterns for 

shoemakers to follow! He pre- 

ferred to think of his work as 

a scientific education in vocal 

art — which is exactly what 

it is. 

The “Italian Tone” 

“Ryen in Don Manuel’s time, 

it was common knowledge 

that the old Italians sang 

more beautifully than any 

other vocalists in the world. 

Purity of tone and evenness of 

line distinguished their per- 

formances, and with the Italian de- 

velopment of stringed instruments, 

this preéminence increased. Don Man- 

uel, who possessed not only a magnifi- 

cent voice but a great mind as well, 

determined to investigate the ‘Italian 

tone’ and to analyze the elements that 

made it outstanding. His researches 

indicated that the basis for all good 

tone production consists of breathing, 

breath support, vocalization, and reso- 

nance. Manuel, the son, perfected the 

ch his father had indicated, 

and he became perhaps the greatest 

eacher that the world He ever 

_ (In studying the scientific as- 

Sar singing, he was the first to 

scope.) Around him 

tinguished sister, Mme. 

ia, gathered a circle that 

Sand, Chopin, Heine, 

Meyerbeer, Lablache, 

who were for- 

studies whi 

voice t 

pe 

and his dis 

Viardot-Gare 

included George 

Schumann, Liszt, 

tunat 

cias have made 

inviolate the traditions a 

source. 

“In Manuel 

invent the laryngo 

d many others. Those 

a e enough to study with the Gar- 

a life work of keeping 

psorbed from such a 

Garcia’s day it was considered revo- 

lutionary to hold that singing 

originated, not in the throat, 

but in the breath which serves 

as the connecting support be- 
tween the body and the tone. 

The old Italians relied entirely 
upon the ear to guide them in 

tone production. Actually, the 

ear is still the best diagnosti- 

cian in detecting tonal values 

—but the ear alone is not 
enough! The singer must do 

more than judge the sound of 

his tones after he has pro- 

duced them. He must under- 
stand the anatomical princi- 

ples underlying their produc- 
tion; he must put these prin- 

ciples into practice, learning 

the sensations they cause. 

“The Garcia principles of singing—better, the 

only correct principles of singing as laid down 

by Garcia—begin with breath and breath con- 

trol. The breath must be full, deep, low-taken. 

It must be supported by the strong abdominal 

muscles. Practice in correct breathing should 

precede all exercises in singing. When the breath 

has been properly taken, the singer must learn to 

send it in a steady flow against the diaphragm, 

through the entire respiratory tract, toward the 
vocal cords, the vibration of which produces tone. 

Tone is supported by the long column of breath; 

it ‘sits upon it.’ If the flow of breath is unsteady, 
the resulting tone becomes unsteady. Next in 

importance to the control and support of breath 

is its resonance. Tone must be resonated entirely 

from the face—never in the throat, never in the 

nasal passages. Defective tone and loss of range 
result from incorrect resonance. The tone should 

be sent into the cavities bounded by the cheek 

bones, and allowed to vibrate freely there. Man- 

uel Garcia stressed this freedom of tonal vibra- 

tion, warning emphatically against constriction 

in the nose or in the throat. 

Mme. Schoen-René 

Importance of Vocalization 

“Extremely vital to tone quality is vocalization. 

Tone cannot sound forth until it is fixed within 

the limits of some vowel or consonant. The most 

primitive cry is formed on some vowel sound. 

Complete singing requires the constant juxtaposi- 

tion of vowels and consonants, purely vocalized. 

The singer should devote great care to the forma- 
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tion of pure vowel sounds. This is especially 

important to English-speaking singers, because 
the English language has no pure vowels. English 
vowels tend to trail off into diphthongs. In ordi- 
nary English speech, an A becomes A-EE; an I 

becomes A-I-EE; an O becomes O-DD. This is 
fatal to pure vocalization, and consequently to 
pure tone. The trailing of the vowel into the 

diphthong causes a scooping, swooping approach 
which mars clean, precise tonal attack. Italian, 
German, and French contain pure vowels in ordi- 

nary speech, making pure vocalization easier for 

those who project their tones naturally in terms 
of those language-sounds. All English-speaking 
singers must cultivate pure vowels as part of 

their vocal equipment. Purity of vocalizations is 
far more than a matter of good diction; it is the 
secret of pure singing. 

_ “The exercises prescribed by the Garcias (ob- 
tainable in their published manuals of vocalises, 
notably ‘Une heure d’etude,’ by Pauline Viardot- 

_ Garcia) were always extremely simple and nat- 
ural, They explored the voice with the-long, sus-. 
tained tones of the grand scala, and perfected 
evenness in passing from one register of range to 

’ another, preparing the way for coloratura tech- 
nic. The development of florid and flexible tech- 
nic is advisable for every voice, high or low, male 

Bet female; but important as technical mastery is, 
it must always remain secondary to the produc- 
tion of pure tone itself. Fiorituri without a foun- 
dation of pure tone (like a roof without a house!) 
come crashing down to ruin: 5 

A Phase of General Culture 
“One of the chief charms of the Garcias as 

teachers lay in the fact that their instruction was 
by no means confined to voice problems. Their 
culture was so wide that they did not need to 
‘specialize!’ Singing, to them, was simply one very 
important aspect of that general cultural educa- 
tion without which no one can hope to under- 
stand or project art. Mme. Viardot examined all 
candidates who wished to’study with her, and the examination began before they had sung a tone! The moment a candidate entered the room, Mme. Viardot noted his approach, his manners, his attitude, thus judging © his bearing, his back- ground. And, in their conversation, she judged his educational and esthetic equipment. Mme. Viar- dot never refused a gifted pupil because of lack of culture or breeding, but those who revealed the lack were immediately trained in that re- Spect. Mme. Viardot held deportment to be of vital importance in the building of a complete artistic Personality, which, of course, it is! She exacted obedience from her pupils and imposed rigorous discipline upon them; never in the sense of domi- nating them, but in order to help them acquire that self-discipline which is the foundation of all art. As part of our Singing courses, we were re- quired to read the great classics, to acquaint ourselves with Titian and Rembrandt in the mu- Seums, to observe models of acting in the theatres, The goal of her tuition Was not ‘special- ization’ in tones and roles, but the formation of complete self-expression and self-control. “I often think back to those teachings to-day when, regrettably, a wholly mistaken concept of freedom tends to undermine our Ttegard for dis- cipline,,. authority, Tespect, control. Perhaps the most valuable precept we can give our students is that freedom comes only as the result of Self- control. Freedom is not a lack of discipline; it consists, rather, in controlling one’s self SO effec- tively that discipline (Continued on Page 78) 
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From the Largest Prison 

in the World 

In October, The Etude printed a very Enweses 

article by Major John A. Warner, Superintendent 

of the New York State Police, and also an ama- 

teur virtuoso pianist who has been soloist with 

many famous orchestras. He stated that in his 

wide experience he had never known of a crim- 

inal who had had a real musical training. This 

corresponds with our own extensive experience. 

We have heard of only three. Sometime ago, we 

printed a very dramatic letter from “Major” Hen- 

dricks who for some years was head of the ex- 

cellent band of the San Quentin Prison. We have 

recently received a letter from T. P. Stanich, the 

Director of Music of the Prison, from which we 

print a few extracts extolling the Major's ez- 

cellent work. 

Music in prisons has been found not only a dis- 

ciplinary means of real value, but also a channel 

for the rehabilitation of men after they leave the 

prison.—Editor’s Note 

Some time ago, when I first assumed my duties 
as Director of Music at San Quentin, the thing 
which struck me as the most outstanding feature 
of the musical activities in the institution was 
the colorful and magnetic personality and cap- 
ability of the bandmaster, Major Hendricks. So 
that others, too, may know something of this 
man who works to help others, and who is al- 
most solely responsible for the growth and suc- 
cess of music in San Quentin, I am going to take 
you behind the scenes of the musical life of San 
Quentin, so that you can see what makes this 
man so successful. 
Major Hendricks is above all a musician. He knows and understands music. He is as capable of discussing Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms as he is of carrying his part when the conversation turns to “Jam, Jive, and Jeve.” When conducting his “Dance Orchestra,” he knows how to hit the groove” and where and how to Place his effects With equal ability he carries his “Concert Band” through the most difficult overtures and selec- tions from opera. He thoroughly understands 

For the past nine years, his lif ni P e has been de- voted to the building of a bigger and better band 

2S to the aE 
Strumental- T : 

= = ae ges: Siew mere musical knowledge » #lendricks. As one ; , 

) ¢ : gets to know ie one Is ever drawn more closely under seniins a his magnetic personality and under men. He is a natur 
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E 
ral leader: an “sees to experience, is an unbeatable can” ation. He treats all men alike eel 
inable quality 

He is tolerant. and Olishness. He cooperates S a remarkable gift for cooperate, €ven in 

the innumerable Problems ang . are continually arising in 3 
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gigantic job. He has h 
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i si d per- 
life blood of art, literature, music an 

# integrity centers in the King; not by legal 

. atute but by the very ideal of kingship itself. 

we the Chapel Royal, the cradle of English 

Band, who understood and h 
Sincerity and eagerness that ma 
spect and admire him 

Select one plece and study it unt] mp i 
mastered it is the usual advice ¢ nisi, has been established within courtly pre- 
good advice, since In perfecti nets throughout the centuries, and has poured 

nif info the lifeblood of the race a steady, ref reshing 

ream of pure melody from the mainspring of 

rf is distinguished creative musicians. 

Strange to say, the Chapel Royal is rather an 

omaization of human beings than an edifice for 

nyal worship. In other words, since the twelfth 

watwy this institution has been a selected group 

singers primarily intended to promote musical 

ii} erection in court circles. The present Chapel 

E) Royal consists of ten children and six gentlemen; 

the former wear the ancient garb prescribed for 
iH thelr office: - 

“me coate and breeches of Scarlet Cloth 

lined with taffeta, one vest of sky coloured 

stin and gold lace, laced bands and cuffs, 

nerfumed gloves, silke stockings, a Hatt, 
and a coate of ordinary red cloath lined with 

sly coloured shattone to come over their 
oaths in case it should raine.” 

el } scan be well imagined, they add beauty and 

— tigtity to the throne when they parade from St. 

_ oo, _ f oyy & littes to Buckingham each Sunday morning that 
Music Teachers Honor Ment i Hn is in residence. es 

ai i “oecor o perhaps eight hundred years, the duty o 

of Theodore Pressel ite Chapel Royal has been attendance on the 

(Continued from Page Ti King’s person wherever he should go. Conse- 

Nently, the members of the Chapel Royal ac- 
“panied Henry VIII to the Field of the Cloth 
Gold; Henry V to Agincourt; and were par- 

ithants in countless other historic events. There 
|| ‘but one exception; never do they attend His 
md to the chapter of The Order of the 

ineerer the Chapel Royal has been housed, 
‘ether at St. James under the Tudors or White- 
ill under the Stuarts, the coronation ceremonies 

tee never taken place there—which fact most 

educator, and durin “ly emphasizes their status as a personal not 
of his personal lei: on one. Consequently, they are most 
company of his confreres, wh : i os at the state Hallowing of the King 

the benefits of his life work. Mr. 7. teh And in “the old cheque Book of 

_ 5 inset Royal” every detail of the crowning is 
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The Chapel Royal 
Nursery of English Music 

By TBM. Coller 
Queen’s eldest daughter and the Crown Prince 
of Germany. There, likewise, in 1893 Queen Mary 
and King George V were wed. But in recent years 

St. James has been inadequate for the larger 

functions of a growing Empire, although it still 

the rich heritage of England’s sweet harmony. 

The growth and history of this sturdy nursery 

of English mus 

ous activity an ee 

centuries 

eae eaaned from that eventful age. It came 

into being less than seven 

of Normandy settled in En 

phen ascended the throne, e 

victory over King eae 

e Lion. It was an 

a och and is in very truth the human 

means by which His Majes 

nce of the gre 
: 

caren ever been the monarch’s superb op 

portunity to b 

and it was an 

i archy itself. 

ee ue remparnerele too, th
at the sovereigns 

of England and their families hav 
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well and soundly instructed in the arts, os 

notably in vocal and instrumental music. pe
nn 

their high calling to Kingship has submerg : 

their claims to individual attainments does ae 

mean that their personal talents are either wan : 

ing or neglected. Queen Victoria and Prince Al- 

bert were both accomplished musicians, as were 

and are Queen Victoria’s numerous predecessors 

and successors. Henry VIII regarded music as Es 

important and absorbing duty; he played Pay 

sang with intelligent skill, and gave many alll 

gent and understanding hours to the composi- 

tion of scores. It is absurd to suppose that a 

monarch can afford to ignore a grounding in the 

arts. On the contrary, accurate and sympathetic 

appreciation of music has been an obligatory 

equipment of all the reigning households in 

r Britain. accommodates the Chapel Royal and sponsors ‘Thus armed with thé prestige of court patron- 

age, the Chapel Royal progressed steadily into a 

Chapel Royal at Windsor Castle 

firmly established cradle for all musical advance- 

ment. From the very earliest days of England the 

crowned Head made the Chapel his own personal 

concern. To it must be gathered the choicest 

talent of the land. As a result, every parish 

church and cathedral, every parish priest, Canon 

and Bishop would be spurred to emulate the 

standards of the Chapel Royal. Cardinal Wolsey 

at Hampton Court earned the rebuke of his sov- 
ereign when he garnered some of the best voices 

for his own ecclesiastical domain. After all, the 
King was merely the concrete image of the 

people’s aspiration and will. Hence the Chapel 

Royal was the nation’s cultural fountain of music, 

and every claim of pomp and place must give 

way to it. So fully was this preéminence felt that 

for hundreds of years impressment for service 

was fully countenanced. And when Wolsey over- 

stepped the bounds by his acquisitiveness, a 

worthy Dean thus admonished him: 

“The King hath plainly shown that your 

Grace’s chapel is better than his, and proved 

the same by this reason, that if any manner 
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of new song should be brought into both the 
said chapels to be sung ex improviso then 
the said song should be better and more 
surely handled by your. chapel than by His 
Majesty’s.” 
That warning was promptly followed by the 

Dean’s order: : 
“The King hath spoken to me again about 
the child of your chapel. He is desirous to 
have it without the procuring of Cornish 
(Master of the Children) or others.” 
And to show how effective was the Royal 

guardianship of Chapel Royal claims upon na- 
tional talent, the same Dean writes to Wolsey a 
few days after his first letter to express the 
King’s gratitude “for the Child of the Chapel.” 

In the long ago, many and diverse were the 

duties of these courtly singers. They took active 

part in the miracle plays, the mysteries, and the 

pageant stagecraft of the age. They played the 

part of women on the Elizabethan stage. And 
drama owed a heavy debt to the assistance of 
the Chapel Royal, and indeed this company of 
Thespians acquired a specific theatre in Black- 
friars, and figured in the records of the inimit- 
able Pepys. Nor has the character of this organ- 
ization narrowed itself either to provincial or 
national complexion. The English monarch has 
always preserved an international outlook, and 
an intense interest in every square acre of the 
globe and its advancement. For this reason the 
Chapel Royal cultivated the impact of continental 
achievement. It has sought breadth and richness 
in French centers of harmony, in the musical 
coteries of Vienna and Naples, in the tuition of 
Mozart and Mendelssohn, in the punctilious per- 
formances of Handel oratorios, and in diligent 
study and interpretation of all the world’s great 
composers. : 
Upon all English music the personnel of the 

King’s Royal Choir has exercised a profound in- 
fluence and lasting direction. In the reign of 
Elizabeth began the present system of allotting 
to each chorister a gift of thirty pounds when 
his voice breaks. By that time these young vocal- 
ists have grown deeply attached to their voca- 
tion, and by reason of this perquisite are able to 
attach themselves as apprentices to the resident 
composer and organist. Under such tuition they 
are thoroughly equipped for service in other churches, cathedrals and choirs. Thus the finest 
traditions of ecclesiastical worship are soundly i inculcated, and spread far and wide through the realm; indeed, the whole Christian kingdom has a steady stream of experts poured into its melodic organism. This high standard of sound musical practice, encompassing a truly correct judgment has glorified the national character, and achieved a purity and excellence of performance that i unsurpassed in the world. o 

“Masque of Comus”) , 

Gibbons, Captain Henry Co 7 2 ok : 
and William Boyce. i e, Thomas Attwood 
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qa thousand ye 

have drunk deeply of solace 

reason of the Chapel Royal, w 

advertised has been none the less potent in he 

ing ministrations. 

Some Hints on Weight Piano 
Playing 

by Olwve etches 

The good results obtained with piano students, 
who use weight playing, persuade the writer that 

it will improve the tone to a remarkable degree. 
But there is so much to remember that the 

student who depends only on the instructions 
given at a lesson period has great difficulty in 

recalling them during his own practice period 

For this reason I have prepared a short digest 

of advice, copies of which are given to my stu- 

dents for reference when working by themselves 
Many people play the piano well, but would play 

be much better if they would take the brakes 
off. 

Playing should be as natural as walking. We 
have the weight of our whole body in our feet 
when we walk, and each foot puts down an equal 
amount of weight each time we take a step— 
without, however, digging into the ground. Neither 
do we worry about lifting our feet high off the 
floor when we walk, unless we are marching or 
especially emphasizing a step. Raising the feet 
high usually results in a stamp or a collapsed 
equilibrium as we contact the floor. j 
aaa In plano playing comes from the shoul- 

, and the amount of weight used is controlled es the elbow. Fingers should be firm enough to old the weight of the entire arm. If your feet 
step, think how much 

When you run, note how 

£00d exer- 
above faults. 

ll tones b matte eing e 
bugbesr the finger is being ined: Waters em ; € weak fourth finger rate 
power when Played i has the same 

finger Stroke. The act joint wh 
above dangers.) = 

Ke. ion is from it joins the hand. (See 

ars. And the old and new world 

and comfort by 

hich though un- 

al- 

GE OR UNIVERSITY BAND DI- 

sOTOR faced with the problem of formu- 

ey olicies for a collegiate band will find 
ising of jnformation on all phases of band 

: joe ersonnel are rather inadequate, and 
i le It was with this fact in mind 
a project of surveying college bands was 

pa rough. Three hundred and fifty-one 
Je a institutions throughout the United 
ee » circularized with a six-page question- 
gates i yarious phases of instrumental 
waite Ce and every effort was expended to make 
' ae both accurate and practical. 

ah mailing out over seven hundred ques- 
4 follow-up letters, returns were re- 

2. The hand touch. The act; 
wrist, which is assisted by a = \y 
floating elbow. (Whole arm ale 
the direction indicated ) This ee. iy playing and running éiears 
legato. is 

3. Forearm or elbow Strokes, Th 
the elbow with fingers, wrist x 
in one piece.” Place fingers on 
a5 weight of arm. bounce ligh 

uls 1s good for light « to 
staccato single eg ie 

4. Full arm stroke The full arm; 
the action from the Shoulder It 
this touch results In af i d + results in a full tp aires an! F ix di volume, and not a suggestion an from one hundred and eighty-six different 

Bestion of b toe universities, state normal schools, and 
u 

| E csories which replied in full or in part to 

gurvey 02 orchestras, bands and instrumental 

cables The Band Questionnaire elicited one 

Sel and fifty-four replies from forty-six 

good for forte passages Using §j 
chords es 

The last two touches Can be used 
the two well known “Preludes in ¢ 
and G minor” respectively, both 
Play the heavy single notes with 
and the accompanying chords yi 
elbow stroke 
Why not use our whole am? 

brakes. If we stress the hand nis 
the fingers seem to behave natural 
Playing the piano is not a matter 
gers, but an activity in 

and mind take part. 

a rier to clarify the information received, 
tums were grouped into five divisions: 

1 Class A—State Universities, with thirty-four 

returns from thirty-four states. 

1 Class B-State Teachers’ Colleges and Nor- 
mal Training Schools, with forty-eight re- 

tums from twenty-nine states. 

4,Class C — Agricultural and Technical 

Schools, giving thirty-one 

returns from twenty - six 

states. 

4 Class D — Privately en- 

dowed Universities and 

Colleges and Municipal 

institutions, with twenty- 
six returns from twenty- 

one states. 

4, Class E — Conservatories 

and Schools of Music with 

fifteen returns from elev- 
en states, 

Of the total of one hundred 

jad eighty - six collegiate 

thools replying to this ques- 
tnnaire-survey in full or in 

) tatt, one hundred and twenty- 
ioschools indicated that they 

‘4 taittain bands on a full or 
}t-time basis, which would 

Ie indicate, on a percentage basis, 
19) ut about sixty-five per cent 

ifthe surveyed schools main- 
ui organized bands. The field 

: bine a little more than 
we Here, then, is 

ih ip ol musical front- 

‘Waiting f Soh oa ister Nis on it wpe si: 
Hf Wipe, when Bo ‘ sooner or later, will be de- 

ight leaders come along. 

which th 

Quick Ways for Improving Wg 
Sight Reading 

By kilt a Partinglo 

The usual method of learning to rij 
music at sight is to play through a! 
of new music without repeat 

at ledst, without playing it more th 
One session 

While this procedure is undoubte 

to the attaining of fluent first-sight 
ity, yet it is by no means all 

towards arriving at this des 

The essence of sight reading 

able to find the right note by 

fingers, without having to look at 
“note-feeling” is the name I use 

pupils—and the following few ex 

ticed regularly, will be found 

acquiring this necessary ability 

1. Play single notes an 

down the keyboard, without 
Do this until you can measure the 
tance accurately and quickly. 

2. Take intervals of two oct 

Way; measure the first octave ¥ Oh 
the note, then transfer the thu ad issn, the first natural questions to ask in 
ger quickly and measure the seco i Ivey is: “What is the status of the band 

orl mde the collegiate field?” The information 
it by ies the following facts: Of the one 

Wrted bik twenty-two institutions which re- 
1H cent of hey have bands, eight tenths of one 
5 Date: ty the band directors possess a Doctor’s 

als, 8] Degep. ae Rekeg per cent report a Master's 

(100 tioate ae y-three and five tenths per cent in- 

*| ity eieht they have a Bachelor’s Degree, and 

thee vip ud Seven tenths per cent possess no 
» With the exception of a small number 

Strike the note. 

3. Memorize the “feel” of t! 
fifth, and from this you get your 
think of as “a fifth plus an & 

4. In the same way, the inter 

is gotten from the octave; bei 
octave minus one note.” (The! 
third and fourth, should give ve 

5. Such intervals as the tenth or! 
be measured by the octave route: © 

ace agth 0 a third,” “an octave and a fifth, : State Teacher’s Certificates. Of the 

_6. Play all scales, arpeggios and ie i S listed, three were obtained in foreign 
Sight of keyboard. Particularly Cs Jy : uba, Germany and England. Four 
left hand, and scales with the re pen ting band directors obtained their musical 

the United States Army and in the 
af ti 

ue BY TEMBER, 1941 

nd 
The easier pieces of Handel ane 

Sight-reading practice. 

Major Walter Duerksen 

The College Bands 

Music and Study 

of 
The United States 

A Survey by 

Un ie Sh) eso 

United States Navy. One director’s qualifications 

consisted of many years’ experience as solo clari- 

netist both with the Sousa and the Arthur Pryor 

Bands. 
In rating the professional standing of the band 

directors, the following fig- 

ures should prove interest- 

ing: Twenty-three and three 

tenths per cent of the direc- 
tors are either deans or heads 
of the music departments; 

ten and eight tenths per cent 

are listed as professors; seven- 

teen and five tenths per cent 
are associate or assistant pro- 

fessors; forty-four and one 

tenth per cent are full-time 
instructors; and four and 

three tenths per cent are 

classified as students of the 

institutions which employ 

them. Of the one hundred 

and twenty-two directors, one 

hundred and thirteen gave 

their status of employment in 

a manner indicating that six- 

ty-nine per cent are on a full- 

time basis, and thirty-one per 

cent are on part-time. Those 

engaged in band work exclu- 

sively totaled twenty-eight per 

cent. Sixty-three per cent di- 

rect one or more music activ- 

ities, teach one or more courses 

in music theory, or instruct in 

se of applied music in addition to di- 

and six tenths per cent 

pject other than music, 

ths per cent conduct a 

some pha 

recting the band. Ten 

teach some academic su 

and seven and four ten 

university orchestra. 

The wide field over W . ba 

talent must be spread clearly indicates a need 

for a revised policy on the part of college sone 

tives. More instrumental positions on a : = 

time basis, higher standards of training
, ot : 

higher professional rating will tend to a a 

the well-qualified director capable of carrying a 

the development of the high school instrumen a. 

graduate. The position of band director in our 

hich a band director’s 

* BAND and ORCHI 
: Edited by 

Director of Bands, University of Wichita 
Wichita, Kansas 

colleges quite definitely needs elevation to a 

higher plane, with proper recognition of the re- 
sponsibilities and special training required in 

this field of activity. 

Status of the Band Itself 

An examination of the answers to the ques- 

tionnaires will reveal the following facts: Of the 

one hundred twenty-two schools maintaining 

bands, fifty-three per cent maintain two separ- 

ate organizations; eighteen per cent have three 

bands; one per cent sponsor four bands; and one 

per cent maintain six bands. Each director an- 

swering the band questionnaire was asked to 

segregate his bands into one or more of three 

classifications. Twenty-six and five tenths per 

cent of all those surveyed were designated as 

marching bands; twenty-seven and five tenths 

per cent were labeled concert bands; and the re- 

maining forty-six per cent were described as a 

combination of both marching and concert, with 

emphasis on marching in the fall and concert 

work in the winter and spring. Of the total of 

one hundred and twenty-two bands, eighty-eight 

per cent are on a nine months’ basis, nine per 
cent on a part-time basis, and three per cent 

are subject to call. One of the important revela- 

tions was that seventeen and four tenths per cent 

of these bands hold one rehearsal per week; 

thirty-five per cent have two weekly; thirty-one 

and six-tenths per cent have three; twelve and 

three tenths per cent hold four, and three and 

seven tenths hold five drills or rehearsals per 

week. 

A. Table of Band Enrollments by Classes: 
Average 

Enrollment 

Class: A—State Universities .c...:...i..ci.c002.052 72 

Class B—State Teachers’ Colleges and 

Normal Schoolsiisnciieescnis. 49.5 

Class C—Agricultural and _ Technical 

SCHGOIS S55 sc iaectter estes 56.8 

Class D—Privately Endowed Universities 

and i COMe Pes, Fissic, kehtetecntyssavss 51 

Class E—Music Conservatories . 45.9 
Average Enrollment for All Bands . 50.4 
The above table pictures a fairly representative 

average of band enrollment of the entire United 

States. The figures are based upon returns from 

forty-six states with a total of one hundred and 

twenty-two colleges. Included in this part of 

the survey are some interesting figures on the 

number of women participating. Of the total 

of eleven thousand, nine hundred and twenty- 

nine band members, nine hundred and sixty were 
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women. A further tabulation of figures is as 

follows: ‘ 

B. Table of Band Membership by Sexes: 

Classification Number of Bands Men only Men and Women 

Class A—(as above) .. 72 87 % 13 % 
Class B—(as above) .. 57 23 % 11 % 

Class C—(as above) .. 36 ioe) 96 25 -% 
Class D—(as above) .. 26 53.9% 46.1% 

~ Class E—(as above) .. 10 40 % 60 % 

Totals of all bands indicate that fifty-five and 
eight tenths per cent are composed of men only, 

- and forty-four and two tenths per cent contain 
both men and women members. Only three in- 
stitutions reported bands with membership of 

women only. : 
‘That part of the survey devoted to an analysis 

of the percentages of college students engaged in 
band activities showed that twenty-three and 
twenty-five hundredths per cent of the members 
were music majors and that the remaining seven- 
y-six and seventy-five hundredths per cent were 

from colleges or departments other than the 
~ music school. Significant also are these per- 
- centages: Thirty-eight and forty-eight hun- 
_dredths per cent of the membership are fresh- 
men, thirty-two and two tenths per cent sopho- 
mores, fifteen and thirteen hundredths per cent 
“are juniors, and fourteen and nineteen hun- 

_ dredths per cent seniors. 
Returns on enrollment could be further broken 
down and analyzed, but one observation more 
can be made: On the basis of size and number 

_ of bands in Class C, made up of agricultural and 
_ technical institutions, this group rates second 
only to state universities in development and in 
organizational standards. 

_ Throughout the computation of the above fig- 
ures, the writer was impressed with the extremes 
presented in the returns, ranging from the situ- 
ation in which there are state universities main- 
taining six organized bands under the leadership 
of four full-time directors and possessing mam- 
moth musie libraries—playing the very highest 

Why I Always Have Plenty 

of Pupils 

By Grace C. Graves 

Many a business man has failed atsmaly, 

despite training, despite capital, despite every- 

thing, because in the long run he did not have 

the faculty of pleasing those patrons of his busi- 

ness upon whom he was obliged to depend for 

support. This consists very largely in looking 

after the intimate personal interests of such 

patrons and not opposing them because of per- 

sonal whims or because of neglect. Here is a letter 

from a teacher in an intensely competitive dis- 

trict, whe, regardless of changes in business con- 

ditions and in spite of surprising personal limita- 

tions, has all the pupils she can take care of, 

not merely because she can supply their musical 

needs, but because she knows how to handle peo- 

ple. The writer uses a pen name.—Ep1tor's NOTE, 

teachers are as numerous as ants in an ant 

hill, and the standard of music teaching is 

unusually high. They tell me that many teachers 

are “crying for pupils.”. My own problem is for 

more time in which to take more pupils, for I 

haven’t caught up with my waiting list in two 

years. Although my musical education is ex- 

cellent, an occupational neurosis prevents my do- 

ing any public playing. Moreover, my home is in 

a rural community six miles from the city in 

which I teach, where there is small chance of 
meeting new pupils except through one’s own 
efforts. Also the duties of a housewife take their 
daily toll of hours. So when anyone thinks me 
successful because of my advantages, I think that 
I have a right to feel that I have also some dis- 
advantages. 

i LIVE NEAR A COMMUNITY where music 

priced to come within the avera 
haps I am foolish (friends say thet con 
get higher prices and teach fever Us 
call it my contribution to music fe 
free lesson, and the price js the - The problem of missed Nenad te 
me in the following way: aj) lesso 
by the month with no refunds for » 
unless a whole month is misseq rata 
absence from town, in Which case 
made for the missed month. However 
student resumes his lessons at +." 
month, the period is forfeited. 0; 
are given each month, so if a le 
it is paid for in the month in Which jt; 
but it is not made up until a fiveleyn : 
occurs. If there is no lesson to be mate be 
student gets a holiday on that day, Bee 
ward to this little vacation, so tries biel 
record clear by not having any ens 
made up. sas 

I am convinced that nothing —Accommoisifl 
interest, price of lessons or anything de 
ever take the place of thorough Drepaniin 
the teacher for his profession; but al « i 
things must be added for real Succes iy 3 
highly competitive field. 

Wrist Twist 

By Edler CDi 

The best way to indicate to the pul wm 
arpeggio playing is by “a si i 

wrist.” The pianist should ma 

anced elbow, a curved third fir 

thumb may pass under smoot! 

the next key. Of course, for the or 

arpeggio, the third or fourth finger m 

for the third note. With long 

necessary to release the third 

thumb — which should be re 

curved for arpeggios—is ready tos 

note. By listening, the student 

tell whether the arpeggio is pl 

iolins and Uld Methods 
Ao. 

Lovely Young Lady of the Violin, 
Soloist with Fred Waring’s Pleasure Time 

ERHAPS THE MOST FAS- 

P CINATING FACT about 

the violin and the prin- 

ciples of violin instruction is 

that both reached their zenith 

about one hundred and eighty 

years ago, and neither has been 

improved upon since! 

In spite of many opinions to 

the contrary, there seems to be 

little question that the violins 
made in the 18th century re- 
main superior to the instru- 
ments made after those magic 
1700’s in Italy. And any young 

person interested in learning to 

play the violin could do no bet- 
ter than to follow the written 

instructions of the great Gui- 

seppi Tartini, one of the most 

celebrated violinists of all time. 

On March 5th, 1760, Tartini 

wrote the following classic let- 

ter to a young lady who desired 

to study by mail (they did it 

then, too!); and for the bene- 

fit of any aspiring virtuoso, it 

should be pointed out that these 

excerpts contain as sound coun- 

sel to-day as they did then: 

“My very much esteemed 
Signora Maddalena: 

Ferne 

wR i A LN A OR REN OO 

Music and Study 

of the left hand, I have one thing strongly to 

recommend to you, which will suffice for all; and 

that is, the taking of a Violin part, either the 

first or second of a concerto, sonata, or song— 

anything will serve the purpose—and playing it 

upon the half-shift,” that is, with the first finger 

upon G on the first string, and constantly keep- 

ing upon this shift, playing the whole piece 

without moving the hand from this situation, 

unless A on the fourth string be wanted, or D 

upon the first; but in that case, 

you should afterwards return 

again to the half-shift, without 

ever moving the hand down to 

the natural position. This prac- 

tice should be continued till 

you can execute with facility 

upon the half-shift any Violin 

part not intended as a solo, at 

sight. After this, advance the 
band on the finger-board to 

the whole-shift,@ with the first 
finger upon A on the first 

string, and accustom yourself 

to this position till you can 

execute everything upon the 

whole - shift with as much ease 

as when the hand is in its na- 

tural situation; and when cer- 

tain of this, advance to the 

double - shift, with the first 

finger upon B, on the first 

string; and when sure of that 

likewise, pass the fourth posi- 

tion of the hand, making C 

with the first finger upon the 
first string; and indeed this is a 

scale in which, when you are 

firm, you may be said to be mis- 

tress of the finger-board. This 

study is so necessary, that I 

most earnestly recommend it to 

your attention.” 

There you have it! That’s al- 

most too true to be good—so 
Thousands who have heard Waring’s Pennsylvanian’s on the 

air, have found great enjoyment in the playing of Ferne, “lovely 

young lady of the violin.” Ferne is a serious student, a pupil of 

Efrem Zimbalist, a graduate of the Curtis Institute of Music; and 

she here presents very valuable advice from one of the master 

standard of music—to the situation in which 
there are institutions of more than average size 

_ and prestige with only an eleven-piece band un- 
der the direction of a student leader. Before 
band activities can be placed in the college cur- 

and smoothness. The wrist 

higher than level in arpeggio p 

the thumb is ready to pass und 

the surface of the keys, the V 

and arm becomes a straight line, 

we'll quickly go on while the 

wisdom is flowing! Continues 
Tartini: 

Importance of the Trill 

‘Finding myself at length 
disengaged from the weighty 
business which has so long pre- 
vented me from performing my 

riculum on an accredited basis, much work will 
have to be done toward the establishment of a 

i higher correlation of organization, performance 
and physical equipment. ‘ 

Another line of investigation was that of the 
financial status of college bands. It was found 
that twenty-five and five tenths per cent are 
under the direct Supervision of the school ad- 
ministration; forty and five tenths per cent _ function under the directorship of the music de- partment; seven and five tenths per cent are under the supervision of the R. O. T. C.: and twenty-six and five tenths per cent are governed through other agencies of the college, including the treatment of the band aS a Separate depart- ment, the student council, a faculty board aca- demic activities board, associated student's or- Sanization, the athletic department, or a com- pen of these agencies. 

orty-seven and five tenths per 
college bands are financed by eae Bee appropriation; three and four tenths per cent through student council, eleven and nine tenths per cent by the Student Activity Fee; one and seven tenths per cent through the R._O. a @ two and five tenths per cent by the athletic de- partment; and the (Continued on Page '785) 
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various homes to give lessons. And busy 
3 : Sy mothers are delighted that the burden of getting the child to and from a studio is lifted from their shoulders. 

I have no 

personal interest not merely thing pertaining to the pupil m consulted on every subject 
y asked my € location of the kitchen sink 

wrist bone into prominence. 

Holding Pupils With Mos | 

Collections 
2 

By Gladys ih Stein 

| " 
asked 4 

> 

Piano teachers have often 

ceeded in bringing my old pups 

so promptly each September. a | 

Of course, I contact them ea! 

but I really believe that the Ss} 
music which I always give 

the last lesson in the late spn 

with their startling lessons 

I search until I find : 
which will appeal so stron 

Play it all during the s 
comes, he will be in pra 

settee Cae 

more important, in the mood 10s 

his music lessons. 

It takes time and t 

collections to please 

well worth the 

Dtomise to you, a promise which 
Was made with too much sin- 
rity for my want of punctu- 
ality hot to afflict me, I shall 
begin the instructions you wish from me by letter. 

Your principal practice and study should, at 
Mesent, be confined to the use and power of the 
tow, in order to make yourself entirely mistress 
the execution and expression of whatever can 

te played or sung, within the compass and abil- 
z of Your instrument. Your first study, there- 
a should be the true manner of holding, bal- 
ae and pressing the bow lightly but steadily 
ea the strings; in such a manner as it shall 
tit to breathe the first tone it gives, which 
a eee from the friction of the string, and 

Tom percussion. . . . 

Bow Control, First Consideration 

eg first contact and delicate manner of 

fect ed 4 tone you should make yourself a per- 

boyy my Tess in every situation and part of the 

‘ oy in the middle as at the extremities; 

hie it up as well as in drawing it down. 

a all these laborious particulars into one 

in g a is, that you first exercise yourself 

Don oe upon an open string—for example, 

© second string: that you begin pianis- “| MOVEMBER 154, 

violinists EDITORIAL NOTE. 

simo, and increase the tone by slow degrees to its 

fortissimo; and this study should be equally made 

with the motion of the bow up and down, in 

which exercise you should spend at least an hour 

every day, though at different times, a little in 

the morning and a little in the evening; having 

constantly in mind, that this is, of all others, the 

most difficult and the most essential to playing 

he violin... .” 

quien be tough on little Mary, who wanted 

to play Old Folks At Home after the a lesson. 

So many of the music study ads say, “Learn to 

play in no time”—or words to that effect, that 

it’s all very confusing when the pupil is told to 

spend an hour a day just drawing the bow on an 

open string! But he must remember that bow 

control is one of the first technical requisites. To 

continue the letter: 

“with regard to the 

VIOLIN 
Edited by Robert Seaise . - 

finger-board, or carriage 

“I now pass to the third 

essential part of a good per- 

former on the Violin, which is 
the making of a good shake,“ and I would have 

you practice it slow, moderately fast, and quick; 

that is, with the two notes succeeding each other 
in these three degrees of adagio, andante, and 
presto; and in practice you have great occasion 
for these different kinds of shakes; for the same 
shake will not serve with equal propriety for a 
slow movement as for a quick one; but to ac- 
quire both at once with the same trouble, begin 
with an open string, either the first or second, it 
will be equally useful; sustain the note ina swell, 
and begin the shake very slow, increasing in 
quickness, by insensible degrees, till it becomes 
Yapid. ...” 

It is going to be pretty hard for pupils to be- 
lieve the wisdom of the words just quoted, espe- 
cially if they have noticed the ravishingly beau- 
tiful tone Fritz Kreisler gets with no apparent 
effort, or the seeming ease with which Jascha 
Heifetz executes the most difficult works. The stu- 
dent will expect to (Continued on Page’ 782) 

(1) Half-shift—In_ modern phraseology, second position, 
(2) Whole-shift—Third position. 
(3) Double shift—Fourth position, 
(4) Trill. 
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What Is a Chromatic? 
Q. 1. I have always been taught that 

chromatics are any semitone progressions 
such as: B to C in C major, and C to 
C-sharp in C major. My professor here 

$ tells me that the first is not chromatic, 
f and in order to have a chromatic pro- 

: gression one must introduce an acci- 
dental. This is quite contrary to what I 
had previously understood. Which is 
right? 

2. I am playing a student violin con- 
certo written in D major by L. Mendels- 
sohn. The composer of the famous “Con- 
certo in E minor” is Felix Mendelssohn, 
Felix’s name is also Ludwig, but are 
both concertos written by the same com- 
poser? If not, who is L. Mendelssohn? I 
wish to thank you sincerely in advance 
for your trouble—vV. D. . 

fA. 1. I believe most musicians would 
Ms agree with your present teacher that the 

term “chromatic” is applied only to tones 
_ hot in the diatonic scale. Perhaps you are 

confusing this usage with the term “chro- 
matic scale,” which of course means a 

_ scale of half-steps. 
_ 2. Mendelssohn’s full name was Jacob 

- Ludwig Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, so 
itis a case of many names but the same 

_ composer. 

- About the Various Minor Scales 

 @. 1. At what period of history did 
_ each form of the minor scale originate? 
~ __—-2. Did the old composers, who used only 

the harmonic minor, know. of the 
melodic? 
%.I have studied with two famous 
teachers, one of whom says that the 
melodic minor scale is the only form fit 
to use, and that the harmonic minor 
scale is used only by exotic people and 
barbarians. The other teacher refuses to 
acknowledge the natural form of the 
minor scale because it has no leading tone. 
Are these opinions correct? 

4, I use the natural minor as a scaffold- 
ing scale to show the exact signature 
relationship of a relative minor to a 
Major. Has it other uses? 

—MRS. F. L. M. 

A. 1. The history of the development of 
_ Scales is very long and complicated, and 
_ it is impossible to find any exact date for 

_ the appearance of any given scale. About 
all I can tell you here is that by approxi- 
mately 1600 our present scale forms were 
in general use. It is, of course, possible to 
regard the Ionian mode as our major 
Scale and the Aeolian mode as our minor 

t Scale. As such, these scales were used 
constantly by the people of the Middle 
Ages and Renaissance (10th to 16th cen- 
turies). I would suggest that you read 
the discussion under the word mode in 
the unabridged edition of “Webster’s New 
International Dictionary” and the article 
Scale in “Grove’s Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians.” If you want still more 
information, consult some fine text, such 
as “A History of Musical Thought,” by 
Donald A, Ferguson. 

2. I do not know whom you mea: 
“the old composers who ea ce 
harmonic minor.” In the works of prac- 
tically all composers since the time of 
Bach one can find many examples of all 
three forms of the minor scale. It is true 
however, that the harmonic form (with 
the minor IV chord and the major V) 
was used chiefly for the chords of the 
accompaniment and the melodic form 
used chiefly for the melodies, Only oc- 
casionally does one find the major IV 
which results from using the melodic 
form for chord construction. Thus in the 
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opening measure of the last movement 
of Bach’s “Concerto in A minor” for 
violin we find the melodic (or original) 
form employed. for the violin melody, 
while the accompaniment is based upon 
the harmonic form (possibly melodic) : 

A. 3. I am afraid that I cannot 
with either teacher, and I aoubt # Ghee 
meant their statements to be taken 
literally. At the close of the Bach “Violin 
Concerto” mentioned above, we find a clear use of the harmonic minor scale 
Would your first teacher regard 
exoti ard B 
xotic or barbaric? ae 

The harmonic form of th i frequently used even be dae ae melodic line, as in th e Fete 
by Richard Strauss: peer eo ere 

Gehrken
s 

No question will be answered in 
by ¢ 

THE ETUDE 
name 

unless accompanied 
and address of th Oni 
Or pseudonym given, ‘will be published. 

_—_— 

And what will your second teacher do 
with the large amount of music—both 
folk and composed—which is based upon 
the natural form of the minor scale? 
Just because the seventh tone of the Scale is a whole instead of a half step from the tonic is no reason for refusing to acknowledge that Scale. It is just that very peculiarity which gives such a melody as the following from Dvofak's 
“New Wor G me 8 
charm: ld Symphony” its special 

ay are many different scale eae ae your teachers m usable for their i 
é Particular styl 

: 
ar styles of omposition, but that is no reason for denying the validi © validity ci 

scales, ; ¥Y or existence of such 

forms, 

ay not 

» the true 
f this scale is 

agogical. Why not 
S play some melo- 

ase n this 
Ege: P8 Sintered d upon this form 

compose a few? It is sleae ve thems hate S always a real test t 7 
; 

r 
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Q. Tama Pupil in my las school. I have Played the p events for some yea 

been asked by the s 
consider teaching p 
pupils desiring to st 
50 kind as to guide me te practical method of 
kind of work The ‘ age from six to f 
thirty of them. I Ww 
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about classes, in 
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tion along these li 

A. This is rather a large 
you ought to do is to go t 
music school for three or fo 
Study piano, harm 
form, history of music 
the same time. take 
teacher's course which wor 
for giving both 
instruction. If you canr 
I advise you to write 

Class 

lo 

Tue Ervpe, asking t n 
package of material fo 
Classes, such as the “Ox 
other similar systems 
of these and follow the di 
teachers’ book as well 
your pupils into abou 

most elementary one 
one class and the m 

Similarly in a class b 

a pupil group t 
accordance with his pr 

from one 

you have a pupil w 

cannot keep up with 

elementary group, ei 

teach him by himself 

if you have a pupi 0 
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most advanced class, teach } 

Trills and Turns 

structed? 

4. In “Sonata, Op. 49, No 
oven, Measure 4, 

played like this? 

2. There must be somethir 

your question for I have ex 

the sonatas of Mozar 

major and no 29t! 

possibly be referred to 5) 

If you will copy the tro 

ures and send them to 

answer your question : 

3. The way you have this © 

is correct, b t is ver 

in that manner. I suggt 

way. The other tril 

are doing them 
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4. Yes : 
5. Like the one in measure* 

SAL OUTLOOK of Franz Liszt 

is constantly being revealed to a new gen- 

tion of music lovers who, although not 
py the furor of the sorcerer-like show- 

ft the great Magyar pianist, see more 

Liszt in his position as a “world 

» jn music. Liszt had an extraordinary and 

eo desire to help young and struggling art- 

eo ith both money and music. He identified 

i a of Grieg, Dvorak, MacDowell, Dr. Wil- 

i Sas Borodin and Tschaikowsky and 
me éhem in relative measure, as he did his 

CoN son-in-law, Richard Wagner. So far as 

oe no one has made a complete list of 

uae veritable pupils. The late James G. Hune- 

jer, first Editor of THE _ETUDE, in his book, 

«franz Liszt” (Charles Scribner's Sons), made a 

attial list, including the following names. This 

ist is valuable for reference. 
: 

Cornel Abranyi, Vilma Barga Abranyi, Leo 

qageni, Isaac Albeniz, Eugen d’Albert, C. B. 

Alkan, Nikolaus Almasy, F. Altschul, Anderwood, 

naronne Angwez, Konrad Ansorge. 

Emil Bach, Walter Bache, Carl Baermann, Al- 

pert Morris Bagby, Josef Bahnert, Julia Ban- 

holzer, Bartlett, Antonio Bazzini, Alice Bechtel, J. 

Yon Beliczay, Franz Bendel, Otto Bendix, Ru- 

iolph Bensey, Wilhelm Berger, Robertine Bersen- 

Gothenberg, Arthur Bird, Adolf Blassmann, Ida 

Bloch, Charlotte Blume-Ahrens, Anne Bock, Béd- 

inghausen, Bernhard Boekelmann, Valerie Bois- 

ser-Gasparin, Alexander Borodin, Frederick Bos- 

covitz, Marianne 

Brandt, Louis Bras- 

sin, Antonie Bregen- 

mt, Marie Brieden- 

stein, Elisabeth Bren- 

del - Trautmann, 

Franz Brendel, Emil 

Brodhag, Hans von 

Bronsart, Ingeborg 

Bronsart - Stark, 

Emma Briickman, 

Hans von Bilow, 
Buonamici, Burgmein 

(Ricordi), Richard 

Burmeister, Stefanie 

Busch, Johann Butka, 

Chop, Louis Coenen, 
Louisa Cognetti, Her- 
man Cohen (“Puzzi”), 
Peler Cornelius, Bern- 
tard Cossman. 

Leopold Damrosch, 
Villiam Humphries 

Dayas, Desey, Ludwig 
Dingeldey, D’ Ma 

Sidda-Bey, Wilhelm- 
ieDoring, Felix Drae- 
eke, Victoria Drew- 
‘ Von Dunkirky. 

ide eres eee auer, Imre 
tt, Pauline Endry, 

Dang ssrfer, Pauline Fichtner Erds- 

Set ok Hermine Esinger. 
Aft cr cke, Anna Mehlig-Falk, Amy Fay, 

fischer ayaa August Fischer, C. Fischer, L. A. 
z ert Fischof, Margarethe Fokke, eer 

Bert el Stefanie Forster, Hermine Fran ’ 
teh, arth eund, Freymond, Vilma von Frieden- 

Rites ur Friedheim, H. von Friedlander, W. 

i Stephanie von Fryderyey. 
Gitkin a Ferencz Gaal, Sophia Charlotte 
ier eee Gaul, Kathi Gaul, Hirschfeld- 

beth, tp aul Geisler, Geyser, Josef Gierl, Gil- 

nid? tt Yon Gobbi, Adalbert von Gold- 
‘i, ¢ August Gdllerich, Karl Gépfurt, Edward GG ze, Kar] Gotze, Bela Gosztonyi, A. W. Gott- 
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schlag, Gower, Amalie Greipel-Golz, Margit 
Groschmied, Emma Grossfurth, L. Grinberger, 
Alfred Griinfeld, Tlona Grunn, Gugliemi, Luigi 

Gulli, Guricks, Emma Guttman von Hadeln. 

Rudolph Hackert, Arthur Hahn, Ludwig Hart- 

mann, Piroska Hary, Adele Hastings,. Harry 

Hatch, J. Hatton, Sara Magnus Heinze, Heiden- 

reich, Nadine von Helbig (née Princesse Schakov- 

skoy), Hermann, Carl Hermann, Gertrud Herzer, 

Hippins, Hodoly, Richard Hoffman, Holtze, How- 

ard, Josef Huber, Aline Hundt, Augustus Hylle- 

sted, Ivanow-Ippolitoff. 
S. Jadassohn, Alfred 

Jaell, Marie Traut- 

mann Jaell, Olga Ja- 

nina (Marquise Ce- 

zano), Jeapp, Jeppe, 

Julia Jerusalem, Clo- 

thilde Jeschke, Josef 

Joachim, Rafael Jos- 

effy, Aladar Jukasz, 

Louis Jungmann. 

Helen Kahler, Anna 

Kastner, Emerich 

Kastner, Clemence 

Kautz - Kreutzer, 

Keler, Berthold Kel- 

lermann, Kettwitz, 

Baron Von Keudell, 

Wilhelm Kienzl, Julia 

Rivé - King, Edwin 

Klahre, Karl Klind- 

worth, Johanna Klin- 

kerfuss-Schulz, Julius 

Kniese, Emma Koch, 

Roza Koderle, Louis 

Kohler, Manda Von 

Kontsky, Kovnatzka, 

Ernestine Kramer, 

Klara Krause, Martin 

‘Krause, Gustav 

Krausz, Louisé Krausz 

Josefine Krautwald, 

Bela Kristinkovics, 

bella Kulissay, Natalie Kupisch. 

neha ig tare 
Marie La Mara (Lipsius) - 

Alexander Lambert, Frederick Lamond, Stata 

Langaard, Adele Laprunaréde ee 
a 

Fleury), Vicomtesse de La coats = 
3 

uard Lassen, W. Waugh Lauder, aod ate 

Georg Leitert, Wilhelm Von 
Lenz, Otto ee 

Graf de Leutze, Elsa Levinson, Ottilie oe fe : “ 

Emil Liebling, Georg Liebling, Saul Lieb — E a 

Lippi, Hedwig von Liszt, Joseph eae a, Lo 

Loénen, Hermine Liders, Heinrich 3 ene p
asts 

Edward MacDowell, Ella Maday, a ae 

nus-Heinze, Marie von Majewska-So a 
S ue 

Major, Hugo Mansfeldt, L. Marek, Mar He
a yh 

lam Mason, Louis Mass, Emilie Merian 5 

Erung by JOHN H. DUNN 

Louis Messemaekers, Emma Mettler, Richard 

Metzdorff, Baron Meyendorff, Olga de Meyendorft 

(née Princesse Gortschakoff) , Max Meyer-Olbers- 

leben, E. Von Michalowich, Miekleser, Mihlberg, F. 

Von Milde, Henrietta Mildner, Sebastian Bach 

Mills, Comtesse de Miramont. 

Ella Modritzky, De Montgolfier, Marie Mosner, 

Moriz Moszkowski, J. Vianna da Motta, Felix 
Mottl, Eugenie Miiller- Katalin, Franz Muller, 

Miiller-Hartung, Johann Miller, Paul Miller, 

Herminie de Musset. 
Ida Nagy, Nikol Nelisoff, Otto Neitzel, Gizella 

Neumann, Arthur Nikisch, Iren Nobel, Ludwig 

Nohl. 
Adele Aus der Ohe, Sophie Olsen, John Orth, 

Leu Ouscher. 
Paramanoff, Paszthony-Voigt de Leitersberg, 

Edward Baxter Perry, Dory Petersen, F. Pezzini, 

Robert Pflughaupt, Sophie Pflughaupt-Stehepin, 

Max Pinner, Jessie Pinney- Baldwin, William 
Piutti, Marie Pleyel-Mock, Richard Pohl, Pohl- 

Eyth, Karl Pohlig, Pollack, Heinrich Porges, Wil- 

helm Posse, Silas G. Pratt, Dionys Priickner, 

Graf Pickler. 
Toni Raab, Joachim Raff, Lina Ramann, Theo- 

dor Ratzenbar, S. Ratzenberger, Katchen von 

Ranuschewitsch, Laura Rappoldi-Kahrer, Kar- 

oly Rausch, Duchesse de Rauzan, Ilonka von Ra- 

vacz, Alfred Reisenauer, Edward Remenyi, Ger- 

trud Remmert, Martha Remmert, Alfonso Ren- 

dano, Auguste Rennenbaum, Julius Reulke, Ed- 

ward Reuss, Hermann Richter, Julius Richter, 

Karl Riedel, F. W. Riesberg, Klara Riess, Anna 

Rigo, Anna Rilke, Rimsky-Korsakoff, Hermann 

Ritter, Karl Ritter, Theodore Ritter, Moriz Ros- 
enthal, Rosenstock, Bertrand Roth, Louis Roth- 

feld, Joseph Rubinstein, Nikolaus Rubinstein. 

M. von Sabinin, Comtesse Carolyne de Saint- 

Criq d’Artigan (Liszt’s first love), Camille Saint- 

Saéns, Emil Sauer, Grafin Sauerma, Louise 
Scharnack, Xaver Scharwenka, Lina Scheuer, 

Lina Schmalhausen, Marie Schnobel, Agnes Sch6- 

ler, Hermann Scholtz, Adelheid von Schorn, Bru- 
no Schrader, F. Schreiber, Karl Schroeder, Anna 
Schuck, Max Schuler, Elly Schulze, H. Schwarz, 
Irma Schwarz, Max Seifriz, Ida Seelmuyden, Ar- 

ma Senkrah (Harkness), Alexander Seroff, Caro- 

line Montigny-Remaury (Serres), Franz Servais, 

Giovanni Sgambati, William H. Sherwood, Rudolf 

Sieber, Siegenfeld, Alexander Siloti, Edmund 

Singer, Otto Singer, Antol Sipos, Bedrich Sme- 

tana, Goswin Sokeland, Paula Sdckeland, Ella 
Solomonson, Elsa Sonntag, Sothman, Spater, 

Wilhelm Speidel, Anna Spiering, F. Spiro, F. 

Stade, Anna Stahr, Helene Stahr, Adolph Stange, 
H. Stark, L. Stark, Carl Stasny, Ludwig Stasny, 

Bernhard Stavenhagen, Eduard Stein, Margarethe 

Stern-Herr, Neally Stevens, August Stradal, Frank 

Van der Stucken, Von (Continued on Page 784) 
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ple still ask me why I play accom- 
paniments from memory, and 

when-I started the practice. They also 

want to know about Sembrich, Schu- 

mann-Heink and others of the great 

with whom I have worked. To relate only 

a small part of my experiences with sing- 

ers would readily fill a book. I have room 

here, however, for only a few incidents 

which seem particularly revealing. It is 

sometimes surprising how a chance re- 

mark or happening will influence, even 
make, a career. 

My playing accompaniments without 
music, for instance, goes back to the time 
when my sister, Mrs. Ruth La Forge Hall, 
gave me my first piano lessons. She 
taught me that anything worth playing 
at all was worth committing to memory. 
It became a habit which persisted even 
after I began to play accompaniments. 

At first I hesitated to break a well worn 
tradition. I recall a concert I played for 
Ulanowsky, the Russian baritone, in 
Vienna. He wanted to program some 
songs by American composers, so I sug- 
gested one by Arthur Foote and one by 
MacDowell. Unable to get the music, I 

wrote out the songs from memory for him 
to learn. On the evening of -the concert, 
I placed some sheet music on the piano 
rack for the sake of appearances, al- 
though I did not use it. 

Bone NOW, WHEN ON TOUR, peo- 

Shattering Tradition 

Some time later, in this country, I had 
been rehearsing prior to a concert in 
Carnegie Hall. The singer noticed that I 
played from memory and asked me to do 
so at the concert. “It just isn’t done,” I 
told her. But, on thinking it over, I de- 
cided to follow her suggestion—and have 
been playing without music ever since. 
Some amusing incidents have resulted 

from this habit, one of which occurred 
while playing for Mme. Sembrich at a 
concert in the Berlin Philharmonic. At 
that time page turners were engaged for 
all such concerts. The evening of the con- 
cert, the man engaged announced him- 
self. When told that I used no music, he 
probably thought I was jesting, or else he 
did not understand. Anyway, he followed 
me onto the stage. When he saw an 
empty music rack, he almost ran back to 
the wings. Later, somewhat crestfallen, 
he told me that he received three marks 
for such services as he rendered. I gave 
him that amount and told him to take a 
holiday and enjoy himself for awhile. 

But memory sometimes serves the solo- 
ist as well as the accompanist. I was playing a 
recital once for a well known violoncellist in the 
large auditorium at Leland Stanford University, 
Palo Alto, California. We had just begun a num- 
ber which required: over fifteen minutes to per- 
form, when suddenly all the lights went out. A 
quite audible gasp ran through the house, the 
audience probably thinking that the number 
would have to come to an abrupt halt until the 
lights could be switched on again. But both of us 
knew the music thoroughly; we kept right on, 
and the effect on the audience was quite magical. 
Oddly enough, just as we were concluding, the 
lights came on again as though we had planned 
it so. It seemed to be a good piece of showman- 
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ship, but it was entirely unforseen on our part. 
I toured with Mme. Sembrich for ten years, dur- 

ing which we visited some remote corners of the 
earth. Experience causes one to become inured to 
the changes of climate that constant travel en- 
tails. I recall my first visit to St. Petersburg, now 
known as Leningrad, in the dead of winter. The 
hotel windows in my room were sealed, and I was 
told they were never opened at night. Since I 
could not conceive of sleeping in a room without 
fresh air, against all advice, I opened the little ventilator provided for the usual morning airing- out and went to bed. These openings were only about four inches square. Next morning I awoke with a bad case of tonsilitis, My first concert 

with Mme. Sembrich was but four days 
away; and when the time arrived ] Was 
still no better but felt that I must ap- 
pear. At the last minute, I went directly 
to the hall without rehearsal and Dlayeq 
the concert with a temperature of one 
hundred and five. After that I left the 
windows shut. 
Among Mme. Sembrich’s qualities of 

greatness were her thorough musician. 
ship, supreme artistry, infallible memory 
and capacity for hard work. She studied 
a song inside out, keeping busy even on 
long train and boat trips. Her whole life 
centered in her art. When walking in 
park, which was her favorite recreation 
on tour, she always paused to listen to a 
bird song, trying to fathom the secret of 
its spontaneity. 

Miss Frieda, Mme. Sembrich’s personal] 

maid, came to her through an interesting 
coincidence. Miss Frieda was first em- 

ployed as wardrobe mistress at the Co- 
vent Garden Opera House when Mme. 
Sembrich was singing there. Mme. Sem- 
brich took a number of trunks with her 
on her trips and was impressed with the 
way Miss Frieda kept them in perfect 
order. 

In fact, when Mme. Sembrich left 
London for another engagement she was 

unable to locate some things she wanted 

and, as a last resort, wired Miss Frieda 
inquiring where to find them. An answer 

came immediately, directing her to look 
in a certain compartment of trunk num- 

ber three. Mme. Sembrich found her 

things as directed. After that Miss Frieda 
- became Mme. Sembrich’s personal maid 

and was with her until her death, forty- 
four years later. 

A Triumph for Mme, Sembrich 

Mme. Sembrich never liked to be 

rushed. In Russia, the police required 

concert singers to submit the words of all 
their songs, including encores. This was a 
measure rigidly enforced, and it caused 

Mme. Sembrich some irritation since she 

Was not always ready in time. 

On one occasion she had completed her 

program, except for one number, and 

could not quite make up her mind on 
that. Since the concert was drawing near, 
her manager had been importuning her 
daily to name the song so that he could 

report to the police; but still she hesi- 

tated. One morning, exasperated at his 
insistence, she exclaimed: “I’ll sing what 
I please.” 

On the programs handed out at the 
concert, What I Please, by Schumann, 
Was listed in one of the groups. We were 
careful not to show the printed program 

to Mme. Sembrich until after the concert. Next day 
the music critic of the St. Petersburg Herald, in 
reviewing the concert, said that one of the favorite 
humbers was the well known What I Please by 
Schumann. The number Mme. Sembrich really 
sang was Schumann’s The Sandman. 
One of her unique triumphs was made early in 

her career during a benefit performance at the 
Metropolitan Opera House. She was advertised to 
Play a violin concerto by DeBeriot, and it was eX- 
pected that this would be merely a prima donna’s 
Caprice, requiring only the audience’s good hu- 
mored indulgence. She turned it into a peculiar 
triumph. 
After the violin number (Cont. on Page 786) 
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| Acharming valse.in the fluent style of the. French Theodore Lack. It has decided value.as.a.pianistic study. Grade 5. 
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DELIGHTFUL PIECES FOR YOUNG PLAYERS 

, THAT TURKEY GOBBLER 
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There’s a strut - ting ’round the yard, With his 

does - n’t know Thanks - giv - ing day is near, And he’ll 

SS Ce - eee SS es & 
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THE ETUDE 

Four-Part Legato 
(Czerny Opus 335, No. 5) 

«what a relief,” I hear you sigh, 

“to be served a slow, legato study for 
a change! We are all kinda fed up 

with those fast staccato ones.” Yes, 

for a few months now we shall avoid 

studies with dizzy, bouncing six- 

teenths. December’s “Legato Chords” 

(Opus 335, No. 29) will be followed in 

January by “Singing Octaves” (Opus 

335, No. 37). Why not look them up, 

learn them, and write your own 

lessons to see how they will compare 

with mine? Not a bad idea! 

Have you noticed Czerny’s own line 

at the beginning of the study on the 

opposite page? One word of it has 

been deleted. (I hope the old master, 

observing from his Olympian heights, 

will not disapprove too much.) His 

words were “firm fingers resting on 

the keys.” “Firm fingers” can’t rest! 

Heaviness, squeezing, or pressure in- 
variably results. Try it and see for 

yourself. I would like to change the 

line to “finger-tips resting with 

feather-lightness on the keys.” This 

seems to express it better. 

By legato we mean connecting, 

binding, bridging; but is it necessary 

to bog ourselves down by pressing 

fingers into keys which have already 

been sounded, and over which we 

have only the release control? Isn’t 

it better for the binding to be ac- 
complished by a light, sensitive fin- 

ger tip, backed by a delicately poised 
arm—all without strain or pressure? 
In other words, isn’t is better to waft 

your legato than to mash it? 

The study makes an excellent pre- 

lude or voluntary for school or 

church exercises. Learn to play it 

without looking at notes or keyboard, 

and without pedal. Often practice it 

as if you were playing on an organ, 

except that you must release all key- 

bed pressure (in your mind as well 

as your fingers) the moment each 

chord sounds. Occasionally practice a 

few measures with overlapping tones; 

that is, melt one chord into another 

by holding the tones an instant after 

the new chord sounds. But watch 

out! This is dangerous. Under no 

circumstances must you push or 

squeeze; and never exert any more 
active effort than it takes to produce 
the amount of tone you require, or 

use more passive weight than it takes 

to keep the keys depressed afterward. 
As an antidote to the excessive 

legato, practice the study with ex- 

aggerated release feel, by first catch- 

ing each chord with a “syncopated” 

pedal, then letting the keys gently 

push your fingers back to the key- 

top. The legato binding is, of course, 

now effected by the damper pedal. 

Be sure to touch each key-top before 

you sound it. 
This study is so simple and ap- 

pealing that most readers of THE 

ErubE will not need to make a chore 

of it. Just play it over several times 

for recreation—but be sure to waft 

your legato! 

Russian Nationalist Composers 
(Continued from Page 739) 

of “The Mighty Handful” except Cui, 
Rimsky-Korsakoff (1844-1908) pos- 
sessed a tremendous faculty for self- 
discipline united to an enormous ca- 
pacity for hard work. These traits, 
combined with a naturally strong 
constitution, enabled him to attain a 
continuity of artistic development 
denied to his shorter lived asso- 
Clates. The son of a retired govern- 
ment official, Rimsky-Korsakoff had 
the advantage of life in the country, 
Surrounded by peasants, their songs, 
games and semi-pagan rites. But he 
was destined for the Navy and ac- 
tually completed the course at the 
Naval College at St. Petersburg, 

NOVEMBER, 1941 

where he received his commission 

as ensign. Although in childhood he 

exhibited such musical gifts as a 

keen sense of rhythm and the ability 

to remember melodies, he was given 

only a desultory musical training. 

Even through the years at the Naval 

College, his attitude toward music 

was wholly that of an amateur; 

occasionally he was fired to enthusi- 

asm by works of Glinka and Beeth- 

oven, and he studied the piano in a 

casual fashion. But his meeting with 

Balakirew changed his viewpoint de- 

cisively. Balakirew’s ardor caused 

Rimsky-Korsakoff to take music 

(Continued on Page 776) 
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With lesson by Dr. Guy Maier on opposite page. 

TECHNIC OF THE MONTH 
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ETUDE 
Grade 34. (FOUR-PART LEGATO) 

The Zegato in a four-part subject, with the hand very quiet, and the fingers resting on the keys. 

Moderato M.M.d=54-58 
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(Czerny Opus 

“nat & relief,” I hear you sigh, 

itp be served & slow, legato 
study for 

, change! We are all kinda fed up 

sith those fast staccato ones.” Yes, 

fora few months now we shall avoid 

) studies with dizzy, bouncing six- 

ienths. December's “Legato Chords” 

(Opus 335, No. 29) will be followed in 

jauary by “Singing Octaves” (Opus 

$35, No. 37). Why not look them up, 

jam them, and write your own 

lessons to see how they will compare 

vith mine? Not a bad idea! 

Have you noticed Czerny’s own line 

—8§ pPdolce ——-—~ Ff st the beginning of the study on the 

o a } opposite page? One word of it has 

|— __ _# ign deleted. (I hope the old master, 

z= re +} itseving from his Olympian heights, 
+. ie wil not disapprove too much.) His 

words were “firm fingers resting on 

the Keys.” “Firm fingers” can’t rest! 

Heaviness, squeezing, or pressure in- 

vziably results. Try it and see for 

yourself, I would like to change the 
line to “finger-tips resting with 

feather-lightness on the keys.” This 

/ seems to express it better. 

By legato we mean connecting, 
} binding, bridging; but is it necessary 

0 bog ourselves down by pressing 
} ftgers into keys which have already 

been sounded, and over which we 

uve only the release control? Isn’t 
better for the binding to be ac- 
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Four-Part Legato 
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your legato than to mash it? 

The study makes an excellent pre- 
lude or voluntary for school or 
church exercises. Learn to play it 

without looking at notes or keyboard, 
and without pedal. Often practice it 

as if you were playing on an organ, 

except that you must release all key- 

bed pressure (in your mind as well 
as your fingers) the moment each 

chord sounds. Occasionally practice a 

few measures with overlapping tones; 

that is, melt one chord into another 

by holding the tones an instant after 
the new chord sounds. But watch 

out! This is dangerous. Under no 
circumstances must you push or 

squeeze; and never exert any more 
active effort than it takes to produce 

the amount of tone you require, or 

use more passive weight than it takes 

to keep the keys depressed afterward. 

As an antidote to the excessive 

legato, practice the study with ex- 

aggerated release feel, by first catch- 

ing each chord with a “syncopated” 

pedal, then letting the keys gently 

push your fingers back to the key- 

top. The legato binding is, of course, 

now effected by the damper pedal. 

Be sure to touch each key-top before 

you sound it. 

This study is so simple and ap- 

pealing that most readers of THE 

ETUDE will not need to make a chore 

of it. Just play it over several times 

for recreation—but be sure to waft 

your legato! 

Russian Nationalist Composers 

(Continued from Page 739) 

where he received his commission 

as ensign. Although in childhood he 

exhibited such musical gifts as a 

keen sense of rhythm and the ability 

to remember melodies, he was given 

only a desultory musical training. 

Even through the years at the Naval 

College, his attitude toward music 

was wholly that of an amateur, 

occasionally he was fired to enthusi- 

asm by works of Glinka and Beeth- 

oven, and he studied the piano in a 

casual fashion. But his meeting with 

Balakirew changed his viewpoint de- 

cisively. Balakirew’s ardor caused 

Rimsky-Korsakoff 
to take music 

(Continued on Page 776) 
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Rosenberg Was adequate’.” 4. Take a hymn or a page of a piece 

“Give it up,” urged Mr. Otkar, stoop- no harder than: Grade III, and read it 

one, can be sounded at a time. That Balakirew for criticism. When he was _ third outlet for his ener 
‘or six octaves. This is effected by the is, you cannot press down two keys only twenty-one, this symphony, the growing ambition to cop 
little brown tilting stops or tone se- and sound two notes. No chords can first by a Nationalist composer and began at The Free Scho 

_ lectors. These provide four sections— be played upon the Solovox, any more preceded in Russia only by one of continued at the St, ps 
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know every moment what Iam doing.” tide and sight playing wait for no one to 

Rosenberg was right. The musical pro- catch up! Either you take ‘em when they 
fession has no place for dreaming, im- come or you lose ’em. 
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The Tradition of Fine Singing 

(Continued from Page 746) 

from the outside world becomes less 

necessary. Self-discipline makes a 

great career for the individual 

_ singer! 

Voice Culture for Composers 

“Voice study is as valuable for 
composers as for singers. The unsur- 
passed melodic line of Bach and 
Mozart results from their familiarity 

with the possibilities of the human 
voice. Many modern songs, alas, re- 

veal that their composers lack such 
knowledge. Their skipping, shifting 
intervals cannot be encompassed ina 

pure vocal line; and consequently 

they remain worthless as practical 
music. The composer who would 
write for the voice must understand 

its scope, its uses, its limitations. 
Liszt once sent a highly interesting 

young man to Mme. Viariot for her 
advice. Liszt’ believed the youth to be 

‘full of music,’ but was undecided 

whether to encourage him in a pian- 

ist’s career. Mme. Viariot was de- 
lighted with the young man’s gifts, 

and employed him as an accompan- 

ist and later as a coach to her pupils, 
in Baden-Baden. In this way, she 
came to hear some of his own com- 
positions. His name was Johannes 
Brahms! Undoubtedly, this early ac- 
quaintance with the principles of 

vocal technic helped shape the ex- 
quisite line of Brahms’ songs. Our 
Own young composers would do well 
to follow his example. Then, perhaps, 

we should find new vitality in our 
modern song material.” 

Mme. Schoen-René is currently ar- 

ranging for the publication of her 

memoirs, which begin with her stu- 

dent years in the late 1880’s and con- 

tinue through her activities as a 

teacher in Europe and America, 

where she has prepared many of the 

younger members of the Metropoli- 

tan Opera. After passing her state 

examinations at the Royal Academy 

of Music, in Berlin, she was granted a 

royal fellowship to study voice and 

vocal pedagogy with Mme. Viardot- 

Garca, in Paris. Later, she came to 

the United States to become a mem- 

ber_of the Metropolitan Opera Com- 

pany. However, the excessive work of 

preparing for her own career, while 

mastering the pedagogical aspects of 

Singing, led to a severe breakdown. 

To win back her health, Mme. 

Schoen-René went to visit her sister, 

then Exchange Professor of Lan- 

guages at the University of Minne- 

sota. While residing there, Mme. 

Schoen-René undertook to organize 

the Department of Music at that 

University, founding glee clubs, giv- 

ing lectures, and inviting notable 

artists to visit. Also, she founded the 

first symphony orchesta in the 
American Northwest. She has con- 
tributed much to American musical 
life, and believes American students 
to be among the most highly gifted 
in the world. 

_ sian Themes in A minor, Op. 31. The 
latter was based on models by Glinka 
and Balakirew. Here Rimsky-Korsa- 
Koff displayed at once harmonic de- 
vices, which became a feature in his 
later style, as well as a specific gift 

Russian Nationalist Composers 
(Continued from Page 776) 

ties for musical treatment inherent 
in Baron Brameous’ tale, “Antar,” 
for which he and Dargomyzhsky fur- 
nished the Arabian melodies upon 
which the work is largely con- 

conceived orchestral style 
Glinka’s principles 
The Russian 

manding figure. of this work he 

composed three versions, an indica- 

tion of his extraordinary will-power, 

his objective mastery of his musical 

material, and his zeal for perfection. 

Then followed two more operas, “A 

Night in May” (after Gogol) and 

“The Snow Maiden,” which was 

based on the drama by Ostrovsky. In 

both these works Rimsky-Korsakoff 

followed Nationalist tenets closely in 

making frequent use of dance chor- 

uses (Khorovods), in utilizing rites 

of prehistoric Russia as well as folk 

songs either in actual quotations or 

in imitations of their style. “The 

Snow Maiden” in particular gave 

ample proof of the composer's indi- 

vidual musical invention and of his 

continued advance in colorful or- 

chestration. 
In 1881, the death of Mussorgsky 

added to Rimsky-Korsakoft’s already 

heavy duties, as leader and conduc- 

tor, the task of revising and orches- 

trating his friend’s music. This labor 

included the completion and orches- 

tration of “Khovanstchina,” the vir- 

tual re-composition of “A Night on 

Bald Mountain,” the songs, and the 

piano pieces, “Pictures at an Exhibi- 

tion.” Still later, he revised and 

orchestrated “Boris Godunoff,” re- 

touching several scenes only shortly 

before his death. The arguments for 

and against the esthetic morality 

involved in so wholesale a revision 

have been briefly summarized in a 

preceding article. To these may be 
added the fact that it was Rimsky- 
Korsakoff’s edition of “Boris God- 
unoff,” aided by the incomparable 
impersonation of the unhappy Tser 
by the late Feodor Chaliapin, which 
has kept this opera alive to the pres- 
ent day. The composer’s editing of 
Glinka’s operas and orchestral works 
during this period gave him fresh in- 
sight into the secrets of that mas- 
ter’s transparent orchestral manner. 
During the last eighteen-eichties 

Rimsky-Korsakoff attained the pin- 
nacle of a brilliant, iodiomatically 

following 
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—a name famous in music for 

Answered by A. NICHOLAS DOUTY 

No question will be answeredin THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the full name 
and address of the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will be published. One of the most seria, 

that results 

technic is t 

often encount 

low extrem 

caused by uns 

of breath that 

tone. Strict d 

plus strict evenne 

air sent against the 

rectify it 

in a break. If I forget about the support 
I feel tense in my throat and again my voice 
breaks. When I sang in the High School Glee 

al teacher. But, now Club I sang all the high notes in a falsetto 
a city, I believe that voice. I know this was wrong. 
if it is not too late 2. I am considering stopping choir work 

too late to think about until I can sing without this ‘disappointing 
break. Would this benefit me as I could 
practice more and sing without forcing or 
straining?—S. A. §. . 

Does Trombone Playing Harm the Singing 

‘aioe? 

be In the small 

lice there was nO roc 

that I have moved 10 

rean get somewhere 

ip tart. Te twen wae 

ional career Tala playing @ trombone or any wind 

) 

instrument be harmful to the voice? Any ad- 

vice would be greatly appreciated —W. J. i. 

town where I used to 

A. There are at least three things neces- 
sary to the production of good tones, name- 

ly: control of the breath (not forcible emis- 

paying the trombone has helped your mu- sion of the breath), control of the vocal 
islanship, so that you do not really start muscles, and lastly a practical understanding 
fom scratch, Our advice would be to study of resonance. Without a very clear under- 

gl the harder in order to make up for lost standing of the processes of inspiration and 
time, expiration, you seem to have concentrated 

1, Playing the trombone is very good to upon breathing and neglected the other two. 

iyelop the breathing muscles, and to in- It has been pointed out very often in 

cease the size of the chest and the resill- these columns that the vocal cords must be 

ence of the lungs. It is a very good physical firmly approximated during singing so as 

aercise and tends to make a man vigorous to produce the required pitch and the solid, 

ad healthy, Please remember that the wumwavering tone desired. Several times, in 

anger must Be careful not to use as much past issues of Tue Ercupe we have mentioned 

breath force as the trombone player, for the names of the muscles that perform this 
tar of injuring his vocal cords. Use only mecessary function. Please get these back 
ss much pressure of breath as your vocal mumbers and read them carefully. We think 
cords can comfortably resist, or the whol the fact that you sang falsetto in your 
sructure of the larynx will shake and pr’ High School Chorus has had a great deal 
due a very ugly trembling tone. Lips, to do with the flabby and uncontrolled pro- 

tongue and throat muscles, both internal duction of your high tones, and their ten- 
ind external, must not be stiffened during dency to break. You can never learn to sing 
singing, If you can play the trombone with- them properly by increasing the breath pres- 
out doing any of these things, we cam see sure. First you must learn to approximate 
10 reason Why you should not continue to the vocal cords. Mr. Albert Ruff's excellent 
do s0, But watch yourself carefully. articles in the November and December 1939 

issues of THe Ervpp explain this process 
clearly and give pictures of the cords and 
the muscles, both at rest and in action. 
Study these articles and the plates very, very 
carefully. For an understanding of resonance 
read Fillebrown’s book, “Resonance in 
Speaking and Singing,” which may be ob- 

tained through the publishers of THe Etvpe. 

Whether or not you should temporarily dis- 
continue singing, we would hesitate to ad- 

vise without hearing you. Ask your teacher. 

4, Twenty-one is rather late to start 

‘raining for a professional career, However, The True Legato 

The acquisition of ar 
is another result 

ing. In the case 

however, breath 

whole story, The singer 
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TRAIN YOUR VOICE WITH FREEMANTEL - 
“At Shanghai, China, I attended a concert given 

by Mary Stewart Toussaint, an Am bassador’s wife 

to Siam, and a pupil of Frederic Freemantel. Iwas 

so impressed by her fine singing that I decided to 

study with that same teacher, and I have traveled 

10,000 miles from Shanghaito NewYorkCity forthe 

privilege of studying with Frederic Freemantel. 
(Signed) Priscilla Pote-Hunt 

FREEMANTEL STUDIO 
205 W. 57th Street New York City 

The Art of Whistling 
Q. Recently I heard, at a church recital, 

ave Marla given by @ ahistler, with organ 
ocompaniment, The rendition was beautiful 

nd 40 impressed me that I determined to 

ind out to what extent the art or acience 

ff whistling has been de reloped and used. 
'n searching for information the library gave 

we several books on bird calls, but these have 
not been of much use, since they are ot con- 

with the idea 

same note thro 

is to say, as far 

cerned, there ¢ cerned with the actual practice. A music 
NIS ON’S 

mergir Retz ttcher told me that the principles were di- Should She Stop Singing For Three-Quarters STRENGTHEN YOUR fe)(@ a DE Juvenile Songs, Musical Readings 

an ietioumien® Sia nelly opposite to those used in singing, and Of A Year? L A Y Ss Musical Comedies, Operettas 

ee eee Me ‘whistling would not be good for the Q. Can it do any permanent harm to re- Give it Commanding Power! FOR ALL Delightfully amusing. Denison’s plays 

mental ad te ‘ee if done too much. Could you enlighten frain from singing for nine months? Under aA vpéakhigpraiuging voice ina tanks OCCASIONS Sa es cMigtdad a oot SOIR 

ferent ev Pi this subject and tell me ahere I very peculiar circumstances, I have not sung ul Wehbe es ‘Not with ordinary lessons but T.S. Denison & Co., 203 N. Wabash, Dept. 73, Chicago 

weyrinttenene’ mid get the information?—R. G. S. for six months and may not sing for three Sy ecientifically correct silent and special vocal exercises 

Waiteness 
months longer. However, if it avill injure my faith in your own voice; know its full volume; how to control it. Etude 

ite today .. now . .for our interesting, inspiring Voice Book. 

FREE! ae WHY ‘one may actually possess a powerful, convincing Bulletins of Splendid Buy- 
ing Opportunities - - <= 

roice, I shall take steps to change the cir- 

perfected by famous teacher of many great speakers and singers. Gain 

cumstances.—D. W. { 
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Nh that he knows little or noth- 

ut whistling as a fine art. Like every 
by 

: structed Easter ferture S for orchestral tr . : overture, the tone and can be! oth of the 
eatment. A sym- Spanish. Capric ’ 1 and can +t Man he has whistled all his life; but A. We cannot see how a pause 

phonic poem, Sadko (the first i : ; prner the death of Dargomyzhsky suite, “Sec < i: and the symphonic providing such c¢ ie result has not been either artistic or length of time you specify could perma- 
? st in this Rimsky- ’ lite, “‘Scheher ” , oe : Yeautiful, y r voice. At the end of this « ® e 

form. b Bic Y-Korsakoff was ch ezade. These works to do this is Just pleasant to the whistler, but ently injure you M { f P an Musie 

af i a ussian composer, the chestrate the former’ osen to or- are known and applauded tl . ee ae is to the hearer, Please read our an- Period, you will find yourself very much o#® as Crpleces Ol Fiano 
Sic of which ili S masterpi ales 5 aua irough- palate Net to the tro; f practice. It will take you some time ah ‘ 

Pht years ae wee pace the opera “The Stone Ae ee a the civilized musical world. With 63 b x “Tin Econ, Teer eer ie ae eet Dott your technic and your control back eae been ea os of en ‘ 

z opera on the Cui ha, ’ en he death 5 B —e itl t ite | We offer th : . and we would not advise it unless you find usic in one volume, e more than . 

same subject), was based on a na- This ad completed the composition. Sout ies Be Borodin in 1887, Make this Whistling School, Nolet olden ee it absolutely necessary. 200 selections by great composers con- 

tional legend, and showed his faculty Ri was the first instance in which r ms J orsakoff added to his al- mea Arts Building, Los Angeles, Cali- tained in its 536 pages, comprise 53 

: 3 ‘ Y imsky-Korsakoff : ; eaady weighty res ; 3 la, There are als z te : be? Classic, 75 Modern, 38 Light, 25 Sacred 
for the invention of pictur off placed his A Sponsibilities the Whist} Iso some professional Self Training. Is it Possible?. A 235 y 

p esque and Signal task of orchestr ie he Damely: Fay Epperson, 400 Fine Q. I am a girl eighteen years of age, five and 29 Operatic Compositions. This vol- 
abilities as 

: 
ume is truly a source of constant enjoy- ating a large part of feet tall. My teacher says I am a lyric soprano ‘MASTERPIECES | sceripti ‘ 5 an ore B C de riptive music, along with some service of his col hestrator at the the opera, “Prj rs f ng esta Chicago, Ill.; Leslie Groff, ‘ + aboe : é 

unconscious reminiscénces of Bala- hoted co leagues. Later hé ‘the eavinc nce Igor,” as well as Hannerette 4 St., Chicago, Ill; Marie D. ‘for I sing from A below Middle O to I Do ment and entertainment to the pianist 

kirew’s Tamar. A “Symphony N along similar lines in bet evision of his friend's orchestral Tete 1s alec 640 Paloma St., Pasadena, Cal. High O. I think I am a dramatic poprace: Jo OF who delights in good music. 

y No. 2, ~s ehalf works. 1c Tent of & treatise upon the develop- Js have much power of voice and HAS fo 2€ For sale at your favorite music counter or sent 
thi agree with me. I have lost my job and I have POSTPAID upon receipt of price. Money re- entitled 

Op 9” (“Antar”’) and : A 
‘ 

A ? in reality a a as well inni ; ‘Whist S accomplishment, 
suite, followed Glinka’s example in a. helping to revise the orchestra Beginning with the opera, “Christ thihen® 8 an Art,” by Agnes Woodward, no moncy for lessons, Could you tell me how ! funded if volume does not meet with your ap- 

using Arabia ; 10n of works by Glink ~ Mas Eve,” in 1894 a Pe a ea lshers of at the price of $2.25. The Pub- can teach myself?—aJ. A. T. proval (NOT SOLD IN CANADA). Illustrated 
.. i n melodies for themes, Perhaps me a. 1908, he a » to his death in tr oy na Etvpe will obtain this book see with contents cheerfully sent upon | 
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subject of Sadko, while 2 episode, “Th 5 0,” “M agner), le stat tren tue © to G first space above readiness scm ; urself. Only the 
> ile Borodin Pskoy.” : € Maid of ozart and Salieri” " . P in’ deble clef. hesitate to call either for you to attempt to teach yo ith Street | 

called his attention t gal gee Ov,” after the d the poem by ; Salieri (on fited when I begin pt in my ens itate to call either J 4 talented are able to do it w 
| 

0 the possibili- i rama by Mey, j : y Pushkin). « uosstpwe "elk py, WY Tange, because I frequently most gifted an J we all : 
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“dramatic soprano” phys; 
the next, he gave the por The audience reaction Wane ing; my more lyric inte sti liked quite as wel] as the mh dramatic one. After this lowed to sing Leonorg nat 
pea Amalia in “Simon 
and other big « " 
Then, when I went a 
the more traditiona] me es 
vailed, I was used chie . 
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1 eM by HENRY 5; ERY: Mus. ie 
Ex-Dean of the Pennsylvania Chapter of the A. G, O. 

Leonard) —La_ Folia; 
: i 

and aaacr gives it resonance. EE, as a means of 

“warming up,” tends to become sharp, 

while AH may slip the tone into the 

orchestra) in music of this kind; Corelli (arr. 
tonal purity and fluid expression are Joseph Szigeti (violin) 

better attained, and the spirit of the Farkas (piano). Columbia Set X-202. 

Here is a violin classic given a music is more gracious. ; wars < " fy for, STVON WA Lae Meee 

Tschaikowsky—Fourth Symphony (in suave and technically finished per- throat—where it aioe! feng st and for lyric and soubreti ON Kabinet 5 = 

F minor, Op. 36;) Minneapolis Sym- formance by one of the best violin- When the voice is war a 1d 6 ancy, all, I have sung sixtyjg, ei lemeat seat ige coo Ball stella 8 gnswered in THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the fall 
phony Orchestra, directed by Dmitri ists before the public. The tune, all the vowel sounds rs now a s ade roles in my ten years on fe, yore se lpi Modclls. da Fasiccc ce on peptic.) or pseudonym given, will be pub- 

called La Folia, upon which Corelli "Once, when I had the pleas’. ae Variety of the work ; as to the relative qualities of chien eae sane tey Mitropoulos. Columbia Set M-468. 
There is fine clarity and bright- 

ness to the reproduction here. Mitro- 
poulos, from the technical stand- 

iy 
to me has helped me gry 
only in “learning roles” 5 
achieving a greater Petspectiy 

“FOR HOME, 

STUDIO -or 

CHURCH... 

based his variations, dates from the singing Susanna in “The Marriage of 

15th century; it is a melody which Figaro” during the Salzburg Festival, 

one encounters in other composers— under the direction of Bruno Walter, 
» additions of 

point, gives one of the best defined Vivaldi, Scarlatti, Bach (in his I went to the opera house before the the art of opera as a vhy sole gles and chimes installed. Yearly care @). Pisce ae Getinis Psat: 
i “ ” i i is rehearsal was due to begin, and sang Wook tall | ioream, We sollelt Anquiries. a SOS Woes Croce. SPPCOvIng) Ane Phe OVACLONCeN OM hs «vce 8’ 32. Pipes 

readings of this score on records, but “Peasant Cantata”), Liszt (in his as aid Sang could ever be achieved by Delosh Brothers -- Organ Experts Etude concerning electrical amplifying of Flute (Choir) .... 4 32 Notes If you are considering 
“one questions his insight into the Spanish Rhapsody), and Rachman- some scales on OO, to warm up. Sud- zation» 1508 105th Steet Corona, L. I. N. ¥, City Solen bot RC adse Wreih be Gece Ribs eo INCE the purchase of an organ 

A B 5 = > ‘ » ae 2 ‘ . e € tf you IWOLE}: ataratecaisvate ieee 16’ 32 Notes 4 
emotional qualities of the music. Re- inoff, to name but a few. denly, out of the dar k of Gn theatre, would advise me name of company manujac- Trumpet (Choir) ... 16’ (Extension) 12 Pipes a Wicks Organ will give 

_ turning to Koussevitzky’s earlier set, Beethoven—Quartet No. 7, in F ma- & man’s voice called: “What are you EEL REED bea turing such amplifier—W.C.B. pepe (Choir) ... 8’ 32 Notes you that sublime, warm 
. ‘ = a “ ” "96 Te —_———— | we realize how much more Tschai- jor (‘‘Rasoumovsky’’ No. 1), Op. 59, No. doing there?” It was Bruno Walter. ge Re ee A. We are sending you, by mail, informa- Trani v 32 Notes richness of tone so neces- 

kowsky’s Slavic outbursts mean to 1; Coolidge Quartet. Victor Album I said I was just warming up on my tion as to amplification, All to be enclosed in expression boxes, sary to the complete satis- 
except independent pedal stops. Usual cou- 
plers and accessories, including Master Swell 

control. 

faction of organists. All Wicks 

Organs are sturdily built, require a minimum of space 

and will be found exceptionally economical to operate, 

the noted Russian conductor than to M-804. favorite vowel and he replied that it 
_ Mitropoulos. Technically, the playing here is was the best thing one could do! On 

Enesco—Roumanian Rhapsody No. 1 (3 above approach, but emotionally it Walter’s endorsement, if not on my 

sides) ; and Reznicek’s Donna Diana Over- leaves much to be desired. The fail- own, I suggest this to others. 

Q. Please give @ specification for an organ 

for a church seating about 1400 to 1450, to 
cost about $10,000. Will the organ at that 
cost, be large enough? Enclosed find a rough 

aketch of the church.—F.D. 

World of Music 
(Continued from Page %) 

Q. Should the tremolo be used for the 
playing of hymns? In our church, the tremolo Over two thousand of these magnificent pipe organs are 

ture (1 side); Chicago Symphony Or- ure of the players to plumb the ful: 
chestra, directed by Frederick Stock. emotional depths here returns us to 

_ Columbia Set X-203. the older Roth Quartet, which, al- 

Art in Interpretation 
( The interpretive aspects of singing, 
| The tonal resonance here is over though not the fullest realization of as I have already said, depend upon 
full; but the definition is, on the the work, still remains emotionally the individual talent and taste of the 

AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE a lc 
has been appointed and app; 
President Roosevelt to “advise t} 
partment of State, through epi: 

A. Your sketch indicates quite a large 
church, and we have drawn specifications 
accordingly. The price of the instrument will 
depend on the builder selected, location of 
instrument, if it is to be divided, number of 
expression boxes (we suggest three—Swell. 
Choir and Great), amount of case work and 

seems to make the Swell loud enough without 
the use of the Open Diapason. Somehow or 
other the tremolo seems to throw the tone 
out. Don’t you think it is possible to play 
too loudly for congregational singing? Should 
all the bass notes in hymns be played on the 
pedals? Do you think the registration should 
change on different verses? Please give me 

in operation today throughout the country. The Wicks 

price range will enable you to stay within your budget, 

A demonstration will gladly be arranged on request, 
with no obligation. 
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characteristic. Earlier Michael Prae- 

torius tells us of twenty-one re- 
_corders belonging to one recorder 

band, and Charles Burney even found 
eases which held thirty to forty re- 

- corders each, and which took eight 

men to lift. The owners of such in- 
struments were accustomed to march 
their local merchants to the exchange 

 daily,to the music of their recorders! 
_ Pilgrims, wherever they journeyed, 
entertained themselves and_ their 
audiences playing on recorders that 
were fashioned like walking canes. 
These were called “Pilgrims’ Staves,” 

and may be seen in New York city’s 
_ Metropolitan Museum in the Crosby 
Brown Collection of musical instru- 
ments. : ae 

_ All of Miss Lehrer’s instruments 
are hand made. She designs them 
herself, and has the design repro- 

duced by a highly skilled craftsman. 

zecently she has designed two vary- 

ing types of recorders; one, which is 
_ inexpensive enough to come within 

reach of everyone’s pocketbook, has 
ih found its way into many modern 
homes; and the other, more highly 

; nsitized, is delicately and carefully 

constructed to fit the needs of con- 
cert artists in every detail. This one, 
she explained to me, is the only one 
of this type on the market compar- 
able to the well known Dolmetsch 
instruments. ; 
_ One of this young musician’s most 
aluable contributions, however, is 

_ the editing and arranging of the 

lovely music already composed for 
the recorder, for the use of her pu- 

_ pils and also the music-loving public. 

Wg 

happens is that the mechanics of our 
educational system remove the self- 
expression of music-making from 
the educatinal field! I cannot accept 
such a system as educationally ben- 
eficial. It is a profound mistake to 
make a youngster use his precious 
play time to work at the drudgery of 
elementary music practice, without 
any reward except the knowled 
that it is going to do him good mee 
It seems to me that the larger pur- 
pose of education would be better 
served by allowing as much academic 
credit for music practice and music 
lessons as is given for the solution of 
problems in arithmetic. If a child 
could charge up his daily hour of 
practice to school work, instead of 
taking it from his limited period of 
fun, he would be far more eager to 
continue his lessons — indeed, there 
would be no reason whatever for 
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“t am also very much interested 

in finding new compositions for the 

instrument by moderns,” Miss Leh- 

rer said. “But there are very few 
contemporary composers who have 

taken time to write for such a mod- 

est little instrument. Lawrence Po- 

well and Paul Hindemith are among 

these few whose compositions are 

well known. It is surprising that 

there are so few, since the spirit we 

are striving to create in our new 

schools and camps is in reality a 

similar one to that which prevailed 

in all such simple or spontaneous 

environments as those which gave 

birth to the recorder.” 

Miss Lehrer gave a series of lec- 

ture recitals during the past season. 

These took place at the Center for 

Old Music, and in them she intro- 
duced many of the manuscripts 
which she has arranged, as well as 

some of the best examples of modern 

composition. 
Visitors to the recent New York 

World’s Fair, who were fortunate 
enough to witness the charming 

Shakespearian productions directed 

by Margaret Webster at the Globe 

Theatre there, will recall Miss Leh- 

rer’s delightful recorder numbers 

which were such valuable additions 
to the programs. 

For the past six years, Miss Lehrer 
has been associated with the Green- 

wich House Music School, as director 
of the department of old instru- 
ments. And she has also been en- 
gaged for the Juilliard School of 
Music summer session for two con- 

secutive seasons. 

Music Versus Professionalism 
(Continued from Page 734) 

dropping them. And the longer he 
lives with music, the ri i , the richer his iny 
life becomes. a 

‘eo 
; In the past, music and musicians 

were Supported exclusivel i 
cratic patronage. I look - Saee the day when music will be endowed by and for amateurs. Already we are shaping our national economy to ward greater leisure, and Progress is being made in the richer use of lei sure. I look forward ¢ ce 
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this country as the violoncellist 
Cherniavsky Trio, is in England, 
his talents to the British troops 
as Civilians. He has been living in Ox- 
ford since losing his London 
repertoire of music in air raids Accord- 
ing to an Oxford newspaper, Mr Ch ; avsky has discovered that far fror . 
ing popular music exclusively 
Forces 

j 
Says: “I find that just as in t 
aster there is a retu ; 
these people need solace 
through art. It may h 
beginning that + “ lighter type of m 
& great deal of ¢] 
and they have listene 

Philadelphia, Dian 
continue to provide 
pre-profession 
ing opera Singers 
Neuger, the Me 
will act as mus 

composer, 

critic, dieq 
the age of 84. He 

results from the completely 

ty of their expression: 

I have a theory that the finest music 

has always been amateur in the 

sense that it represents the inner 

compulsion to say something, rather 

than a professional need to get 

something said. There is a vast dif- 

ference between the two. The pro- 

fessional writes for a public, for 

critics, for a purpose. The amateur 

writes because he can’t help it. Schu- 

bert wrote in the amateur sense, 

certainly he didn’t write for a public 

—he didn’t have one! The fact that 

he was endowed with musical gen- 

ius and melodic facility does not 

alter the purpose of his writing. That 

was to express himself; not to ex- 

plore market needs and then await 

the result in terms of critical evalua- 

tion and public acclaim. And that 

goal of self-expression, regardless of 

music 
personal quali 

result, can be attained by anyone 

who cares enough about music to 

devote himself to it. That sort of 

amateurism is going to do more for 

music than one hundred extra con- 

certs. Men, and the nations they 

build, need to say what they think 

and feel simply for the joy of saying 

it. That is why the widespread growth 

of personal participation in music is 

one of the most encouraging things 

we can find in these stressful times, 

when man needs to bulwark himself 

with truths and beauties that are 

eternal.”’ 
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About Hand “Developers” 
M. W.—I have always believed that it is a 

good idea to “fight shy” of all kinds of gadgets 
like “hand-grips”, “wrist developers”, “finger 
stretchers”, and other devices, designed to 
strengthen the fingers and wrists. My experi- 
ence is that such appliances do more harm 
than good, unless: they are used with the 
greatest care. Their purpose is, of course, to 

strengthen the fingers and to develop their 

elasticity, and speed, but they must be used 
with caution. I think that constant practice 
on the violin, using first rate technical exer- 

cises, of which there is a vast number, is all 
that is necessary for the proper development 
of the fingers and wrists. 

T once had a brilliant violin pupil, who had 
a melancholy experience with stretching exer- 

cises. I taught him for several years, and he then 
moved to another city, where he studied under 

a well known teacher in a prominent con- 
servatory. I lost track of him for a year or two, 

and then happened to meet him on the street 
in the city where he was studying. I asked 
him how he was getting along, and was sur- 

aes to hear that he had had to give up 
yiolin playing for about nine months. He in- 
formed me that his teacher had put him to 
work on stretching exercises, on tenths, and 
even greater intervals, two hours a day. He 

said that this work had been too much for 

him, as his fingers had become cramped and 

stiffened to such a degree that it had ruined 

his technic. His teacher then advised him to 

take a long rest from his violin playing, in the 

hope that the rest would bring back the 

elasticity of the muscles of the fingers. I did 

not see this pupil until several years later, 

when he told me that he had become dis- 

couraged, and had given up violin playing 
altogether. = 

A certain amount of practice on “stretch 

exercises is necessary in violin study, but it 
can easily be overdone if pushed to extremes. 

A certain amount is good, but two hours a 
day is too much of a “stretch”, and is likely 

to spell disaster. 

in the Klotz Family 
we B. C.—The Klotz family, with its many 

branches, was one of the most noted of the 

violin making families of Germany. Although 

Stainer is considered the greatest violin 

maker of Germany, the Klotz family made 

some excellent instruments. In biographical 

works on German makers, under the name 

Klotz, I find the following: E. Klotz; G. 

Klotz; J. C. Klotz; J. Klotz; J. Klotz, Sr.; 

J. Klotz, Jr.; three makers, each named M, 

Klotz; and others of this numerous violin- 

aking family. 

M aiattnine Klotz was the founder of one of 

the branches of this famous family of the 

Mittenwald (Mid-forest) having been snene 

from the end of the 17th Century. dickies 

the labors of Matthias Klotz, the erdadoipn 

became a kind of a German Cremona. S 
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Can He Become a Virtuoso? 
R. G. C.—It would be difficult, if not im- 

possible, to answer your question, ‘‘Could a 
boy, who is willing to devote three hours 

daily to violin study, become a virtuoso, if 
he were to begin his violin studies at the 

age of sixteen?” 
In the first place the age of sixteen is 2 

little late to begin, with the hope of becom- 
ing a virtuoso. Most of the great violinists 
began between six and ten, and very, very 
few as late as sixteen, although I have 
known of students who became excellent 
players, after beginning at this age. 
You must remember, however, that so 

much ‘depends on the boy”—his. physical 
make-up, his talent, or you might call it, 
“genius,” whether he has the faculty of ab- 
solute pitch, whether he has the gift of 
musical memory in a high degree—in short 
whether he has the God-given talent to be- 

come a great violinist. 
A boy who seeks a reliable answer to this 

question should put himself under the tute- 
lage of a great violinist, preferably one who 
has turned out eminent pupils, and who can 
judge the growing ability of a pupil as he 
progresses. Such a teacher can judge whether 
a@ pupil will grow “into greatness” or whether 
the ‘‘hill is too steep to climb.” Our corre- 
spondent must understand that his question 

is one which cannot be answered off-hand. 
An eminent teacher can give him the an- 
swer, if he is in earnest and will study with 

the utmost diligence. 

To be a Symphony Orchestra Player 
G. M. L.—A good symphony violinist must 

have an advanced technic, wide musical 
knowledge, great experience in the realm of 
music, and talent of a high order. It will 
be well for him if he has “absolute pitch” 

and the peculiar faculty of following the 

beat of the director’s baton. I would advise 

you to enter a good conservatory of music, 

one which has a student’s orchestra class 
in which you can play, and study with a 
good private violin teacher. As you progress, 

your teacher will advise you whether you can 

“make the grade,” and give you many hints 

to further your progress in your symphony 

work. Also procure through the publishers 

of The Etude a work which gives passages 

from the great symphonies. This will give 

you excellent practice in preparing for sym- 

phony work. Listen to performances of sym- 

phonies by the great orchestras on the radio, 

also all kinds of the best music of every 

class, so long as it is good music. 

Unions Everywhere 
L. T. R—It is very true, as you say, that 

every branch of human activity is becoming 

unionized. In ancient times, in music, we 

had the guilds, which have now become 

the “unions.” A short time ago, only the 

performers on the principal instruments, 

like the violin, violoncello, double bass, 

clarinet, bassoon, oboe, viola, tympani and 

flute were unionized, but now it seems that 

everything with which one can make a noise 

js becoming unionized. Very soon, other in- 

struments will clamor to be taken into the 

fold of legitimacy, such as the jews-harp, 

the banjo, the mouth-harmonica, the musi- 

cal saw, musical glasses, and so on. 

Value of Vuillaume Violins 
S. P. I—I am afraid that your supposed 

Vuillaume violin is only an imitation, of 

which there are thousands scattered all over 

the world. Among French violin makers, 

Lupot ranks first, and Vuillaume second, 

The genuine label reads as follows: 

Jean Baptiste Vuillaume 4 Paris 

Rue Croix des Petits Champs 

If you wish to verify this you could write 

to Lyon and Healy, violin dealers, Chicago, 

Illinois. This firm charges five dollars for an 

opinion, and you have to send your violin 

to them, and pay expressage both ways. 

First class Vuillaume violins, in good con- 

dition, are listed in the catalogs of leading 

American dealers, at $1,000 up. 
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Book No. 201—Album of Favorite Piano 
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Every number is arranged beautifully, in- 
terestingly, edited and fingered. 
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Arranged for all instruments. 
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he forgot himself and said, “Smile, 

please.” ’ ee She Studied with Liszt 
“Liszt, it seems, Was usually full of 

t ij 
such little witticisms. His lessons 

a fgets i: ae aad never became the least bit tedious, 

although sometimes lasting over four 

se hours. 

“T recall that on one occasion I was Only through the influence of clo 

friends of Liszt was it possible to be 2 

admitted to the select group. Miller- playing Bach’s ‘Chromatique Fan- 

i 
and it tasie,’ and apparently my treatment 

L Timanoff, Anton Urspruch, Iwanka was Miss Gaebler’s plan to convince was not serious enough. ‘Ah!’ he ex~- 

+ Valeska, Baron Vegh, Vial, Pauline him of her ability. Finally she sought claimed, ‘You must play that with 

be _ Viardot-Garcia, Rudolf Viole, Vital, his recommendation. more academic dignity, like a school- 

Jean Voigt, Hortense Voigt, Ida “JT was surprised at his casualness. master.’ 

Volkmann, Pauline von Voros, Voss, He merely said, ‘Yes, why not? There “Another member of the group was 

He 
Paty 

J 
: nry Waller, Josephine Ware, Rosa are many Lisztianer (denoting Liszt doing wonderfully with a Beethoven 

Wappenhaus, Ella Wassemer, Felix pupils) who do not play as well as sonata one afternoon, but his touch 

| ge deat Olga Wein-Vaszilievitz, you do.’ These words made possible was a little too delicate. The master 

V 5 ae Weissheimer, Johanna the greatest period of my life—that came over to the piano and put his 

es oe Westphalen, Jos- Period with Franz Liszt. ear to the keyboard, saying to the 

Ftelk wski, Margarethe Wild, ‘Miiller-Hartung took me to the player, ‘But, you know, one must be 

neti Di escar ty, “Winslow, masters’ home, a beautiful structure able to hear it.’ 

Fiit oe Theador de overlooking a park and given to Liszt “We had to play by memory the 
Po . = ohl, Peter Wolf, Jules by the Grand Duke of Weimar. The numbers assigned us, but we could 
Pine + Ski, Van Zeyl, Geza Zichy introduction was a pleasant one. place the music on the piano, Liszt 

aril Oe one-armed Hungarian Liszt was so charming and amiable would beat time on the piano occa- 
p St), Hermann Zopff and Jo- that it was not difficult - si 30 vigorously thé Mannes Zschocher Dona why b he A to under- sionally so vigorously that the music 

Shar ; : e was picture ic’ 7 “e P ; 

Roel Some of the names mentioned most romantic guile er edo oe 35 apa acme 
Eve aa Were not pianists. The others “I was saved the ordeal of playing finds, frat hing xe y aeece wale 

were composers, later celebrated, ‘on trial,’ s i » watching closely every note 
ebrated, , sO great was his faith i d, if > player's 1 . 

conductors, violinists—Remenyi i site ina and, if the player's memory failed 

y ; myi and friend’s judgment. At last : y failed, 

Joachim—and Van De t ast I was a he would point at him and 
aly ae rt Stucken, Member of the circl ¢ . * sever orn <emy 

; ‘musical Gos ae went do him sce there been a greater ae has rather severely ‘There is your 

H musical counsel. No money was ever realization 9 re eee eee 
_ received for his lessons. If the r i fort ti ; : eader The Liszt circle was n 

- look over this huge list of pupils to pianists, however alpeiaie “ie only real anger I can recall was 

iife bist gay eo many hours of his artists of the harp, violoncello, and fal’ fies forth by a somewhat doubt 
ifs gave to them, and then will Violin also a é : aying of Beethoven's ‘Sonat 
m 5 2. ssembled i : - i‘s ‘Sonata, 

Beeutiply this by the priceless value of three afternoons oo for the Opus 57, in F minor’ (‘Appassionata’) 
his lessons, an idea may be gained of scarcely think of th y- One could He paced up and down the roon 
Liszt’s philanthropy in this one di- anything but a ee ee as forced himself to listen unti 

notables. Peeiueie's cue Pee pee unbearable. He 

ye : ‘ “From the E ‘ b , Dent his head, and his lone 

_ pupils of Liszt is as indeterminate as one sient (3 eae teaching white hair fell over his faa He “ong 
erie ‘ . Lien 

what unorthodox. From a bible toe Bee oe to scold the student 

ered with music he would z gnly and gravely to criticize 
: 4 select a co rs ec Seerde atalan 

piece. Then, turning to his Nentia “Ae nservatories which produced such oT 2 
products. But, like a storm j d ask if any of them Played that soon dae een Get ase nae 

Stvicowich, Arpad Szendy. 
_ Ladislas Tarnowski, Karl Tausig, 
Hilda Tegernstrom, E. Telbicz, Ste- 

_ phen Thoman, Otto Tiersch, Vera von Hartung had that influence, 

sa 

stum 

Occasionally Liszt was 
angry, but these occasions were rare 

and 
ie be 

thor 

( Particular num shortly he 
Moriz Rosenthal, whose contributions “One | ay . smiling with an ; Seay ne wes 

THE Erupe during Bay see ine tn earned the wisdom of bring- Setaciinall n by irate air 

en valuable additions t € pieces he liked best. I sup- wr EY, uiszt would strike a 

Sical pedagogical ferstute a "the a “ that it was a certain mbdesty dearth ac but he managed to con- 
Bee. Possibly eel cniy t iszt which made him lust : S SO ingeniously that it wa 

y other Liszt listen to his own compositions. P o hardly noticed. Furhans tiie ta was 

er- “Ps the Dest ex- ample of this occurred ¢ luring ; 
day musicale for : Pa 

haps the only exceptions to the rule aebler of Milwauke J ée. AS any recol- i i 
lection of Liszt’s work as a toca eDarin a arse at was fo : 

fon of Lists Work as a ten cris Oa ae iasdiie’ Wee Baie ee Liszt was rolling up 
@ grand style. When he ed and 
i- 

’ struck a semi tone short of the higt 
Ss fi€ uUngn Gaebler, a member of the W ( 7 e Wi 

piace College of Music, continues Tories en the utmost freedom a ee Ht eR as oe had intended to tivities daily in carrying on the tradi- and sought to develop origi- mich: ae a came over his face as 
F: O Say, Ber: fancy this 

and he went 
keyboard in 

false note. T 
up ina 
time he 

looks down upon 

“hen, 
second 

this st ie 
struck 

“When he play _young dinary ‘atlety bee 
Over his 

a most extraor- 

be- 

us 
air became alive 
e Could call them 
is Mastery. It was 

» Wit, ten~ 

and customs, by virtue of i Breaking into the Liszt ecole oe ; Sented difficulties, however, and her iz success was not immediate. There- 
fore, she spent some time under the 
tutelage of Miiller-Hartung 
of the Orchestral School in 
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Playing that rr So vivid was 

‘there was o 
| 

nee a 
director became a dentist. Wh Weimar. came in moaning ith = a Patient a toothache. But Liszt neve 

or , 
Solos for us, on] Played complete 

Y parts to illustrate 

law, Ma: 

Clally valt 
orchestral style, Rim 

assuredly 

personality among Russia? 
ist 

his criticisms, For his 
pended upon his con. ances. Never have J sec, . 
50 responsive or 5 ‘s 
thralled by a Performer 
citing to see everyone x. 
entered, an honor usual 
for the Grand Duke a 
nobility. ie 

“He enjoyed 5s 
different gowns at each 
50 we varied our dres 
possible. Once I dec; 
dress; but, not hay ; 
dyed. Unfortunate 

discover until already at ¢} 
ing. Most of the group of 
standing. Suddenly Liszt began 9 
ing the air. He ther : 

of the room and poli 
you sit down?’” 

But these are only ; 
many memories Mi ; 
Weimar and th 

His y 

her now knotted ye 

fingers 

Planist 

Hussian Nationalis 
Composers 

on Pane 70 Continued 

ble—and Uae 

the most comp 
Na 

composers. 

The College Bands of the United States. 

(Continued from Page '750) 

ie irty-three per cent 

re arf of other 
agencies 

bs schools of music, self-support, 

so rganizatlODS, or a combina- 

nt two or more of these agencies. 

4 ty-two per cent of the band di- 

b reported that their respecti
ve 

anizations were equipped with 

i own rehearsal room and thirty- 

sa per cent shared rooms with 

giher campus activities. Eighty per 

nt of the answers indicated that 

ihe bands are outfitted in either 

p,0, 7.0, oF school-owned uniforms. 

of the number of bands rehears- 

ing during regular school time, re- 

gms indicated that forty-six per 

ent come under this arrangement, 

ihirty-six per cent rehearse at times 

other than regular school hours, and 

éenteen per cent of them rehearse 

mitt time under each classification. 

College Band Performances 

The data governing the number 

af public and school performances 

presented by college bands through- 

wit the school year of nine months 

is best portrayed through the fol- 

Aawe your 

D 
-. 

The Most Interesting Collection 
for School Bands Ever Offered 

ty PEP and PATRIOTIC. MEETINGS, 
FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL, Etc. 

lowing table: 

C. Table of Performances 

Number of 
Per Cent Appearances 

9.8 1 to 10 
29.3 10 to 20 

23.8 20 to 30 

16.8 30 to 40 
20.3 Over 40 

When the amount of rehearsal 

time averages only four hours and 

thirty-five minutes per week, the 
above median of 23.8% playing from 

twenty to thirty times during the 

school year would show that the col- 

lege band is required to appear too 
often, considering the insufficient 

amount of rehearsal time available. 

Perhaps, in too many of our institu- 

tions, the band is regarded purely as 

a means of exploitation and adver- 

tising and not appraised in the true 

sense of the philosophies of music 

education. 
Seventy-eight per cent of directors 

admit band members on the basis of 

try-outs, eleven per cent on a pre- 

scribed standard of previous training and from this a uniform accrediting 

and experience, and the remaining system should evolve. This, more 

ChomaA and members of Band SING these Beoutiful 

Compositions with Band Accompaniment. rot & SINGING 
BAND 
BOOK 

by John Paul Janes 
@ Well-known School and 
College Choruses slong with 
many Original pieces with 
catchy words. 

For Junior or Senior School Bands 

CONTENTS 

PEP— [Yocal March) 
By MARION MOORE 

HIGH SCHOOL CHEER SONG 
By ALICE LARRY WOODCOCK 

ving tus band s in the correct key for use 
With the unison chorus 

Published by Theo. Presser Co. Philadelphia, Par 
Price Lic Per Copy 

BOOSTING THE OLD HIGH SCHOOL 
vec - 
CENT ENGLEDINCER 

correct key for use 

Published by 1. A. Parts Co 

Price ik Per Copy 
York, Neb. 

FOOTBALL SONG 
2y EDWIN VAILE McINTYRE 

‘ ; : Ree” Other Attractive Compositions Contained in SIN 

ROLL ON TO VICTORY 
By JOHN PAUL JONES 

DOWN THAT LINE 
By JOHN PAUL JONES 

TRIUMPHANT TEAM 
By LUAP SENOS 

INSTRUMENTATIO
N 

A thrilling. 
these strenous times 

S. A. Choral arrangement, also 

B. 
MARCH PATRIOT 

“Yankee Doodle.” “America,” “Dixie,” “Red, White 

and Blue.” For use on almost every program. 

SWINGING STICKS 
By JOHN PAUL JONES 

A drum solo. it always brings tremendous applause 

from the audience and makes a hit with the band, 

BLUE TROMBONE 
IAROLD DEAN 

we For this number, bring the 
ombone novelty 

ccnnone i th front of the band or have them stand 

if the band is seated. 

THREE TRUMPETERS 
y JOHN PAUL JONES 

The three Fetieicetacs chould step to the front upon 

introduction for the best ¢ Very effective for foot- 

ball field in formation, with trumpets Jn front. 

ALMA MATER (School We Love) 
y Suitable for use by any school or college. 

G-0-PEP BAND BOOK” 

BANNERS HIGH 
By JOHN PAUL JONES 

FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT 

By JOHN PAUL JONES 

SWING ALONG 
By LUAP SENOJ 

Sed and 4th Ob 
Alto Hors 
Ist Trombone B. © 

_.. 344 Trombone T. 
(Bb Bass! 
Baritone T C. 
Boritone B.C. 
Basses 

coe Drwems 
Violin 

a» Piano 

and Trombone B. C. 
_. 34 Trombone 8, C- 

Tet and ind 
Trombone T. ©. 

ind Eb Alte Hern 

Band and Vietin Parts 35< cach. 

— Complete Cornet (Conductor) Part, 

Piano Part, 60¢ 

Mailed Upon Request. 

MO. 

eleven per cent have no pre-requi- 

sites. 

It is almost impossible to evaluate 
the standard of performance through 
the medium of a questionnaire. How- 

ever, an estimate of the quality of 

band work in our colleges may be 

made from the information received, 

indicating that forty-seven per cent 

play grade A compositions, twenty- 

three per cent grade B, eleven and 
three tenths grade C, and four and 
one tenth per cent grade D, as classi- 
fied in the National Music Educators’ 

Handbook on Band contest materials. 

The most vital problem affecting 

college bands and their development 

is that of scholastic credit and its 

inclusion in the college curriculum. 

The questionnaire blanks show that 

the number of credit hours permitted 
range from none to a maximum of 

four for the duration of the partici- 

pation. A comment may-be made at 
this point that it is in the matter 

of band credit and its place in the 
curriculum that serious research and 

attention is’ greatly needed. The 

various standards of rehearsal time, 

public performance, directors’ quali- 
fications, rehearsal facilities, and 

music library all need to be evaluated 

and correlated in standards for the 

various classifications of colleges, 

ins SIMPLE AS A'B-C 

10 Double on 
the Marimba 

With your knowledge of the piano, it’s amaz- 

ingly easy to master the marimba—and with 

such mastery comes an entirely new world of 

musical pleasure. e 

The marimba is portable—take it with you 

anywhere. The marimba is fascinating— 

makes a hit with young and old. The ma- 

rimba is versatile—gives new life and color 

to any type of music. And the marimba, as 

the “livest’’ of musical instruments, provides 

a golden opportunity to “make school or- 

chestras and bands, play club, lodge and 

radio engagements, perhaps even become a 

professional, ° 

Plan of stepping up teachers’ earnings: _ 

j. C. DEAGAN, Inc. than any other factor, would permit 

Dept. 5157, 1770 Berteau Ave., CHICAGO more rapid development of college 

bands on accepted philosophies for- 

mulated by college and university 

administrators. ; 

Various types of recognition for 

band participation were listed in the 

returns. Fifty-one per cent of those 

reporting give recognition in the 

form of medals, keys, sweaters, and 

similar rewards; nine and eight 

tenths per cent give part or full re- 

mission of tuition to certain key 

members; three per cent give rebates 

on student activity tickets; two and 

three tenths per cent pay cash in re- 

turn for services. Other forms of 

recognition totaled three and eight 

tenths per cent, and thirty and one 

tenth per cent of all collegiate insti- 

tutions give none of the above recog- 

nition. 

An interesting fact gained from re- 

plies concerns the music libraries. 

With a few exceptions in the larger 

institutions having well - developed 

instrumental departments, the maj- 

ority of band libraries contain a 

larger percentage of marches than 

any other classification of music 

listed. Symphonic works were next 

to the lowest in the scale of per- 

centages. Some, however, have librar- 

ies of exceptional scope in music 

literature. 

Returns on instrumentation of the 

college bands show the standard of 

instrumentation to be relatively high. 

The standards correlate closely with 

the balance of the returns, with state 

universities ranking highest in in- 

(Continued on Page 793) 
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Orchestra Instruments 
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4 
HONESTLY REBUILT—FULLY GUARANTEED 

Please specify instrument you are in- 
terested in and we will quote prices. 
Distributors King Band Instruments. 

WEYMANN CO. "sitet Phitadcionia, Pa. 

WM. S. HAYNES COMPANY 

Fiutes oF Distinction 

STERLING SILVER—GOLD—PLATINUM 

Catalog on request 

108 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston, Mass. 

THE “POCKET” WAY 
It's the better way to keep your sheet 
music Handy Convenient. Practical. 
Made with an expanding pocket to ac- 
commodate regular sheet music 9” by 12”. 

In 4%” or 1” thicknesses. Imitation leather 
$1.25—Genuine leather $5.00—Morocco $10.00. 

Without a pocket—14” thickness—Imitation leather 
$1 00—Genuine leather $4.75—Morocco $9.75. Send for 
descriptive circular EUCLIDE COMPANY, 

100 Nassau Ave Brooklyn, N, Y.' Dept. E 

LEARN MODERN SWING PIANO 
THIS MODERN WAY! 

With music and records! 
Easy! Speedy! Effective! Enjoyable! 

Representative teachers wanted in every 

VERETT, MASS. 

or \ 
reading and playing thru  mental- 

muscular co-ordination. Quick results. Practice effort 

town. Territory going fast. Write at once. 

Pianists—Send for free booklet. show- 
ing how you may greatly improve your 

minimized. Used by famous pianists, teachers and 
students. No obligation. 

FLYING FINGERS SYSTEM, Box 22, 

technic, accuracy, memorizing, sight- 

Broadwell Studios, Dept. 61-K Covina, California 



warmed and 

are. typical 
_ Heink. One 

Rit. 2290 (Phone) 

drew twelve curtain calls—she sat 
down at the piano and played a 
Chopin Nocturne. The audience was 

_ clamorous. She gave it another sur- 
prise; sweeping to a climax in a tri- 
partite performance, unparalleled in 
New York, she sang, Ah non giungi 
from “La Sonnambula.” 

Schumann-Heink, Mother 
Alse a part of this fabulous age of 

- crowned heads in Europe and com- 

mand performances was Schumann- 
_ Heink. I toured with her during the 
_ latter part of her career and on her 

visits to the war cantonments. How 
good it is to remember the way she 

singing, the way she mothered them! 
In addition to her voice and artistry, 
it was her great heart and love for 
all mankind that made her a su- 
preme artist. 

Two incidents come to mind that 

_ Idaho, and involved her treasurer, a 
__ Yather shy man who ordinarily would 
_ hot think of stepping on the stage 

Recognized as the leading endowed musical conservatory of the country 

Staff of eminent European and American Masters including: 

OSCAR SHUMSKY 
the internationally known concert violinist and teacher 

Backstage with Great Singers 
(Continued from Page 754) 

out to the wings. 

was stepping forth for her first num- 

ber. They met head on. The audience 
did not know whether to be shocked 

or amused until Mme. Schumann- 
Heink confided that if she could have 
run into a handsome young soldier 

instead, she would have thought 
much better of it. After that, in mak- 

ing her entrance, she would peer in 

all directions, then advance cau- 

tiously, to the further amusement of 

the audience. Always ready for the 

unexpected, she thought it better for 

an audience to laugh with her than 
at her. 

Another time we were eating din- 
her in a railroad station in Kansas 

cheered the boys by her 

of Mme. Schumann- 
happened in Pocatello, 

Peabody Conservatory 
REGINALD STEWART, Director 

BALTIMORE, MD. 

Oct. lst 
May 31st 
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Tuition According to Grade & S tudy 
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Circulars on Request 
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‘° applie 
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—Est. 1885— 
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Alvie 
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Chicago 

After some hesitation, he decided 

to do this, hastened up to the stage 

and almost ran to the wings. Just at 

this moment, Mme. Schumann-Heink 

City. Mme. Schumann-Heink de- 

spised handkerchiefs the size of post- 

age stamps and carried one of quite 

ample proportions. She had no soon- 

when an audience was in the house. 6, tucked one of these into her hand- been sent the WIONE obij 

But one evening, just before the cON- pa>5 on getting up from the table, tunately 

cert, he had occasion to go back stage yen a waiter accused her of making right ones, but they 

from the box office. Not wanting to of with the napkin. Such an up- 

brave the snow outside, the alterna- 

tive was to walk down the center oe 

aisle, up the stairs to the stage and ~..meq that he visibly shrank in size run down and 

traiding as that waiter got, I have 

heard before or since. It 

at each fresh outburst. 

Among other singers with whom I 

have been associated are: Matzen- 

auer, Pons, Crooks and*Tibbett, but 

I have room here for only a few more 

incidents. In my association with 
singers, I have witnessed many of 
their triumphs and thfflls, and I re- 

member one in particular. The scene 

was a restaurant across the street 

from the Metropolitan Opera Heuse 

in New York, the time around mid- 

night. A few of us had gathered there 

after a performance of “Falstaff.” 

Everyone was talking at once dbout 

the sensational success of a young 

singer; everyone but the singer him- 

self, who was present. He was 

strangely preoccupied. He was unttble 
to grasp the fact that the goal of 
which he had dreamed, for which he 
had labored, struggled and sacrificed, 
was within his grasp. The thing had 
come about so unexpectedly, it took 
him by surprise. Many young singers 
in his shoes would have called it the 
occasion for a celebration, for break- 
ing the rules of training with plenty 
to eat and drink. But not this young 
man. He ate his usual corn flakes and 
milk, just as he had always done aft- 
er a performance. Lawrence Tibbett 
was just beginning to realize that 
aes he belonged to the public and 
that overnight his responsibility to 
that public had increased greatly. It 
was a sobering thought, 
and not for him the 
ting down the bars. 

a challenge 

occasion for let- 

- eerie from a Prima Donna would like to relate an experi- 

some misunderstangj n thought it was to be : aes 
hall. We were ready for eh 
last, only to discoy Rs, er the fui 

I had extra ¢, 

valise at the Statio 
had to be sent for the 
did reach the hal] iu, | 

t U 

place on the stage 
tain after the ay 
bled. Through it all Mis 9°” 
mained calm and unrufiie " 
she was not like most pri 
who would have been ye 
noyed at such a mix-up, 
“I never like to lose my te 
fore a concert because 1 
sing Well.” What a wo; 
every singer! 

Since I began touring yj 
great changes have “come 
Singers have become 

lined for one thir 
Carries their voices to the rn: 

N OUR CHOICE OF MATERIAL for 

the Accordion Department, we are 

influenced in the selection of sub- 
jects to a great extent by the ques- 

fons asked by teachers and students. 

our recent mail shows that teachers 

nave their fall classes well organized 

and now ask our advice and sugges- 

tions on new teaching ideas for the 

winter season. 

Before giving this advice we would 

like to congratulate all accordion 

teachers on the very excellent prog- 

ress their students made during the 

Nt, 

settlement. While past year. This is the first opportu- 

alike, there are s nity we have had to do so, since the 
istics which all gre; Music Dealers’ Convention in New 

These are a zest t York City. At that time we heard 
accordionists from every part of the 

country compete for trophies for solo, 

duet, trio, quartet and band playing. 
The artistry, technic and musician- 

ship displayed by some of these 

young accordionists surprised old 

timers, like ourselves, who have been 

listening to contests for many years. 

Many of these players competed last 

for their art and an i 

thing difficult to de 

for life is partly due to 

health which 

constalr 

com 

not 

It 

and the loas of 

So the singer mus 

is 

the cala 

may méan 

as a result, 

with vitality. 

The other is a qual 

feel by means 

cause of her love 
you felt it 

Heink 

Music Suggestions for 

THANKSGIVING SERVICES 
Aids to Organists and Choirmasters in Arranging Special Programs 

Single Copies of Any of These Numbers Sent for Examination 

To Accordion Teachers 
By P: elro Doing 

As Told to ElVera fillins 
year; and, if one were to judge the 
improvement in their playing, he 
would think that several years had 
elapsed instead of one. Accordionists 
are advancing in grand style, so 
again we say that accordion teachers 
throughout the country, both in 
small towns and large cities, are do- 
ing a fine job—and we are proud of 
them! 

And now let us get into the subject 

of suggestions for winter teaching. 

We would like to see as great an ad- 

vancement made in ensemble playing 

as has been made in solo work, but 

for some reason it seems to be lag- 

ging behind. Perhaps this may be the 

fault of teachers who do not select 
interesting material for their groups. 

Naturally, students lose enthusiasm 
when asked to rehearse the same few 

numbers over and over again. 

The Importance of Ensemble 
Playing 

Some teachers have written us that 

they have been able to stimulate in- 

ANTHEMS 
For Mixed Voices 

Title, Cat. No., and Composer 
All Thy Works Praise Thee (21086) 

Vaughan $0.15 
And Now on This Our Festal Day 

Price 

ence of more recent date which oc- SPD) (Se tnech ict caged Aldridge 15 
curred while on tour with Lily Pons Cherubie Hymn, The (21200) 
In all her con 3 Mi ae ‘ Gretchaninoff 12 

flutist; us Sighs Miss Pons uses a Give Thanks Unto the Lord (20624) 
? ually one is =r Baines .12 

each town, ¢ 's employed at God. TWil Give Thanks (21162)....Marks 15 » and a rehearsal is ‘uat hefore atenning LWill Maenit, Bsns Mare ranged j Sé is ar- just before ste agnify Thee, O God (with Sop. 
thi Just before the concert. On “In eae): (10,981) cesseveccegSpence .15 
h 1s occasion we had agreed to re mee } * dg goood Thing to Give Thanks i 
€arse a = ~ Sm ema ert ree ee t the hotel, but through a pray ) Now Thank We All Our God (20414) 
—— i : duerter 10 

: fie Be Thine (20501)...Matthews .30 
ase Our Lord and Maker (D14608) ; 

This first collection for the * Praise the Lord Whitehead -10 

| delightfal new clectrical inet (D14491) 4 , O Jerusalem ical i 
tached to the piano), contam Praise to ( f panes x o aunder .15 

thirty numbers. Arrangements © (20385) a Immortal Praise teks 12 

opera melodies, classic gems, 24 * Praycr of Thankapivi She a 228 ena t fr 
Pieces are included among the Netherlands) (Digseep ne ~ 
special registration throughost “3 Rejoj ‘Arr. Kremser _ .10 
emphasize the varied tonal resou “olce, the Lord Is King (35039) 

S new instrument. Seed : Adams 20 

Compiled and Arranged Among the contents of the Solow Th time and Harvest (21055).Harris .12 
by JOHN Pines ex one finds the lovely Evening # snks Be to God (D14140)...Spence 15 

¢ N F INKE, Jr. Humperdinck’s “Hansel and Gre Peres! anksgiving Song, A (D14415) 
n inade’s gracious Antumn; the ste™ ToTh Barncs  .15 

P r by Ravel; and other sach ! E (aogege Lord, Our Hearts We Raise 

| ublished by Anthony's Selute to the As ” as apts ne Vevcele ie te R ae Berwald 15 
| THE ? ; . J mann’s Melods of Love; the a he and Ey weetsmelling Tree, o€ DORE PRESSER co Hijinsky: Home on the Range: 4” f © (20922) West .12 
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Praise to God, Immortal Praise (Low) 
erman  .60 
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CANTATAS 
For Choirs of Mixed Voices 

Harvest Home 
ill i Price, 60 cents 

By William Baines f >, 60 : 

ae is a cantata taking ees A ap od 
" > > the 

to sing. It may be presente ¥ : 

volunteer choir and the usual quartet of 

soloists. 

Hymn of Praise ; 

By Frederick Wick Price, 60 res 

The soprano, tenor ae omy ha begedagp
eniss 

antata will not tax the ability Of S00 es 

fate, and the chorus work for sapiay oer 

can. be handled by the average vo 

choir. 

Harvest Caravans 
iles rice, 

By Russell Hancock Mi 4 

i eral cantata of goodly proportions, et 

not difficult to sing. It is suitable fo stich 

choirs, or community and wall otis eh 

school choruses, during the Ave ee te 

S year. ; 
ny season of the ye e | need 

Gharies Cooper. Time, about 35 min 

THEODORE PRESSER co. 

Distributors for Oliver Ditson Co. 
hurch Co. | 

and The John cP hiladelphia, Pa. 

$1.00 

1712 Chestnut Street, 

terest in ensemble playing by the 
introduction of a group of sonatinas 

which appealed to their students. 
The benefits to be derived from sona- 
tina playing—whether they be played 
as a solo, duet, trio or quartet—are 

too well known to be enumerated 
here. Suffice it to say that they form 

avery essential part of the musical 
training for instruments such as the 
violin and piano and no competent 
teacher of these instruments would 
think of omitting them from his cur- 

riculum. They are equally important 
to accordionists. : 

To illustrate our point we present 
herewith two excerpts from accor- 

dion arrangements of sonatinas by 
the famous violinist, I. Plevel. The 

beauty of these lovely violin pieces 
has been brought out and enhanced 
in their accordion arrangement. 

They enable the accordion to ap- 

proach very closely the effect of 
stringed chamber music. The fact 

that they may be used as solo, duet, 

trio or quartet enables teachers to 
adapt them either for large or for 

small groups. When played in quartet 

form, it is advisable for the first and 

second accordions to omit the bass 

accompaniment, thus enabling the 

four melodic lines to sing forth and 

show the beauty of the sonatina 

form. 

Excerpt from Sonatina, No. 5, Op. 8. 

By I. Pleyel Arranged by Deiro 

Andante 
G tc 

4st 

Fall 
2nd 

P ~ 

3rd 5 ss 

Pp 

4th ih 

gee 
Pp 
M y™M 

G. Che DF 

Another reason why we think that 

sonatinas will appeal to accordionists 

for ensemble playing is that each 

individual part is essential to form 

the perfect whole. In most other 

(Continued on Page 790) 

Students turn in a bet- 
ter all-"round perform- 
ance on any instru- 
ment, once they master 

the secret of playing in the exact tempo 
the score calls for ..produced best by 
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we have one other advantage for the how to play the § 
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Reopened Her Wolce Studios at 
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EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON 
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training of the left hand, which, be- 

dominance of the right 

hand in most piano pieces, does not 

have the requisite practice leading to 

the personality and individuality it 

should have. With the Solovox the 

left hand comes into its own. 

My new pupils for the instrument 

came from two classes. The first con- 

sisted of those 

about music, but wanted to play the 

$ piano well and also wanted to play 

the Solovox. With these I used judg- 

ment, usually devoting three-quarters published 

of the lesson period solel ; 

instruction 

fg cause of the 

931—8TH AVENUE 

one Circle 7-5420 

Los Angeles, Calif. 

Philadelphia, 132 South 18th Street. 
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marvelously, and I secured many new way. I predict, however. th 

pupils by inducing such piano owner ands of these remarkable 

to invest in a Solovox. 
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Town Hall Hallmark 
(Continued from Page 730) 

Hall stage spread with the speed of a 
cross-continent plane: Dorothy May- 

nor, the young Negro soprano whom 
Koussevitzky, conductor of the Bos- 
ton Symphony Orchestra, hailed as 
“an American Flagstad.” 

Miss Maynor was nearly thirty 
when she received the Award, a fact 
that was due to a number of things 
but chiefly to innate modesty that 
made her fail to recognize her own 
great powers. Fortunately for the 
musical public she was pushed to- 
yard a concert career, first by Dr. 

Nathaniel Dett, who, after hearing 

her sing, changed her enrollment in 

home economics at Hampton Insti- 

tute to music, then by the Westmin- 

ster Choir School in Princeton, 

which awarded her a scholarship, 

and finally by a Boston woman who 

told her in effect: “That voice must 

be heard; go to New York to study; 

I'll find the money.” After that last 

big shove, Miss Maynor took this 

concert stage business really seri- 

ously and went to work with an in- 

tensity of purpose that put her there 

three years later. 

Last year’s winner was not a 

woman, not an American—although 

he is soon to become one—and he 

had not previously won a prize. He 

differed in all respects from his three 
predecessors by being Robert Gold- 

sand, twenty-nine-year-old Viennese 

pianist, a young man who had never 
before entered into competition of 

any sort nor won any manner of 

award. 

He was not unknown to America 
for he made his début in Town Hall 
when he was sixteen, and many per- 

sons heard him play in this country 

before he disappeared from this and 

all other concert scenes. Why he left 

the stage and went into retirement 

was a mystery not solved until he 

returned. Then, after he won the 
Town Hall Award, he gave to inter- 

viewers a reason that in part ex- 

plains why Robert Goldsand was 

rated as extraordinary. 

“T felt,” he said, “after every con- 

cert that I had played that I had 

done only a small part of what I 

could do. I felt I must retire and 

study. I did not foresee that these 

five years I chose in which to do this 

would coincide with the greatest po- 

litical landslides of centuries or that 

many countries of Europe would be- 
come closed to an artist. Yet, if I 

could have foreseen it, I would have 

done exactly the same thing. Now, 

to come back after those five years 

and to receive the great honor of this 

prize—it is the best news of my 

life!”’ 
That “best news of my life” will 

undoubtedly be echoed by a fifth 

winner before many weeks have 

passed, for the calendar year of 1941 

is nearing a close and that means 

that Town Hall, Incorporated, will 

soon choose another recipient for the 

Award, basing its decision on the 

performances that have been given 
in this twelve-month period. Early 

next year some John Jones is going 

to be thankful that the League for’ 

Political Education built a building, 

that music asked for admittance and 

the carpenters enlarged those stage 

doors so that a grand piano could 

pass through. For this strange com- 

bination of events led to a recogni- 

tion of his exceptional musical gifts 

and resulted in his being hallmarked 

as a product outstandingly fine. 

Some Things | Have 

Learned from Teaching 

(Continued from Page 738) 

to understand music as a language. 

chan- 

is hazardous because, 

lets one down 

Speak music 

would your native tongue. 

i interval relations; 

to recognize 

he means of progress 

o another. When a 

f mechanical 

he midst of 

ask him where he is 

tes he means to play 

xists between 

+ played. Un- 

announce his 

fluently as he plays 

t really memorized 

On the other hand, 

Otherwise memory becomes me 

ical—which 

lacking foundation, it 

at unexpected moments. 

as you 

Understand you 

make yourself able 

modulation as t 

from one key t 

pupil gives evidence 0 

memory, I stop him in t 

a passage and 

going, what no 

next, what relation | e 

them and the notes jus 

less a performer can 

progressions as 

them, he has no 

the composition. 

memory slips never occur (normally 

speaking, of course) when the per- 

former is as sure of his music as he 

is of the word-sequence of “How do 

you do?” 
It is my firm belief that musical 

problems, so called, can generally be 

reduced through analysis to very 

simple and reasonable fundamentals. 

One has only to exert thought upon 

them. The first duty of a good 

teacher, then, is to encourage his 

students, not to play brilliant pieces, 

put to put forth the sort of enthu- 

siastic and penetrating thought that 

will help them to solve their own 

problems. But, as I said before, I do 

not presume to offer this as a set 

pedagogic system. It is simply my 

own way of working things out. 

fully satisfied with your purchase. 
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3184 Flight of Bumble Bee, C—5, Rimsk 
3188 Garland of Roses (Waltz), C—2 
3154 In Rose Time (Waltz), F—BZ 
3134 In Gay Costume (Minuetto), G—C—2. Crosby 
3162 Jumping Rope (March Tempo), C—2..Richter 
3137 Jolly Little Sambo, F—BJ—2........ Crosby 
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WALTER ROLFE 
A pocket sized simplified method of. the elements 

of harmony, embracing the scales and their con- 
struction, the intervals, the triads in both major and 
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ae aby An XetsEOns 4 

Everything is quoted in the simplest term = 
ae so that ee peers with a eee or so or pian 
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accordion band arrangements, 

subordinated. he 

Excerpt from Sonatina, No. 3, Op. 8. 
By I. Pleyel 
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Ensemble playing is one of the first 
Steps toward orchestral training. We 

790 

the quire poise in public appearances. 

principal part is carried by the first 
accordionist and the other parts are concentr ate 

Arranged by Deiro 

main purpose of tne recital, of course, Ausical Hadiations on the Fthp 
is to give the students an opportunity 

\ JIL J r Ether 

to play before an audience. This is a 
(Continued pam 

very vital part of their training, and 
2 

the present custom of one or two 

concerts a year does not give stu- 

dents sufficient opportunity to ac- 
in order to permit many Mexican enson and Frant 

children to hear all the broadcasts. and the “c 

The Tuesday musical programs for perimental 

There is no question but what they November will present interesting productions 

and practice harder material, for they are concernee with 

when they know that their playing folk music and art music of North, 

will be put to a test before an au- Central, and South America, and the 

dience. They feel that they are work- relation of music to our work and F 

ing toward an objective and their play. The times of the broadcasts Arvizu 

ambition is stimulated. are 9:15 to 9:45 A.M., EST; 2:30 to American tenor CRS 

In order to have these recitals 2:55 P.M., CST; 9:30 to 10:00 AM., sell Bennett's Notet ; 

prove popular it is a good idea to MST; and 1:30 to 2:00 P.M., PST. (The evenings, we } 

combine music with social activities. jnterested reader would do well to wi 

* The program should never be long. check the broadcasting time with | provid 
About ten selections are sufficient, his local paper.) ular entertainment 

and these can be divided into solos, Looking through the lists of the day evening 

duets, trios, quartets and full band so three major radio chains, we notice in Melody,” featy 

that every student has an opportu- many worth while programs for the and an orchestr a 

nity to be featured in a solo and music lover, aside from those we have Rose, offering light clas 
then in other parts. mentioned. On Sundays, for example, 
One teacher wrices us that he two organists can be heard in the 

usually has other featured entertain- morning if one is an early riser 

ment. If an accordion artist isin the Charles Courboin (8:05 AM., EST 
vicinity, he is invited to attend. On NBC-Red network) and Julius Matt 
other occasions advanced violin or felq (9:15—CBS network) ‘1 ster rf 
piano Students from other schools the morning, there are the “Wine: 
are invited to play, as they are Over Jordan” program (CBS) Pi 
usually grateful for the opportunity ¢ital by the “Pirst. Piano agaeripe os 
of getting experience before an audi- (NBC-Blue network) and Pay 
ence. Another teacher tells us that he oje String Quartet p call si a. 
keeps a library of the latest record- tya] neiwaew} Durit _r a, s a ' ar 
ings by all accordion artists and oc- the Salt Lake City amber ae 
casionally he plays these and invites 

: , and Organ are hear 1e CBS net @ general discussion of the various work any: O* e visincbngea gr? 
Styles of playing. ; 4 i 

: programs of the 
Radio City Music Hall on the NBC Those who ha i . eee ai Spee hted network. Sunday afternoon is full of Bee cists ct ; a € musical treats, which may well keep ppeals to students; one or two the ardent music lover “glued” to ib é 4 sic fer “glued” to his recordings can be made during th ; & € radio. Besides 2 New York Phil a ape then played back im- monic sins ies gas a a eee 

ay 
é ast, ere is the NBC Str oc , , ne 

_smmere aie many Dt atdeas which = Fk ho te ee ected 

O keep interest stimu- ; 3 3 ; owe ee : s 
Ww ) : it 

lated during the winter months and nee ee earth panera Opera Au- re as an impetus for harder prac- program ans Ra rooney Kostelanets 
; 

erar Fi: 1g the violinist Albert 
eh sae and soloists (CBS) td i 
ay evenings bring. b ‘sides the Ford Se waaal Will Answer Questions Hour, “Symphonic Risteee” ( nei o4 7) pont ee Playing. Letters “American Album of Famili sa Mi af 

of TH e Addressed to Him in Care With Vivian Della Chiesa, Jean Die E ETUDE, 1712 Chestnut npee ree ae Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

* * a * * 
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QUESTION AND ANSWER DEPT. 

New Instrument Opportunities 
For Piano Teachers 
(Continued from Page 788) 

wrong ?— ss 
g?—L. R., Many of the famous dance Slmulating other " Securing new tonal effects Th strument is also valy to stac precheng scores. 

here is 

: 
: 

“re is now n oO ntire forearm, wrist and hand should that literally thousands of : alan 
the keyboard £0 there teachers. who hive: bene oe 

1 

bs 
Ppy + : } 

f the 24 of the elbow ®10ng with old con idnal suse 
and. A wrist Might increase 

ably if they wou 
in a little broad 
ministry of g00d 

> bands. ir 
instruments and A. Your hand 

wrong. The wrist Should not be raised 

ventional method< 
. as nods, 

their incomes net 

ld look upon writsntn 

er wa v. Surely 

music must not 

‘PFAHE BANJO IS DEAD.” “The 

| ptessions? And they are the height 

| lated for many years in a city of 

| "ays think that the grass is greener to Chester W. Gould 4 eae 

| % the other side of the fence. Now Minnesota, a fine teacher, possess! fi 

lt us, for a moment, look at the a pleasing personality and combining formances. Mr. Joseph Pizzitola of 

Holyoke, Massachusetts, directs one 

of the best mandolin orchestras we 

have been privileged to hear, and he 

i 
, i deserves great credit for keeping the 

Western city, during the month of Mr. Gould’s success = yeh Ee hie eidciin werare iiespublle: His jor! 

chestra is well known throughout 

New England, and at the annual 

i se of convention of the National Associa- 

De tion of Music Merchants in New 

York City its appearance was re- 

ceived with thunderous applause. 

Other bands and orchestras whose 

membership is fifty or more include 

the Karch Plectro Symphony of Cin- 

i ~ cinnati, Ohio; Tatham’s Y. M. C. A. 

only city where the fretted eee Banjo Band, Detroit, Michigan; Geh- 

man-Hunsberger Orchestra, Lans- 

Pennsylvania; 

pkgs ee Plectro-Phonic Band, Newark, Ohio; 

’s String Band, St. Joseph, Mis- 

Weiser’s Plectro-Phonic Or- 

Pennsylvania; 

a a ‘ 
| ‘Rlted instruments in solo numbers 

bo \OvENBER ; 941 

SAMOILOFF RECORDINGS 
Three ten inch records, vocally explaining the Samoiloff 

Bel Canto Method of singing and also clarifying the 

Handbook for singers and teachers soon to be published 

by Theodore Presser Company, can now be secured for 

the advance sale price of only $5.00. 

SPECIAL COURSE 
A special course of twelve personal lessons in singing is now offered by Dr. 

Samoiloff on records. The student mails a record of his or her voice and receives a 

frank opinion about his possibilities. 

lf the voice is found worthy, the student may mail twelve monthly recordings (on 

one side) to Dr. Samoiloff, and shall receive on Tf 
tions and explanations. 

For detailed information write to the 

he reverse sides his personal correc- 

SAMOILOFF BEL CANTO STUDIOS AND OPERA ACADEMY 
610 SOUTH VAN NESS AVENUE 

Mandolin is on its way out.” 

Who has not heard such ex- 

of pessimism, to say the least. 

A short while ago we received a 
ter from a teacher who has been 

15,000 inhabitants; he complained 

ot poor business and asked if we 
thought it would be advisable for 
lim to try to find a location in a convincing the residents of his city 

t more appreciated. Well, cows al- may have guessed it, I am referring 

teaching ability and business acu- 

highly developed sense of 

t believe that 

the result of 

dther side of the picture. Before us 

e have two programs of pupils’ re- men with a 

tials given by a teacher in a north- showmanship. We do no 

‘ime. There are other teachers in some secret method, o 

ve tty and compete = keen. 
a monopoly, but undoubtedly he has 

, Mi find that on the program of the courage of his convictions, be- 

: junior department recital there lieves in himse 

fered over thirty players of the fretted instruments, t 

has devoted all his energ} 

mh arent rig eberires 9 votions. 
ershi a 

Pa fifty. On the Peer aca by And Elsewhere, age oh 

a he. department of this same 

tty-fiye note a banjo band of 

Man olin Players, a forty-five piece 
ie 

aWali orchestra and an electric Paul, Albert : 

Da an ensemble of twenty-five successfully as @ 

Vets. Evidently this teacher is con- accomplished players 
fdent ¢ ; : ion from 

itar hat the mandolin, banjo and ceived insteue\ On dolin, banjo and 
alts oe very much alive; and re- f 

ow that he has succeeded in guitar. Out in 

o which he 

es and de- 

Minneapolis, however, 

ishing; i earby St. 
ments are flourishing; in neal 

i rrying on 
son is carrying ae 

who have re- 

this talented Dyer 

souri; 

Elgin, Illinol 

the Future of the Fretted 
Instruments 

fi Ge OC. Kuck 
E. Patton has for some years fea- 

; i i e of you tured the Hawaiian guitar; and his 
aller town, where his talents might of the same fact. Yes, som y eaarrinma perp eT ee 

hundred players has caused surprise 

and astonishment by their fine per- 

MeMichael’s 

exponent of the man is, Mr. A. chestra, 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

STUDIOS NOW OPEN FOR THE 1941-42 SEASON 

Pflueger’s Hawaiian Orchestra, Cin- 

cinnati, Ohio; Waddington’s Vene- 

tian Orchestra, Hamilton, Ontario, 

Canada; Guzzardo’s String Orches- 

tra, Rockford, Illinois; Pifer’s Banjo 
Band, Bellefonte, Pennsylvania; and 

the Halsted Hawaiian Orchestra, Buf- 

falo, New York. 
Lack of space forbids us to add 

many more ensembles to this list, but 

we feel that it has been proven that 

the fretted instruments are very 

much alive in cities where teachers 

are actively engaged in keeping them 

before the public. 
If further proof is required let us 

look at the various events taking 
place during the four day convention 

of the American Guild at Niagara 

Falls, New York, July 7th to 10th of 

this year. On the first day there were 
scheduled contests for soloists, duets, 

quartets, orchestras and bands, con- 

cluding with an artist’s recital in the 

evening. The second day saw a con- 

tinuation of the contests in which 

players of all the fretted instruments 
were entered. On the third day, still 

more contests took place in the morn- 

ing; and in the afternoon the grand 
Guild parade wound through the 

streets of Niagara Falls, with over six 

hundred players of the fretted in- 

struments taking part in this color- 

ful spectacle. Excitement and enthu- 

siasm ran high, as one band after 

another made its appearance. In the 

evening of the same day, the Guild 

(Continued on Page 793) 
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| Just Published! 

— ECHOES 
OF A 

JOURNEY 
ee, Sate for Titan 

By 

Robert Stolz 
Op. 713 

It is with distinct pride that we announce thi i tis v t U e this delightful new suite by a dis- 
sy Sent Viennese composer. Richly endowed and _ thoroughly ge 
Pr fee oS powble ot Bee Success. These ingratiating pieces 

; ; ; aiicult to play, evoke ecstatic recollecti ¥ 
lit Arabian village (Beneath an A z abana | vabian Moon); the gai E ; d 
ids Mewes te. a ira . gaiety of a Norwegian 

: ; sparkling iridescence of the F 7 i 7 
and the light-hearted scenes of a Carni i u ‘ r arnival in Vienna. The b i d tively bound, charmingly illustrated in black and white, and a RIRbe: is prefaced with suitable lines. : é agate 

Robert Stolz, contempora: I ‘ iporary of Lehar, Romberg. 
SRS pee cs phe such stage successes as White Horse Inn and Beloved zi ° also has rilled the world with such film delights as Two Hearts : “Quarter Time; The Song Is Over; My H. erane Jan 

/ : Z é eart I. 7 i E Kiepura); and Spring Parade, in which Deanna oe a ie eaks, 

| Price, $1.50 

is four numbers in this Suite also are 
separately in sheet form, 

and Oscar Straus, has won 

published ] 

Have You Heard. . . 

Vs Ealgia 

By ROBERT STOLZ 
annot be 

y; SO does this 
a dream that lingers 
ing melody more and m 

R : : ecorded by Benny Goodman's Orchestra ( Columbia Record «35594 35594) 

OLIVER DITSON LO). 
Theodore Presser Co., Distrib 

1712 Chestnut Street, Pp seit hiladelphia, Pa: 

references to 

dancing does to 

without music is 

Your reviewer 

ing rhythm. 

Miss Arvey 

music. 

Author: Verna Arvey 

Teachers National 

We of THE ErupEe 

port of our readers 

ness of THE Erupe at 
working to sustain 

where it is needed. 

Despite the black 
seem to think are 
tion, we wish Etude 
us in repeating one 
ing of all songs 
Hundredth Psalm. 

of 

One doesn’t buy an 
upon which the ave 
can get the most for 

It gives the ; 
Cf a piano in 
Specific mak 

Address your 1 

music. 

not 

remembers 

beside the late King Alfonso of Spain, 

in Seville, watching his absorption 

a dance performed by two small boys 

who needed no more music 

snapping of their fingers in 

concludes 

with a lengthy list of choreo*raphic 

especially those who have written 
that, realizing the peculiar 

public 
through music, they have 
hand their efforts to 
his work into more and more homes 

clouds 

praise, 

. You mcey 

etter to ? 

The Etude Music Lover's Book Shei 
(Continue 

first in the Orient, to blossom forth The volume jus ,,.... 

again in Greece, Rome, Italy, and largest to appear a: 

other European countries. 
=e 

The surprising facts in Miss Ar- 

vey’s book are the well documented 

countless 

music which really owe their exist- 

ence to the dance. Music, therefore, 

owes as great a debt to dancing as 

Dancing 

uncommon 

pieces 

Standu 

than tl 

her wor 

“Choreographic Music” 

Pages: 523 

Price: $3.75 

Publisher: E. P. Dutton & Co., Ing 

A Memorable Series 
_ For thirty-five years of its fifty 

five years’ existence, the Mu sic 
a Association ha 
issued annually a remarkable volume 
of papers presented at its meetings 

A Psalm of Thanksgiving 
. 

(Continued 

give thank 
for the splendid enthusiasm and sup- 

everywhere 
us 

helpful- 
this time, in 

morale 

been re- 
introduce 

that many 

smothering civilize. 
readers to join with 
of the most uplift. 

the One 

ew piano 
rage mu 

& his mon 
a 

mon n interesting and enlightent., lite ning little b 

“HOW TO BUy A 
™mportant facts to be 

THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE 
1712 

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. Pc. 

2d from Page 743) 

in The seventy 

fascinat- 

be the Case 

of Convention, Warr 
opening addre 

Statement, 
1787 has be 

day.” Gerr 
pheus, who le< 

ig for Mars which 
disaster. 

dre iA pre 

1€ Out 

x 

Proceedings of the } 

National Association 
Page 

> Price 

Copies 

60! 

$2.50 

may be obtained d 
Oscar W. Demmuler 

Ben Avon, Pa 

from Page 731 

“Make a jovful noise unto the lini 

all ve lands. 

“Serve the Lord with cladnes: 

before his presence with singing 

“Know ye that the Lord be i 

it is he that hath made us, ad mt 

ourselves; we are his people, ai 

sheep of his pasture. 

“Enter into his gates with hak 

giving, and into his courts wih F* 

be thankful unto him, and bles bi 

name. 

ment! “For the Lord is good; his ™ 

everlasting: and his trath ender? 

all generations.” 

| 

Going lo Buy a {ee Piano! E 
i to invest in one is cP 

PLANO” 

nm making 

NEW 

| Mat World of which we might well 
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of teachers, concert tours could be 
arranged to give three or more reci- 
tals per week, if only during a period 
of three or four months each year. 
This would not only stimulate the 

The Future of 
ihe Fretted 
Instruments ambition of every concert artist, but 

also arouse greater interest among 
ronisued jrom Page 791) the younger players, and thereby 
( benefit the teachers to quite an ex- 

ert took place before an tent. The American Guild is the log- 
pi ich more than filled the ical authority to undertake such a 

school auditorium; the venture, and we hope to see it take 
yarge TE nsisted of classic and mod- action in the near future to put this 
rogram CO suggestion on a practical basis. 

itions excellently played 

a cont istanding orchestra
s, to- 

getter with many solo numbers by 

gne of the greatest artists on the 

plectr umm instruments. The morning 

ifthe fourth and last day was de- 

ited to. a Guild business meeting, 

and in the afternoon occurred one of 

the most important events of the 

wavention, the proadcast of the 

embined bands and soloists over the 

yutual Network, The same evening 

gw the awarding of trophies to the 

ymers in the many contests. 

These Guild conventions, of which 

this was the fortieth, bring together, 

mee each year, Many hundreds of 

wachers, artists, bands and orches- 

ns, and there is no doubt that the 

infuence of such a gathering is felt 

throughout the land as visitors re- 

tum to their home cities, filled with 

athusiasm and inspiration that will 

eof great benefit to themselves and 

their pupils. 
This reference to the Guild con- 

vention would be incomplete without 

ateview of the artists participat- 
ing in the various programs. Judg- 
ig from the programs before me, 
the different fretted instruments were 
never better represented than in the 
hands of these top ranking players. 

Here we see Carlo De Filippis, well 

town mandolinist; Rey de la Torre, 
‘newcomer from Cuba and pupil of 

Miguel Llobet, classic guitar; William 
), Bowen exponent of the five string 

banjo; Peter Vournas, mandolinist; 
‘nthony Militello, tenor banjoist; 
lidie Alkire, Hawaiian guitarist; 

any Volpe, American swing guitar- 
m Hee Nick Lucas, the American 
toubadour, 

pas age these names those 
a ettine, mandolinist; 
Ti Place, mandolinist; Anthony 

PE pas pact Paice 2 ai.” Make THE ETUDE Your Marketing Pisce 

latist; Vicente G Pig : 2 re doo Etude Advertisers Open the Doors to Rea 

omez, guitarist; Al- Opportunities Roe pe amermemine  OS T 

ScHOOLS—COLLEGES 

The College Bands 

of the 

United States 
(Continued from Page 785) 

strumental balance as a whole, fol- 

lowed by agricultural and technical 

schools, teachers’ colleges, and priv- 

ately endowed schools third, with 

almost similar standards of instru- 

mentation, and music conservatories 

last in order. 
It is realized that tabulation of 

replies to questionnaires is at best a 

somewhat crude yardstick with which 

to measure activities of college bands 

of our country. But the compilation 

of the type of figures presented 

herein is both interesting and rough- 

ly informative. It gives an idea of 

the status quo, and gives food for 

thought to all who are interested in 

the college band of the United 

States. 

Naturally, a much more thorough 

and comprehensive survey would be 

needed, with a greater group of sta- 

tistical returns to make any reason- 

ably accurate analysis on which to 

make any sort of premises. Generally, 

there seems to be a need for a better 

acceptance of instrumental music as 

a vital part of advanced education. 

In places, bands of our colleges have 

reached unprecedented recognition 

and dignity, functioning as irreplace- 

able units of cultural and educational 

life, but room for future develop- 

ment and for a more widespread ac- 

ceptance certainly exists. 

a ait, mandolinist; and Wil- 
Ei Oden, guitarist, we have here a 

XY of stars in the fretted instru- 

¢ proud, 

La 18 sorely needed is a concert 
tes ie American Guild aus- 

Ranged ¢ at recitals could be ar- 
tdey ee any of these artists in 
e et the general public be- 

Pasi quainted with the artistic 

les of the fretted instru- 
When in the hands of a true 

Dean, Spartansburg, 8. C. 
Ernst Bacon, 

COLLEGE, Galesburg, a haired 

James MacC. Wedde * request KNOX vane series, 

SHENANDOAH 
SERVATORY 

CONE MUSIC 
E Wade E. M iller, Pres 

ist A 
Courses leading to 

huity - what a wonderful oppor- |... 5. Mus., and B, Mus. Ed. degrees. Mian 

t nN artist would have, if, reasonable. In the heart of the * 

Virginia. tough the Valley, Dayton, 
cooperation of a number 

CONVERSE COLLEGE ‘ik
 

DEPARTMENT 
OF MUSIC 

E. Clifford 
Toren, 
Director 

Trains students for active musical careers in 

their chosen field. Progressive faculty. Conserv- 

atory occupies own building. Piano, voice, 

violin, cello, reed and brass instruments, church 

and choral music, theory, music education and 

expression. Fall semester begins September 16. 

Write E. CLIFFORD TOREN, Dir. 

3201 Foster Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. 

DETROI INSTITUTE OF 
MUSICAL ART 

DR. FRANCIS L. YORK, Chairman 

DR. EDWARD B. MANVILLE, President 

Member of the National Association of. Music Schools. 

Founded 1897. All branches of Music and Dramatic Art, 

School of Sacred Music. Faculty of 70 artists. Accredited 

Teachers’ Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees. 

. B. LLE, Business Manager 

H. B. MANVILLE, Business 52 Putnam, Detroit, Mich. 

BALDWIN-WALLACE 
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
BEREA, OHIO (suburb of Cleveland) 

Affiliated with a first class Liberal Arts College. 

Four and five year courses Jeading to degrees. Faculty 

of Artist Teachers. Send for catalogue or informa- 

tion to: 
ALBERT RIEMENSCHNEIDER, Dean, Berea, Ohio 

Ohe Cleteland Jnstitute of (usic 
Confers Bachelor of Music Degree, Master of Music Degree, Artist Diploma 

Faculty of Nationally Known Musicians 

BERYL RUBINSTEIN, Director, 3411 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 

OLITAN 
OSMOFS usic 

SHIRLEY GANDELL, M.A., Oxford 
University, England, President. 

38th year. Accredited. Offers courses 

jn all branches of Music, Certificates, 

diplomas and degrees. Desirable board- 

ing accommodations. Located in down- 

town musical center. ¥ 

Box E, 306 S, Wabash Ave., Chicago. 

MILLIKIN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
DECATUR, ILLINOIS 

Offers thoro training in music. 
Bachelor of Music Degree. Diploma and 

Courses leading to 
Certifi- 

cate in Piano, Voice, Violin, ab as Public School 
Music Methods and Music Kin 

Bulletin sent free upon request 

W. ST. CLARE MINTURN, Director 

OBERLIN Conservatory 

lergarten Methods 

A Division of Oberlin Oollege. Thorough instruction in all 
branches of music. 46 specialist teachers, excellent equipment 

(200 practice rooms, 23 modern organs, etc.) Degrees: Mus.B., 

School Mus. 
town. Catalog. Frank H. Shaw, Dir., Box 5111, Oberlin, 0 

B., A.B. with music major. Delightful college 
hio. 

RIVERDRIVE SCHOOL OF MUSIC & ARTS} 
84 RIVERSIDE DRIVE 
New York Ciry 

FREDERICK G. KOEHLER, Director 
Dormitories 

Students may enter at any time. 

For catalogue and information address Secretary 

_————— EDU ~~ a 

PHILADELPHIA CONSERVATORY BOSTON UNIV. coutece or 
osee: OF Thorough. preparation 10) cate M U Ss | Cc a MUSIC 

Ye, Chartered by the 4 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 

216 South 20th Street 

Hi Marra EzerMAN DRAKE 

Oe Managing Director %, g s <4 a : 
Se Courses leading to Degrees 

JUILLIARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC 

ERNEST HUTCHESON, President 

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART 
GEORGE A. WEDGE, Dean 

in music. B.Mus., M, 
A.M. degrees, and diplomas. Voice, Piano, Organ, 
Violin, Cello, Brass, Wind and Percussion instru- 
ments. Public School Music, Theory, History of 
Music, Musicology, Composition, Church Music. 
Distinguished faculty, including many Boston 
Symphony Orchestra members. Cultural opportu- 
nities of Boston. Attractive dormitories. Catalog. 
Alfred H. Meyer, Dean, 53 Blagden St., Boston, 
Mass. 

Individual vocal and instrumental instruction. Classes in Theory, Com- 

position, and all branches of music education. 

Courses leading to diploma and B. S. and M. S. degrees in instru- 

mental, singing, and public school music departments. 

Catalog on request. 

Room 122, 120 Claremont Avenue, New York 
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Assignment 

(a) Another of the world’s great 
composers was born the same year 

as Bach, Georg Friedrich Handel. 
Give a short account of Handel’s 

Fat 

life, as found in your history of 
music. — 

(b) What was his purpose in 
writing the “Water Music?” 
_ (ce) What is an oratorio? 
_(d) Handel is buried in West- 
minster Abbey. Where and what is 
Westminster Abbey? 

Terms 

_ (e) Give in your own words defi- 
nitions for MELODY and HAR- 
MONY. 

5 (£)_ Choose one of the best defini- 
_ tions presented for each term and 
write them in your notebook. 

_ (g) What is the meaning of poco 
a@ poco? 

Keyboard Hi armony 

(h) Play the following pattern of 
tonic and subdominant triads in all 
major keys, without stumbling. 

Junior Club Outline 
for November 

Gi) The triad on the fourth de- 
gree of the scale is called the sub- 

dominant; that on the fifth degree 

is called the dominant. What is the 

triad on the first degree called? 

Books for reference: ‘Standard 

History of Music”; “Keyboard Har- 

mony for Juniors”; “What Every 

Junior Should Know About Music.” 

Keyboard Harmony Pattern 

Musical Program 
Any of Handel’s compositions for 

Piano, or arrangements of his vocal 
or orchestral compositions. Also, if 
possible, borrow some recordings 
such as the Hallelujah Chorus from 
aus oratorio, “The Messiah”: the 
ae Music Suite”; the song Where 
os You Walk. His Harmonious 
lacksmith has been recorded on th harpsichord as well as on the pine. 

The Hungry Bunny (Game) 
By Joanne Betla (Age 8) 

(All the words in Italics can be 
Spelled on the keyboard. The first one 
to write them on the staff wins the 
game.) 

There was a little bunny, who 
hopped from place to place, to find 
himself some cabbage to fill his little 
face. The bunny met a boy, whose 
name was Thomas Ed, who threw 
away a radish, and on it Bunny fed. 
A hen he met when hungry, and 
begged her for an egg. “If I were 
you,” she told him, “I would not sit 

794 

and beg.” Upon a tree-top swayine he Saw a birdie’s nest; quoth ke “y qenk I'll tarry, and sit me down t rest.” The bird was Singing gaily a a dropped him down some seed : Bunny thanked her kindl- for ane most thoughtful deed. And th he winked his blinkers and on Hie wes na gad, for hopping ’round the eed Ty was now his latest fad reached his hole by night-fait 1° tumbled into bed, a eis. vee Bunny, but felt he’d been welt fer 

The boy stood with his nose } 

The night was chilly, 

But the child did not 

his eyes half closed, he 

the enchanting sounds 

to him through the open 

girl was singing. The h 

tones delighted him. Now 

notice 

and the touch on his torn 

between the pickets of the high 

and rain 

so tender, that he stammered, 

came to listen, sir.” 

“Very well. Come in, a 

daughter will play for you 

Signor Barezzi took the boy 

and led him up the etens 
Sveps 

the warm, softly lighted room. 

“Here is the child, Grazia,” } 

to the young lady at the plano 

listened 

stopped, but the music wen 

soft, rippling notes, like fairy Sour 

“What now, my lit man? 

do you want here?” a kind 

asked. 

At first, the child thought he ' 

run away. But the voice Was so 

comes to listen to your music.” 
“We 

fence, 
outsic have 

many 

noticed you 

nights,” tl 

why you came.” 

America’s Blessings 
By Mrs. Paul Rhode« 

(Read the verse by 
musical terms, T 

be retained.) 

We love the grand 
Where peace 

full sway. 
We —(2)— with 
—({3)— 

These lovely —(4) 
see?” 

and freedom 

pride and sir 

Salute the Stars an 
wave; 

They —(6) 
brave. 

The red, and white 
blend ; 

As freedom’s —(7) 

d 

the hom. 

In countries filled 
gain, 

There is no —(8 
Where war 

with strife 
No man can le 

Clouds fij] ; th 

ad a happy life. 

But in this la 
We —(10)— 
We guard ou 

care 
And —(11)— the bl 

Share, : 
(Answer 

nd so f 4air 
“Sweet land 

nd fre 

ir shores with 

essing 

S$ On next 
Page) 

he gir] 

kindly to the boy. “We wonderes 

Uris 

1© SRI0 

e the 

e 

or 
=fea 

4 Of liberty 

test 

Little Listener 
By Nellie C. Allred 

Fadless Chain Game 
By. Arthur Davidson 

game to test your musical 

which you can play with fore’s 4 
qowledse 

¢ ayer names a composer; 

np next player takes the last letter 

ie he name just mentioned and 

' composer Whose name begins 

2 that letter; the third player 

i the same, giving a composer 

hose name pegins with the last 

jeter of the second composer. And 

g the game continues. When some- 

| ae misses, he becomes an “R i a 

end miss makes him an “R-E, a 

fhird miss makes him an “R-E-S’ 

and his last miss makes him an 

pg-s-T,” after which he is out 

athe game. 

First names of composers or their 

prthplaces, or names of their famous 

ampositions may be included if de- 

ind, to make the game a little 

easier. 

Dar Junior Etude: 
Tam sending a picture of our ttle rhythm 

avestra. We had an operetta and we sold 
wurtickets at fifty cents. Our teacher, who Is 
nymother, gave each of us an envelope with 

ie sme tickets in it. If we sold all of our tickets, 

ani Villas Tecould invite a child for our special guest. 
Verd aF- Baldes the play, We had some poems, dances, 

smngs, and two orchestra numbers. We also had 
wme pieces played on the saw. We got fifty 

| ddlars from the performance. We are using 
themoney to buy books for the school library. 

From your friend, 
Thomas Glenn Roberts, 
Box 1311, 
Trujillo City, 
Dominican Republic, 

Dat Junior Etude: 
Wehave received The Etude for only a short 
‘te, but I must tell you how much I enjoy 
‘ epecially the Junior Page. 
lim a sophomore in high school. For the 
oe T have taken piano lessons, 
Wah ve been drum-major for our Junior 

“él School Band for two years. I also enjoy 
pes Tam at present taking xylophone 
i sety our school director. 

sey all I find music and things related 
ig predominating in my life; perhaps 

| te The Reagent? a good music magazine 

fom your friend, 
La Veryne Kangas (age 15), 

Minnesota. 

Diagonal Composer 
zzle 

By E. Mendes 
bt to i Sonal reading down from 

ight will give the name of a toy 
iene Answers must give words 

48 composer's name. 
+ 

The dia 

5 r Sage ey nee 

R ae gee ee 
Ss} f Gi ae ie 
rer fore res ee oS ee 

* 2 l 5 ae = 55 i lis 4 t : Oi tte - a bird; 3. a city in 
—_ ak. Meio O 4a day in the week; 5. a 

: wo! WS stone; 6. a shellfish. 

BABY STRING ORCHESTRA, Alliance, Ohio 

The oldest member of this orchestra is nine 
years of age, the youngest only three. 

Miss Gepner’s Colored Pencils 
By, Gladys 

Rosalind noticed a sharp-pointed 

red pencil lying on the studio piano, 

as she placed her music on the in- 

strument before starting her lesson. 

“T hope,” she thought, “that Teach- 

er isn’t going to mark up my pieces 

with that pencil.” 
“I’m trying out a new idea,” said 

Miss Gepner, the teacher, when she 

saw Rosalind looking at the pencil. 
“Each week I’m going to mark the 

mistakes in the pupils’ lessons with 

a different colored pencil. This week 

it will be red, next week green, and 

the following week blue. For in- 

stance,” she explained, “if you use a 

wrong fingering to-day, I will mark 

MM. iSkin 

it with this red pencil. If that same 
fault is still in your lesson next week, 

I shall mark it again with the green 

pencil. In this way each pupil can 

see exactly how long he or she has 

been making the same old mistakes.” 
“Well,” declared Rosalind, “I don’t 

like to have my music marked up, so 

I’m going to. be very careful and not 

give you any reason to mark it.” 

“Don’t worry, my dear,” laughed 
the teacher. “If I do have to mark 

your music, I’ll make the marks very 

small and light; and then, just as 

soon as you have erased the mistakes 

from your playing, we shall erase the 

colored pencilings from your music!” 

Tue Junior Erupe will 
award three worth while 
prizes each month for the 
most interesting and 

original stories or essays 

on a given subject, and 

for correct answers to 

puzzles. Contest is open to all boys and 

girls under eighteen years of age, whether 

a Junior Club member or not. Contestants 

are grouped according to age as follows: 

Junior Etude 

Contest 

Class A, fifteen to eight- 
een years of age; Class 
B, twelve to fifteen; Class 
C, under twelve years. 
Names of all of the prize 
winners and their con- 
tributions will appear on 

this page in a future issue of THE 
Erupe. The thirty next best contributors 
will be given a rating of honorable men- 

tion. 

SUBJECT FOR THIS MONTH 

“My Wusical Ambition g 

io 
tries must be received at the Junio 

<i later than November 15. 

Contributions oe ca 

d class 

he ae oee tight corner of your paper. 

sure to do this on each sheet. 

Write on one side of paper only an 

Do not have anyon 

Clubs or schools are requested to 

six entries (two for each class)- 

ve 

ntain not over one hun 

A, B, or C) must ag 

d do not use a typewriter. 

y ork for you. 

See riod th hold a preliminary contest 

rements will not b 

r Etude Office, 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., not 

Winners will appear in the February issue. 

CONTEST RULES 
dred and fifty words. 

ar in upper left corner and your address in 

you need more than one sheet of paper, be 

and to submit not more than 

e eligible for prizes. 

PRES Entries which do not meet these requ! 

Honorable Mention
 for June 

Opera Square Puzzle: 

> iger; Iris Dor- 
Doris Kauff; Elaine Scheve 

man; Laura Ehrenfreund:  Yosnise | wal: 

; 5 : ryn 
Mary Theresa Maullaro; < seu ee 

ker; Gloria Canter; Betty Mor ae 

Seoney: Rita Raport; Joanne Bens cat 

nor Matusiak; Marjorie Ann noe gat ee 

Reneker; Martha WwW. Duval; John sai 

Don. R. Lipsitt; Mary Elizabeth Long: Roy 

eker; Florence Lockridge; Fay ace. 

Johnson; Helen chandepa i ae 

ert Frankfurt; Louis Bonelli; her
e 

guson; Ellery Silvers; Helen 

George Anderson. 

Honorable Mention for June 

ssays: 

Laura I. Henninger; Paul Hammer; Ruth 

Valderrama; Dorothy Williams; Virginia 

Kerr; Janice Gilligan; Arlene Woods; Carroll 

Chipman; Barbara Dye; Mary Elizabeth 

Long; Shirley Jane Fries; Charlotte Weimer; 

Natalie Topkins; Gae Caldren; Ellis B. 

Cooper, Jr.; Betty Mae Smith; Iris Coleen 

Curley; Annie Ruth Royal; Patricia Ann 

Woofter; Pegsy Tomlinson; Norma Jane 

Lanning; Lealys Gilliam; Irene Carter; Wini- 

fred Bowles; Guy Leaming; Anna Mae Mor- 

ris; Ethel Amson; Laurence Matthews, Flor- 

ence Barbour; John Bellis. 

Which Do I Prefer, Orchestras 

or Bands? 
(Prize winner in Class A) 

For me this question has put one very 

definite answer. I believe that the symphony 

orchestra can be equalled by no other musi- 

cal organization in any way. A person listen- 

ing to a symphony orchestra gets every type 

of emotional feelng from the very strongest, 

which results from a loud chord from the 

whole orchestra, down to the delicate whis- 

per produced by a long sustained violin tone 

at the end of a solo. The very best of bands 

can not produce effects equal to this, and it 

is easy to see why. The instrumentation of 

the orchestra includes the instruments of 

the band with the strings added. Therefore 

the symphony. orchestra can produce the 

effects of the band, but the band can not 

produce the effects of the orchestra. 

‘The music of the orchestra is of a varia- 

ble type; and, whether you care for modern 

compositions or the symphonies of Bee- 

thoven, you can hear either from the sym- 

phony orchestra. There were no bands as we 

have them now in the time of Beethoven, 

so all the music written for bands is of 

rather recent origin. 
I have never heard a symphony orchestra 

except over the radio and through record- 
ings, but even in this way it produces for 
me the very greatest of musical enjoyment. 

Dorothy Ann Zimmerman (Age 15), 
Kansas 

JUNIOR MOZART CLUB 
Fort Dodge, lowa 

Answers to Diagonal Opera 

Square Puzzle: 

1, librettos; 2, Donizetti; 3, Ethio- 

pian; 4, Offenbach; 5, “Robin Hood”; 
6, Norwegian; 7, Overtures; 8, Holy 

Grail; 9, Beethoven; Diagonal; “Lo- 

hengrin.” 

Prize winners for June Opera Square 
Puzzle: . 

Class A, Larry Brown (Age 16), 
Georgia 

Class’ B, Barbara Dye (Age 14), 
California 

Class C, Betty Litschert (Age 8), 
Pennsylvania 

Which Do I Prefer, Orchestras 

or Bands? 

(Prize winner in Class B) 

In the contest, ‘‘Which do I prefer, orches- 
tras or bands?’, I prefer bands. I have 
played in both bands and orchestras, but 
bands have always been a slight favorite 
because of the snappy music played as they 
march down the street. I like to hear the 
roll of the snare drum. Cornets blazing 
away send a thrill through me that I do 
not get from orchestras. Another reason I 
like bands best is because I do not like the 
dull gowns worn by orchestra performers, 
and I do not like the slow, dull music they 
often play. So, on the whole, these reasons 
make me prefer bands to orchestras, 

.Carl Curry (Age 12), 
Pennsylvania 

America’s Blessings 

Answers: 1, hold; 2, swell; 3, glee; 
4, lines; 5, bars; 6, grace; 7, keynote; 

8, rest; 9, air; 10, sing; 11, count. 
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: Salem, Virginia, there is a man by the ’ ina mt 708 tein. will 

“name of James Malley, who in addition — of Symphonic Skeleton 5. Meu, Myst, which, We are CerelD, W i imi 1 
to being a music teacher is an expert on this is No. 7. ¥ Sear ia or notable success. i o Th . ra su ae oS alls sae f ge digeay alert of pianos. As The success of the six on. Cate 'made up of about forty te Story of a Singer oo Gur ee a Every one of : i! 

iobby saiah an ee te enjoys lished Skeleton Scores (No.1 go os includes eS ae by L. A. G. STRONG this collection is ates: sents i Music for the | 
photography. THE ErubE Mustc Macazinr No. 5 in C Minor—pow, Mh) © aanfations of well Known : Se : i i 

has secured the rights for magazine Symphony No. ¢ i em; je ents throughout are for } One of the most fascinating biographies Mes Poet controe ation: ee 0 eet Modern Reader 
coe? OB grrané mig and young voices have we have ever published. It is a fairy tale Se ee Aver eee VOMG RCE eno ce 

A LIT IN AWN 

and appeal are undeniable. 

THE COVER FOR ‘THIS MONTH—Down in 

cover use on several of his excellent pho- 
_tographs, and the hands of the church 
organist reproduced on the cover of this 

issue is one of these fine photographs. 

nd ms 2 2 

CHRISTMAS MUSIC—The Christmas sea- 

numerous pro- 
grams that are 

ope 

Gig NY. to. be_ presented. 

Winey new Yuletide 
y music in the va- 

rious classifica- 
id tions already has 
ae » rolled off the #d each is preceded by explanatory text 

* presses and it is Matter. Technic phases treated are ex- 
ri, . highly gratifying tension of the fingers over a one-octave 
to learn that the “early-bird” buyers are Passage, running scales divided between 

: xing enthusiastic about these new the hands, keyboard leaps, staccato and 

‘Christmas offerings. As usual, the quality legato phrasing, “thumb under” pas- 
Sages, and use of the pedal. Toothpick 

A MONTHLY BULLETIN OF INTEREST 

list of recordings of Mozart's music 

which youngsters will enjoy. An added 

feature is a dramatization of the child- 

hood story of Mozart with complete dia- 

grams and directions for staging in 

miniature, 

In advance of publication a single 

This she has don . giv 
tions 

kowski; No. 3, in D Min 
4, Symphony No. 1 in C Min 
No. 

ished) —Sc 

in G 

eacn) 

may be ordered a 

of 2 

mace a8 S00n as ft 

y issued, t 

" . portance. Now we are 

ey Po oe this addition to the 

Ne arefully considered as to range, 
| mo 

s 

the Lamp of His Mercy; The 

: The Beatitudes, etc. The 

are from the works of oe ih 

e wishing to order a single copy of 

d collection at the advance of 

‘ae Delivery will be made when the 

i comes from the press. The sale, 

ignerer, Will be confined to the United 

gues and Its Possessions,
 

“in pr 

cents, post; 

WERT TRANSCRIPTIONS OF FAVOR- 
CHILD'S OWN BOOK OF CREiT iy TLEYMNS, for Piano, by Clarence Kohl- 
CIANS—JOHN PHILIP sous, } un—There is an endless and incessant 

iamnd for the favorite hymns in good 

useful piano arrange- 

JOHN MeCORMACK 

come true—the story of the unknown lad 
from Athlone who rose to world fame. 
$3.00 

eee eee 

OUR SINGING COUNTRY 
and ALAN LOMAX 

published. 
A second yolume of American ballads 

Seeger. Probably $5.00 

All bookstores 

THe MACMILLAN COMPANY 
60 Fifth Ave., New York 

anthems available to those choirs which, 
for convenience as well as for the needs 

sing effectively. This means that the 
church choir obtaining and using this 
collection will get special value. 

Upon publication it will bear a nomi- 

nal price and while it is in course of 
preparation choirmasters may obtain for 

copy to be made as soon as the book is 

thority on voice, and teacher of famous 

singers of the Metropolitan and Chicago 

Opera Companies, Dr. Samoiloff has for 

many years been active as a _ vocal 

teacher in New York City and, since 

1929, in Los Angeles. He has held Master 

Classes in various sections of the coun- 

try, particularly in Chicago, San Diego, 

bers, which include an overture, four and Denver. Now he is ready to extend 

solos, three duets, a quartet, and a num- the benefits of his rich experience by 

USIC ° 
IN WESTERN 

son is here! At least it is here for music among radio listen tat i i i 10ng radio list ations J ana their own personal reference libraries a 

ey publishers and individuals who take part and concert go et, Grieg, _Mendelssoh nS x r — single copy at the advance of publication 

iH in planning the musical portions of the addition. Like ¢ sty, Doorah, Beethoven, Sibelius, an by JOHN A, LOMAX cash price of 35 cents, delivery of this iG V ILI f, G4 ule) x| 

By Paul Henry Lang 
Is a 

we dit 
= “2 Gunidaceenie TO ALL MUSI C LOVERS isplen sh price of 25 cents, post- and folk songs collected by the Lomaxes. Je Jeton spitation 2 of 2 cen |  ibeggeaes THE SINGER’S HANDBOOK, by Lazar S 

oe vj, should place their orders at this Music transcribed by Ruth Crawford Samoilaff—— An internationally-known Ae Heretofore musical history has 
been treated as an isolated do- 
main of human activity. In this 
new book it receives its rightful 
place in the general stream of 
civilization. The spirit of each 
age finds its expression in music; 
all aspects of life have been in« 
fluenced by music, and now, at 
last, this dramatic and exciting 
story is told in full for the first 
time. Beautifully illustrated. 

1100 Pages. $5.00 

; Indicative of the splendid recent issues °F matchstick type drawings illustrate copy of this first book in a fascina 
are That Wondrous Christmas Night, the characteristic titles, such as Stretch new series may now be ordered at 
ortuguese Carol, arranged for mixed Yourself, Relay Race, Broad Jump, special price of 20 cents ee maid ir 

voices by H. P, Hopkins (21466—10c) ; Climbing a Pole, Running on Tiptoes, 7 te 
Father Christmas, Russian Carol, ar- 2d Pole Vaulting. There are eighteen THE BEST CHRISTMAS GIFT—THE ETUDI 

ments. Opportunities for jer of choruses, are very melodious and offering to the musical world this “Sing- W. W.NORTON & CO., 70 Fi 

their use come up €Ve€TY quite in keeping with the tenor of the er’s Handbook.” POF ry 

day, particularly in the ho0k. Eleven principles are required, in- Dr. Samoiloff’s writing is logical and | 

eld of religious activity. cluding five tenors (one light), three sound; he uses straight-forward, clear r 

Also in the home and in paritones, and two basses (one heavy). English, and has a keen sense of form 1... woman and Song, and others. 
ranged for mixed voices by H. P. Hop- Studies in all, one being a du al aie 3 , et for IC ;AZINE—Y t ' i 
kins (21467—8c): Good Christian Men, teacher and pupil. . sae be SIC MACAZINE—You cannot buy a the studio there isa ready ¢enq for a copy now at our special ad-. and climax. Any serious student who is - peste ny 

Rejoice, 14th Century Melody, harmon- 4 Single copy of this new book , more acceptable gift for any music loving place for this music WE vance of blicati 31 i f£ 40 willing to follow the basic principles he AG pe spedalganienes 2 ee f | 
z w book may be friend than a year’s subscription to Tu love, For these reasons we oy older aaa aay cae pret ies : as th of ti price, 40 cents, postpaid, this book is 

g hi sons “* cents, postpaid. advocates for the specified length of time ;,406q a rare bargain and the publishers al ized by J. S. Bach, arranged for mixed assured by placing your order now at the ErupE Music voices, a cappella, by Harvey Gaul Special advance of publication cash price .; 
2 . Sere a The Holly Tree Carol, 25 cents, postpaid, : ornish Carol, arranged for divided 

es. 
voices, a cappella, by Ralph E. CHILDHOOD DAYS OF FAMOUS COM- ge mores Rasta pee Map 

Marryott (OD 15091—15c): Christians, POSERS—The Child Mozart, by Lottie Ells- two one weais feu cae pl oe ct. 8 ~yes Subscriptions to diff 

MaGaAziIne,. Coming as 
does each month, Tue Erupe is 
petual reminder of your friendship 

it have arranged with Mr. 
Clarence Kohlmann for 

tepreparation of the book offered here. 
Mt, Kohlmann’s achievements in the 

iid of transcription are well known. 
elas won a national following as or- 

demanded cannot help being improved in suggest the immediate placing of your | 

bis" sineme. He = vonchrs | upon ia order while this special offer is in effect. L 

every subject necessary to an artistic 
| 

career, musicianship, intelligence, per- CHANGES OF ADDRESS — Where you 

sonality, a knowledge of languages, how change your address, advise us at least : 

to dress, how to stand, how to behave four weeks in advance of the publication ff | 

MY PIANO BOOK, Part Two, by Ada Rich- 

ter—This book, although planned to com- 

plete the year’s work begun in Part 

One, may be employed by beginners who 

Be Joyful, by Russell Hancock Mil worth Coi rent ih hal es, for Coit and Rose Bampton—From the addresses < different ‘ : “a 

mixed voices (OD 15092—15c): TheChant arly life and first compositions of tt dr esses at $4.00, a saving to you of 50 ist at the great Auditorium in Ocean have or tee scared = before the public, etc. Of special value : : wa 

Sublime, by Franz Bornschein, for mixed “child a 1€ cents on each subscription. Of cot iw, N. J, where for 2 a struction book and are *t lists of songs suit- date, which is the first of each month, 

voices (OD 15093—15¢c); Three Christ- the auth oct. , Mozart, you understand that one of these s ths delighted thousands of religious ready to begin the study S16 °anclwey wort of voice, ee On es cae i 
mas Carols (Of a Rose Now Let Us book have. of this unique scriptions must be a gift We will ad Takers with his pn . cl ara 8 i of scales and pieces of es be Mery a aan inging will a evens ee a ee i 

¢ i com- if y 41 indi inbrirste t By ncs pos g 2 7 ss - w z Vol 

Mary, My Mother), harmonized by Al- bination of  stori © Cor if you will indicate that you wish it sent “twenty hymns in excellent pianistic The study of ‘thumb Thich may be ordered now in advance of 

_ fred Whitehead, for mixed voices (OD fies Jevia orles, pic- at the time you place your subscriptior dilations in grades th ‘eae under” passages for both WUC? : SLES postpaid LET’S CHEER! BAND BOOK, by Fulton- { 

15095—10c); The Shepherd. : music that will If the friend is , on  Wentiiee tae ee ee hands, grace notes, chro- publication at $1.25, Postpaia. Chenette—A collection that is novel in the 1] 

bh : pherds and the have a real appeal to oi is now on our list, the new ‘aig the contents one will find such nanoe, ee i f|| 
mn, Mexican Carol, adapted by Harvey young music stud © sift subscription may begin at the ex- these limites as: Sun of Mf 1; Savi matic scale passages, trip- sense that it contains the type of num- fi 

students, : at the ex- YS: Soul; Bavioer, lets, and arpeggios is con- STRAUSS ALBUM OF WALTZES—Although pers associated with college sports to- bs 

the Vienna of Schubert, the Strauss gether with some welcome surprises, Fa- Bi 

family, and other talented composers nO miliar tunes that may be sung by the bt 

longer is the mecca of pleasure-seeking band or bleacherites are featured, in- 

music lovers, interest in cluding De Camptown Races, The Ma- F 

the music of these mas- rine Hymn, John Peel, In the Gloaming, } 

ters, especially the so- Men of Harlech, Yankee Doodle, and ia 

| 
i 

piration of the present one. lea Shepherd Lead Us; Onward, 
ag Soldiers; Sweet Hour of 
fA Is Dying in the West; My 
he ove Thee; The Promised Land; 
. Love to Tell the Story. 

i = Hs book is being made ready, 
on ‘ay place an order for a single 
“Wat the advance of publication cash 

may Gaul, arranged for treble voices, S. S. A., How Mozart dem on- 
takir by Ruth E. Bailey (OD 15090—15c); 4 trated hi ihe a ed his love of musi i Good Christmas Cheer, by William Years of age, how he Bertea ie Ape certs Baines, for treble voices, S. A. (21465 the harpsichord a eons 6c); The Infant Holy, by Louise E, S00n after makes fascinati Stairs, Cantata for mixed voices (60c); Youngsters. Added to this and (Duerture for organ (from-“For Us a ©f Mozart as a child, and 

s Born), by J. S. Bach, arr: Positions i ial, simpli oy Gaul (40c). arr. a ok. of these are superior works that TW at 0 of these were i warrant your consideration, so why not efore his eighth birtha ermine Single copies of any or all of 45 to the use of the bo em now while you still have ample °f varying ages will be 

tinued in Part Two, and particular atten- 

tion is given to the presentation of new 

note values and rhythms. Special holidays 

are also observed, with appropriate pieces 

for Valentine’s Day, May Day, and Easter. 

Also included are several teacher and 

vi 
pupil duets, one trio, and a ve eps 

ran oxld. Copies will Bed Orranst wees with instruction 72- | , 
“tiotions hve macation. Copytaiss Sean their presentation at each lesson ¢ “Waltz King” of his day tically arranged for this book. It is not 

te United owever, will limit its sale 8@roine ‘cond at the back of the book. imagine that the tunes he just a haphazard collection to be rele- 
St are to be foun 4 test on the mate- wrote for the gay dancers of the Vienna gated to a dark corner in the music i 

ne a akigis oi cafes would one day be programmed by library, but one to be kept in aonetank 

Se ovis Wels euler G gig tic one Tschaikowsky called “younger Strauss,” many others. On the whole it may be 
es tac Dae a for the true music 

g radio, record an 
; ! * d concert fe be Pick i yoni to follow the melodic thread ae Ore Dhonies aS performed by Own Book. What ~_ estras, Miss Katzner conceived Phasis on tl € idea of isolating 

: 

r Johann Jr., is ever on the summarized as a group of attractive new 

b increase. Little did the numbers especially written and prac- 

ates and Its Possessions. 

ict S presents an excel- : 
Wd ope’ for the action of this ADAM GEIBEL 

4, Oetetta which was conceived by famous blind composer, 

time. “On Approval” re included wi the melody lin reli: quests for these with a the complete seor 1elody line from pupil" bio NR ; ing y may now be | 

oN os as any other seasonal program © score of each symphony, Fost a Be UND—dn Operetta for Men's Tia! covers: A pavatioe a publication leading symphony orchestras. vi sls ocmbamepmar sees eC aia Pr 
va oe will be cheerfully honored by ] dL, ty i Acts, by L. E. Yeamans—The Ordered at aa “ nts, postpaid. Listening to the fine recordings of the In advance of publication copies of the f ; | 

Ese on, Beek Dance o & f L i ted ie future with its almost me- cash price of ce , Strauss waltzes, and the frequent broad- various parts may be ordered at the spe- i | 

tcation ( ) mT = lnhabitant wasting of them on the better radio pro- cial introductory price, 20 cents each; ah 
our, experienced clerks will be most 
happy to assist you in making an appro- 

cea Oa im. Gelbel 
the American public has come to the Piano-Conductor book at 30 cents. ley 

ciation of their beauties, These are postpaid prices, and the books NOV EMBER 194 1 Adam: Geibel, grams, 
a better appre priate selection if you so desire is li 

, Wie dices. ore. ies list are in breparation ~ late My, 7, , many gospel songs, ; ‘ « har Th ill be deli d wh blished wh 
sh m tie it i ni ee te “LE, Yeamans, formerly a not only wrote ‘ me their distinctive rhythmic charm. e will be delivered when published. : ate 

Y (bostpaid) will & y . " of the faculty of the Oberlin hymns, and anthems that have beco ssful motion picture The Great only to orders blaced NOW. 2” STUNTS FOR PIANO, A Very First Exercise e made when the book 
z i succe : SRUNTS FOR PIANO, 4 Very Fre Exec Evangelical portraying incidents in the life ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION OFFERS f. Merve 

i A Waltz, A ; up his own of the composer, also did much to popu- WITHDRAWN—Piano teachers will be 
favorites in oy of Music. The action deals established 

but he also set SSP 
& pa’ 5 are published. 

tion appear on : ® man ; ten, wAnifold tribulations of two Churches, 
1 

Serves to “sugar coat” the le: i enlahosdeDainceee 35 these pa LAWRENCE KEATING’S JUNIOR TS Ji, 
and maintain pupil interest ty Gee “ether ome scien Com posers— Let's Cheer—Bong Bo, riioctate BOOK— Wit) pidly inc tage tiers who find themselves music publishing company. Recently aot fatise some of is delightful composi- pleased with the new works now ready 

stunts out of what really are basic tech. Child's Own Book of Ba a Beipton -20 land Books och 20 ig Na land of supermen from ‘Theodore Presser Co. secured the at eee for publication that are being placed on ih 

nical studies. The author believes that SUL et Gal eS fptice My Piano Book, Part alpen. Conductor “39 ih all Women except ra have been lishing rights of a number of fine a Pianists of average ability can enjoy sale this month. Those having in charge uh 

while children generally do not like Concert Transcriptions of Favorite Hym “10 | The Singer's Handbook _ Richter 25 ee series of ludicrous situations thems by the late Dr. Geibel, which papi many delightful hours playing the fine the instruction of very young students, ih ih 
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lishing new works that have been 
described in these notes, this will serve 
as a notice that the special advance of 

publication cash price on the following 
works is now withdrawn. Copies may be 

had from your local music dealer, or may 

be obtained for examination from the 
publishers on our usual liberal terms. 

Little Players, A Piano Book for Very 

Young Beginners, by Robert Nolan Kerr, 
immediately will attract the youngster 
in whose hands a copy is placed as a first 

Letters from 

Etude Friends A New Approachto _ 
Piano Mastery 

HERE is a collection of master- ; 
Pieces of piano literature de- NO. 24 “WHOLE 

qs 

Dpivate TEACHER
S (Western) 

She, Too, Went “Back to 

the Piano” ii MACDONALD HOPE CORYELL KATE S$. CHITTENDEN 
piano book. Issued in the convenient To THE Errpe: Concert Pionist—Artist Teacher Pionoforte — Repertory — Appreciation signed to bring to the music 1 

2 . be 2 , *y) . t e eate aay no ine ‘ : Over 
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have been added to foster a more the first article | saw was the one Go i 

attractive illustrations will at once cap- 2, Berkeley, Collif. 

tivate the child. The presentation of the ps Colo Aves SE Ee eS cate RET FREDERIC FREEMANTEL Pe ines Ht mist be learned about A CHRISTMAS ISSUE OF to the Piano,” by Mrs. 7 aa OSE OUGH pleasurable acquaintance with the 

music and piano playing is by rote and SURPRISES her or write to her, I'd } rt R Voice Instruction compositions, to inspire within the 
much good it did me to kr VOICE performer a keener appreciation of Author ot 24 home study lessons, 

The Fundamental Principals of Voice 
Production and Singing." 

note, all made as simple as possible. 
A f cistant to Lozor S. Sarr 

Texts and illustrations bring out familiar former Assisiont in Hollywood 
one else who thought as I do abe 
ping of our music just bees 

“Better than the best’ is what our Editors 
told us when we asked them about the Christ- 

the tonal message, and to supply 
the ambitious with a simple pian- . e742 mas Etude. Continuing, they added: ''It's just ld Ui ears, not in ambit sd Her Voice Studios ot 

i experiences in the average child’s day ‘tops’. There is interest and profit and charm ar Ne aa ene years rigs Reopened He VRELAND CALIFORNIA Studios: 205 West 57th Street istic means for overcoming tech- 
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A Selected List of Very First 
Pieces in Sheet Form From 
Which to Choose Lesson 
Aids for Juvenile Pianists 
Cat. No. Title Composer Price 
24600 The Big Bell and the Little 

Bell. Ella Ketterer e250) 
26920 Chickadee ...... Renée Miles .25 

TRPORE Resse ¢ 26757 Climbing the Jungle Gym.” 
Prete Ethelyn Lenore Stinson ..  .25 

26278 Coasting Party. Hester Lorena 
Dunn 125 

LITTLE 26775 Dolly Dear .... Ada Richter .30 
11876 The First Lesson. C. W. Krog- 

; 7 mann +30 

FOR You N G p L A Y E R S A Piano Method for 26341 Here We Come! March. Sid- 
Very Young Beginners ney Forrest ~ 125 

PIANO PUPIL 26832 I Like to Dance. Sarah Cole- 

S By ROBERT NOLAN KERR man Bragdon 125 

24009 My First Piece. Robert Nolan 

. carte : Kei 25, 
THE CHOICE OF THE RIGHT MATERIAL An engaging and thoroughly fascinating pre-school piano book. 26995 My Papeun aye t Ss Ada Richter .30 
MEANS MUCH IN TEACHING SUCCESS . Beginning at the very outset of music study, it serves as a happy 26958 Polly Wants a Cracker! Rox- 

WITH THE ALERT JUVENILES TO-DAY. i i sont, ope ana Paridon 25 
TSR AS CTO, introduction to any average first grade book. Distinguishing 25360 Ring - Around -a-Rosy. Ann 

features -of the book are its “rote and note” presentation, rhyth- Scott «30 

EDIE UBLICATIONS: 23663 Rock-a-By ...... Ella Ketterer .30 
mic play activities, and a number of clever illustrations which 

will delight any child. It is published in the efficient oblong 

format, which keeps the work always near the child’s eye- 

level and makes for more ready sight-reading. A page of 

hints to teachers on the use of the book is included. 

26620 Rolling Stones. Lewellyn Lloyd .25 
The privilege of examining a complete copy of 

any or all of these works is offered teachers. Numbers Published in Oblong Form 

27051 Big Brown Bear. Harold Spen- 
25 cer 

A Phenomenal Success! 27124 Blue-Eyed Doll. Harold Spen- 

Music PLAY 
FOR EVERY DAY 

THE GATEWAY TO PIANO PLAYING 

Price, 50 cents cer 25 
27052 My Birthday Cake. Myra Ad- 

ler 25 
27050 My Kiddie Car ..Myra Adler .25 
27064 Step Carefully! ..dda Richter .30 

Captivating Albums 

of First Pieces for 

Youngsters... 
The Immensely Popular Ada Richter Books! 

This irresistible first piano book, Ada Richter's CINDERELLA 

see iA cin fo Gee NEW RHYMES AND TUNES KINDERGARTEN A Story with Music for Piane 
: By Helen L. Cramm Price, 75¢ CLASS BOOK By Ada Richter _—Price, 60¢ 

picture in colors, The Fairyland 

of Music. In an appealing man- 

ner the book then continues, de- 

lighting the juvenile imagination 

with illustrations, game-like pro- 

cedures and charming little melo- 

dies. There also are “cut-out” 

pictures for the pupil to paste 

in the book. This clever com- 

bination of work and play is 

almost sure to maintain interest 

This unusual book, which is based on 
ey the familiar tale of Cinderella, may be 

A Piano Approach for put to many uses. The music can be 
Little Tots used for “extra work” and the illustra- 

tions accompanying each piece may be 
: colored for “busy work.” The story is 

In a most attractive manner illustrated with piano solos of about 
this book engages the attention second grade, some with words. 
of very young beginners (4 to 
6 years of age) and soon has JACK AND 
them making music on the THE BEANSTALK 
piano out of notes placed be- 
fore them. The childhood story A Story with Music for Piano 
of Goldilocks and the Three By Ada Richter _— Price, 60¢ 

Answers the question, “What shall I do with 
the children while they are trying to learn 
the notes on the staff?” Many, many teach- 
ers haye found this book a valuable acces- 
sory during the young pupil’s first months 
of study. Both clefs are used from the start. 

VERY FIRST PIECES PLAYED 
ON THE KEYBOARD 
By N. Louise Wright Price, 50c 

Ideal pieces for use just as soon as the first 
rudiments are gained in the early lessons. 

: ice. The text with each piece adds to its attrac- Bears is used as a continuity Little piano solos, about grade two, are 
and induce prac! A 

tiveness. upon which all of the work is used to) Hlastrate the story. ety? re 
. texts which may be sung. In the light 

PRICE, $1.25 PLAYTIME BOOK based. Profusely illustrated. of successful modern procedures with 
young piano beginners, this book has 

ALSO PUBLISHED IN FOUR By Mildred Adair Price, 75¢ Price, $1.00 much to recommend it. 

BOOKS-—Price, 40 cents each 
An exceedingly good book to use practi- 
cally from the very beginning as a supple- 
mentary work to almost any instruction 
book. It pleasingly rounds out the start for 
little folk. Its first pieces help in the gain- 
ing of a knowledge of notation up and 
down from Middle C. 

PRISCILLA'S WEEK 

By Mathilde Bilbro Price, 75¢ 

In these wonderful little first grade pieces, 

with quaint illustrations, clever words and 

characteristic music the tizy tot finds much 

delight in following Priscilla through the 

week in her daily activities. 

TEN FIVE-NOTERECREATIONS 

By C. W. Krogmann Price, $1.00 

Mrs. Krogmann is one of the most success- 

ful writers of easy teaching pieces. These 

excellent piano pieces for little beginners, 

although limited to the five-finger position, 

are, nevertheless, decidedly interesting and 

attractive. Each piece is accompanied by an 

appropriate verse which may be sung if 

desired. 

“HAPPY DAYS IN MUSIC PLAY” is the 

wonderful book to follow “MUSIC PLAY” 
A DEPENDABLE SOURCE FROM 

WHICHTO OBTAIN METHODS, STUDIES, 

AND PIECES FOR PIANO PUPILS OF 

ALL AGES AT ANY STAGE OF STUDY 

Renowned With Specialists 

In Child Piano Beginners 

MINIATURE MELODIES 

By JESSIE L. GAYNOR 

In Three Volumes 

A deservedly popular series of melodic pieces 
‘or young students. Advancing almost imper- 

ceptibly from very easy eight-measure tunes in 
ae first book to easy grade three pieces of aver- 
a ength in the third book, their rendition in- 
olves many phases of elementary piano work. 

must” group with countless piano teachers. 

THEODORE Presser Co. 
SEND FOR FREE HELPFUL 
CATALOGS FOR PIANO TEACHERS 1712 CHESTNUT ST. 
TOGETHER WITH DETAILS AS TO 
GENEROUS DISCOUNTS AND LipeRaL PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
EXAMINATION PRIVILEGES. 

Price, 75 cents Each Volume 



Only ina PHILCO 
can you enjoy these 

apes inventive genius of Phileo engineers has 
revolutionized the radio-phonograph you 

have always known. The scratchy steel needle 
that scrapes the music from the record is gone. 
It is old-fashioned, now, to change needles, 
or put up with annoying surface noise and 

expensive record wear. A new kind of radio- 
phonograph is here, developed by Philco, that 
brings you glorious new purity and beauty of 
tone, more complete enjoyment of radio and 

recorded music. 

The new delights which you enjoy in a 1942 
Philco Photo Electric Radio-Phonograph are 

modern 
phonogra 
features 

exclusive. No ordinary phonograph can offer 
you Music on a Beam of Light ... . the new 
Philco Automatic Record Changer with Strobo- 
scope Pitch and Tempo Control . . , the Tilt- 
Front Cabinet. These are the marks of the 

modern phonograph. And they are yours only 

an a Philco! 

In radio, too, Phileo inventions bring you 

thrilling tone and performance which only Philco 

owners may enjoy. The exclusive Phileo FM 

System brings you Frequency Modulation re- 

ception at new low cost. And, at every price, 

the utmost in radio beauty and value. 

RADIOS, RADIO-PHONOGRAPHS, PORTABLES, AUTO RADIOS 

from $9-95 to $595.00 

SEE AND HEAR THEM TODAY AT YOUR NEAREST PHILCO DEALER 

Prices subject to change without notice; slightly higher Denver and West 

The first basic im, 
duction since the 
Instead of the poi . Point 
jewel that neve, edeteel 

Sroboscape 
Pitch ang Tempo Control 

recorded them in 
Philco Automatic Re 
Bele Tecords are safe 
lamage them Opera i . . tion is sj gentler and more reliable, Onmgi plots secle 

S the artists 
» with the new 
er, your yalu- 

No lid to “ft. no need to re Mo no awkward-looki 

Toplay the phonon wnendy 
the grille, 

and beauty, 
tiful... ae 5 * + Convenient UY Phileo hag itt +++ beau. 

PHILCO 1013 PHO: 
(illustrated). Authentic Hepplewhite desi; 


